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AVCOM'S sqlellite receiverc
continue to mqke me look good.

My customes
gel sludio-quolity
sqlellite receplion.

And, I get
qll lhe credit.

Because AVCOM receivers live
up to their performance speci-
fications and have such high
reliability, you benefit from the
resulting customer satisfaction.

Ask any AVCOM dealer about
AVCOM'S excellent reputation for
products that work right from the
carton. The first time. Every time.

Compare AVCOM'S video
quality to the competition. It's un-
surpassed. Carefully designed
commercial-grade circuitry makes
the AVCOM picture possible.

AVCOM. It means Value. Reli-
ability. And, Service. As an
AVCOM dealer it means AVCOM'S
commitment to your success.

AVCOM lets you profif from
bofh the commerciolond fhe

home-use morkels.

AVCOM is a leading designer and
manufacturer of unique satellite
communications products for both
commercial and private installa-
tions. For example:

COM-66I: A commercial receiver
that features a detented channel
selector and is compatible with
AVCOM'S BDC-60 block down-
converter. The result is a double
conversion system that offers high
stability and can be used with any
brand and degree LNA. Other

features include; automatic polari-
ty switching output, tunable audio,
sensitive signal meter and rack
mount.

COM-2A: The ultimate in Con-
venience, Economy and Perfor-
mance. Attractive styling fits any
home decor. Ideally suited for low
cost installations and delivers max-
imum reliability and high perfor-
mance. Features include;
o Attractive styling
o Tirnable audio with switchable

wide and narrow IF filters
(optional)

o Remote control console
o Internal crystal controlled

modulator
o Unclamped video output for

decoders

COM-3R: Now wilh APS-24
Aulo-Polorizolion Seleclor slon-
dord. The full feature COM-3R is
used around the world for a wide
variety of unique TVRO installa-
tions. Threshold peaking and
selectable dual IF filters are op-
tionally available for receiving
international type transmissions.

Call your AVCOM representa-
tive today. It's a sure way to con-
tinue looking good.

AVCOM"
5oo Reseorch oooo. 

- - 
It

Richmond. VA 23236
(804)794-2sOO

Toll Free Order-Only Line
'c�c.446-25c,0
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TOP OF THE MONTH

AS 1984 winds down and we be-
gin the chore of looking back at how
we changed as an industry in this
George Orwel lyear,  we invi te deal-
ers to help us analyze the 'profits'

and 'deb i ts '  o f  our  5 th  comple te
year.  On page 13 here we have
another one of those infamous CSD
surveys. The results wi l l  be pub-
l ished in a special  issue of CSD/2 for
January 1Sth. Your own inputs wi l l
be melded together with those from
hundreds of other dealers;the result
being we have a good profile of the
yearjust past and the yearjust start-
ing. Please help.

LUXOR. Not their best year. Coop
travels to Sweden to inspect the
Luxor facility and to talk with top
management and engineering to
determine how this innovative com-
pany can come back in 1985. Or, i f
they wi l l .  In this issue.

YAP. Our CSD/2 mid-month has
been looking at the planning behind
the  Young As t ronaut  Program,
announced by President Reagan
late in October.  In Coop's Com-
ments this month some additional
insight while the details of the pro-
gram itself willcontinue in CSD/2 for
December 1Sth.

HBO 'vs' M/A-Com. l t  'domi-
nated'aisle-talk at Dallas during the
STTI show and got some 'official'
d i scuss ion  as  we l l .  CSD/2  fo r
November 15th reported the first
fall-out; Coop looks at 'level two' in
his'Comments' section as well,  this
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OUR COVER/ Lindy Yngvesson is'Managing Director' for Luxor Elec-
tronics in Motala, Sweden; parent
firm for Luxor North America. Cooo
inspected the Swedish firm's plant
late in October and reports on how
the i r  un ique 'European s ty le '  o f
market ing and dealer support  is
shaping their sales approach to 4
GHz receivers in North America
(page 8, this issue).
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DATELINE Washington
I have been to the White House previously. Officially. As an invited

guest of the President (although not the current President). I enjoyed
it, sat in on a couple of conferences designed to determine White
House position on the (then) rapidly emerging cable television tech-
nology, and went home to write about it.

This time was different. lt all started with a telephone call from
lntersat's David McClaskey. They were preparing a customized 11
foot dish for a special Presidential White House Ceremony; would I
l ike to ' tag along'when the dish was set-up and the President did his
thing? Foolish question.

Al Bishop is a key member of the Intersat team. His background is
NASA, and he had a very real voice in the Apollo program years ago.
Al was in charge of creating the dish, coordinating the intricate White
House security and political advisor team that was going to oversee
the dish and its use, and making everyone happy. Al is a miracle
worker, as we shall see.

Gene Cernan is a former Astronaut. I would not handle it as well as
Gene does. What possible new thrill can a man look forward to after
having walked on the surface of the moon (Apollo 17)? Gene is also a
part of the Intersat team and he serves on their Board of Directors. He
is very aclive in business throughout Aerospace/Electronics and
headquarters in Houston as much of the SPACE business these days
does.

Bishop anived first. With the 1 1 foot dish. His task was to get it set
up on the lawn adiacent to The White House so it would serve as a
backdrop for President Ronald Wilson Reagan during the cere-
mony. Al's job was delicate. First there are the Presidential advisors;
that cadre of people who have the best interests of the President at
heart, and their own self preservation in mind, at all times. Not neces-
sarily in that order. Then there is the Secret Service; a loyal crew if
ever there was a loyal crew. They also have the President's best
interesls at heart; and his self-preservation comes ahead of their
own. Finally there is a team of special assistants who have their own
turfs to defend and a pecking order which they must adhere to or run
the risk of losing their own place in that pecking order. Permanently.

Bishop knew what he wanted, for Intersat. He wanted the 11 foot
dish, customized with the official 'patch' of the Young Astronaut Pro-
gram, positioned squarely behind the President. lt was to sit in such a
position that every network TV camera had to look it straight in the'feed' and every press camera had to use it as a backdrop tor the flurry
of photos that would be shot in the brief 20 minute ceremony.

The advisors had their own ideas about where the dish should go.
Their concensus was that it should sit a considerable distance trom
the President, far out of sight of the TV and still cameras. The special
assistants had their concept of where the dish should go; they opted
to have it just off 'the stage,' positioned so that a TV camera could 'pan'

to it but nol where it would backdroo or frame the President. The
Secret Service guys had their ideas as well;they were faced with a
crowd of perhaps 300 people, most of them simply visitors, and many
not having been subjected to the usual long and tedious background
and security checking which is an unfortunate part of any occasion
where lhe President is going to appear in public. Of the three 'factions'

Bishop found the most support in the Secret Service corps. And well
he might since his NASA friendships formed more than a decade ago
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included the head of the White House Secret Service detail. At least
he could 'talk' man{o-man with this person and that helped pave the
way for Bishop's position.

Ultimately Bishop would prevail, with the support of the Secret
Service, and as the CSD f ronl cover for November 1 st portrayed, there
was President Ronald Reagan standing squarely in front of an 11 foot
(lntersat) TVRO dish making his remarks and welcoming the world to
the Young Astronaut Program. I am told that the appearance, on the
dish feed, of the 'lntersat' logo was something of a coup; that it was
'highly unusual' for any corporate name to appear on a'product'within
the grounds of The White House. In his hurry to get the dish completed
for the ceremony, Bishop can be faulted for 'neglecting' to have a
'special feed' prepared that did not have the Intersat logo so promi-
nently displayed. He promises it won't happen again.

Cernan, McOlaskey and I started the morning of October 17th by
going lo the National Air and Space Museum for a press conlerence.
The special Assistant to The President for 'Private Initiative,' Jim
Coyne, was holding a press conference in the basement of the
museum to introduce the backers of the Young Astronaut Program
(YAP). Upstairs we ran into perhaps a dozen groups of youngsters
being escorted through the museum. I pondered why there were so
many television camera crews in the place, and why these crews
seemed to be'tagging along'with the kids. I 'd f igure i t  al l  out later in the
day.

Coyne, as reported in our CSD/2 for November 1Sth, is in charge
of the YAP (project). He had a considerable number of high power
people at the press conference and I smiled as I looked over the
network and other correspondenls on hand and realized that I was the
only ' trade publication'guy in the place. I  asked a question in the Q and

JIM COYNE, heading up the President's White House Office of
Private Sector initiatives introduced the Young Astronaut Pro-
gram during morning press briefing.

J
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WENDELL BUTLER is Executive Director of the young Astronaut
Gouncil, the 'governing body'that amounts to a Board 6f Directors
tor the entire operation.

A session and established my presence. lalso sent McClaskey to the
rear of the room to 'con' a TV camera guy out of a videotape dub of
what he was shooting there. lt would be good stuff for our own industry
archives one day.

, 
.la-cf.fnlerson lhought up the young Astronaut program. I ap-

plauded him for his mind-set (and do again here) but only viish he hid
come up with a ditferent name since I cringe everytime I hear the
acronym 'YAP.'The 

only yap I know is an island in the pacific. or the
repeated utterances of a testy dog. I wish it had come out differentlv
because it is not exactly a 'class word.' I fear we are stuct< witn it. Jai[
Anderson, for those who live in a shell, is a famous (some would say
the-most{amous) conespondent in Washington. His specialty is dig-
ging up things people would prefer to havJ buried. Fie has embar_
rassed just about every president for three decades with his revela-
tions and I have never known him to be anything other than ,neutral.' I
was a little surprised, no amazed, to see him taking this ,leadership
position' in the Young Astronaut program. That indi-cated to me that
the program was about as non-political as a program could be, head-
quartered in Washington.

_ The press conference came off well, there were good questions
from the reporters including one who pondered 

-why 
president

Reagan was selecting 'now' to announce it. The reporter voiced the
suspicion that the entire program was being ,timed for release for the
elections.' I thought Anderson handled thalvery well when the quills
stood up on his back as he responded.

CERNAN and some kids. Standing before a mural that used his
walk on the moon as a model, Gene chats with some school kids
brough-tto Washington for the ceremony, at the National Air and
Space Museum. TV cameras rolled constantly.

I figured we had a couple of hours ,to kill' between the press
gathering and the event; scheduled for 1:30 pM on the White Fiouse
Lawn, That was when I became a Gene Cernan fan club member.

The minute we hit the upstairs floor of the Space Museum the kids
began clamoring around the man from Apollo 17. ,,Would you kids
like to meet a real Astronaut?" asked Jim Coyne of a group that was
b9i1O led through the disptays. That began two hours of Cernan
talking with group..after group of kids, and being videotaped talking
with each group. lfinally figured out what the kidslnd the TV carerai
were doing.

President Reagan had invited children from numerous school
districts (from as far.away as San Diego) to attend the day's events.
Groups of 10 or so had traveled to Washington and witfrthem had
come their local TV station crews. The kids were seeing the Museum
in the morning _and sitting up front in the afternoon to p;rticipate with
the President. Group after group was introduced to Gene, asked him
questions as the TV cameras rolled, and walked away smiling be_
cause they had met 'the man on the moon,' A good show.Jack
Anderson took all of this in and asked Gene ,,Whlt kind of project
would it be to have you on the road, visiling school districts all oveithe
USA, speaking at school assemblies andlo school science teachers
to carry the message of the young Astronaut program?" Gene was
gracious but firm. He didn't see how he could sandilich a national tour
into his already hectic schedule. I suspecl he will relent for ,soecial
crrcumstances'and we'll see him appearing at ,yAp, events nation-
wide over the next year.

W-hen we finally arrived at the White House (McClaskey, Cernan
and l), we were late. We had been inslructed to marshill in Jim
Coyne's office and I had been promised an ,exclusive interview'with
Coyne. We missed it and when we did arrive the place was teeming
with a crowd of 50 plus who made up the influential people who had
lent their personal name or their corporate names to the young
Astronaut Program. I met, in bewildering succession, the publisher fo-r
National Geographic, a VP for Westinghouse, a Vp for iepsi Cola, a
high level group at Commodore Computers, television news ano
feature dignitary Hugh Downs and a long list of other who don't
usually have to open their own doors when thev are in oublic.

I spied McOlaskey handing out his business card as if his arm was
attached to a conveyor belt. I later chided him for it and then telt badlv
about bringing it up when I saw several of those people he was
handing the cards out to come back and get his piomise that he
would call them about installing dishes for them ,lomorrow' or ,next
week.'What I thought was McClaskeythe-salesman at work turned
out to be McClaskey-defending-himself; when people learned who he
was and what his company did, he was barraged by nofcommon

SOUVENIR BADGES were passports to the ,inner sanctums' ot
The White House.

COOP/ continues on page 62
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High Gain & Low Side Heat Treated Aluminum
Lobe Levels Ribs & Rim for Stronger

Than Steel Strength
Grooves To Hold

Cast  A luminum
Polar Mount
A l l  A luminum &
Stainless Steel Available Colors
Construction

& No Sharp Edges Accu racy
Deep .3 f/d Ratio Dish

DON'T BE CONFUSED BY LOOK ALIKES.
INSIST ON THE ORIGINAL

F"* :9 l .g l lq lnas .  
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U.P.S. Shippabi l i ty in
2 Boxes
Fast & Easy Assembly

Double Curvature Mesh

Unique Because Of fts...

Clean, Uncluttered
Appearance
101/z Foot Diameter

RGHDE
SATELLITE SYSTEMS. LTD.

i n
Mesh Securely
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LUXOR/ CAN THEY
COME BACK?

LUXOR Luck
LUXOR AB, the Swedish f irm that produces and imports 4 GHz

TVRO receivers to the North American marketplace is an 'unusual

corporate animal' by North American standards. Perhaps few of the
top executives at American TVRO manufacturing firms would feel 'at

home' working for Luxor, in Sweden. And there is more of a barr ier
here than the ' language' or customs.

LUXOR is a 'European' sounding name; a word that happened
quite by accident way back in 1923. Corporate history is muddled on
the subject but the name Luxor apparently had its origins in 'ancient

Egypt. '  The f irm's name was chosen when the founder, a ' t inkerer'

who liked to build early radio sets, needed to give his products an
identity. He liked the 'sound' of the word and it stuck. Nearly sixty years
later 'his Luxor'would be occupying a mil l ion square feet of production
space and employing 3,000 people. lt was probably not the type of
company the founder had in mind back in 1923.

LUXOR is located in Motala, Sweden; a small Swedish town
(approximately 30,000 people) in the central and southern portion of
the country. LUXOR is a major employer in Motala and a prominent
name in the three or four countries which generally work together as
'Scandinavia. '  The Swedish countryside surroundinq Motala is rol l ing
and the town is situated on a sizeable lake. The trees are tall and for at
least a portion of the year the air is clear and the countryside green.
Motala has a place in European broadcasting history;years ago, in the
same era when Luxorwas being formed, a national 'long-wave' broad-
casting transmitter operated by the Swedish government was situated
here. European radio listeners for some 50 years would hear the
announcer say "This is Stockholm/Motala," denoting that the broad-
cast originated in Stockholm but that the powerful long-wave transmit-
ter was in the distant town of Motala. Large (500 foot) self-supporting
towers, once the anchors for the Swedish radio broadcast antennas,
are still intact in Motala although the facility has been revamped for
many other purposes.

LUXOR was lhe first, or one of the very first manufacturers in
'Scandinavia'for radio sets. In the years that fol lowed they expanded
into speakers (they still produce an extensive line of speakers), televi-
sion receivers, automobile electronics (for Volvo and Saab), energy
control systems, satellite receivers and most recently, carrier current
communication systems plus computers. From'the outside'they look
l ike most any other'world-regional '  manufacturer of consumer elec-
tronics.

But LUXOR management has several crosses to bear which the
typical management teams at competitive manufacturers do not bear.
For example:

1) Luxor grew so fast, especially during the television explosion,
that one day it had 3,000 employees. And no profits. That
caused a'cr isis 'which resulted in 50% of the work force being
let go over a period of time.

"Releasing an established worker is difficult in Sweden, be-
cause ol our labor laws." Speaking is Lindy Yngvesson. Lindy
would be'President 'or 'Chief Executive Off icer '(CEO) in a compara-
ble North American company. In Sweden, as is the fashion in most of
Europe, he is called 'Managing Director.' He goes on to explain that in
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LUXOR'S ONE MILLION square feet grew-up sort of by itself
without a master plan. Rear bui lding at r ight houses six TVRO
antennas used for testing and research at both C and Ku bands.

'releasing'an employee, i t  can require six months or more of 'negotia-

tions' between the company, the employee, and, 'the state.' Most
often before the company can dismiss the employee, the company
must arrange for the re-training of the employee. lf that includes
moving the employee (at company expense) to another section of
Sweden, so be it. Management, then, has a considerably more re-
stricted hand in 1984 Sweden when it comes to 'employee relations.'

2) Fol lowing the crisis, 100% of Luxor became owned by'the
state.' That made everyone an employee oi 'the state.' That
has changed, again, recently as a Finnish electronics f irm
(Salora) has acquired (from'the state') some 70% of Luxor (for
a reported $170M US).

"A Luxor action is not dissimilar from an action of 'the state"' it is
noted. And there is a 'caution here' which every member of Luxor must
observe when dealing both within the Scandinavian marketplace, and
outside ol that sub-region ol the world.

3) Luxor has always had the potential to be an exporter and most
'states' like the idea that products made in their domain can be
shipped elsewhere to bring back to their area loreign curren-
cies. Foreign exchange is a vital part of international relations
and a firm that manufactures oroducts which can contribute to
the 'importation of (desirable) foreign currencies' is to be 'en-

couraged.'
Some world currencies are more desireable than others. U.S.

dollars, for example, have greater value than say Indian Rupees. To
Sweden, the exporting of products, to the U.S., is therefore of some
'national' importance.

Luxor today maintains a viable if not terribly aggressive marketing
program overseas. They have registered their corporate name in 130
countries and ooerates fulltime offices in the U.K. and elsewhere.
Their consumer products, television receivers, are shipped from
Motala to places such as Sri Lanka, ltaly, Egypt, the European Com-
mon Market countries and sold heavily in Scandinavia. Luxor has
arcund 40"/" of the Scandinavian marketplace for television sets but
you have to keep in mind that Sweden, their home base, has only
8,000,000 people so the market is not huge by American standards.

Luxor does not export anything to North America except satellite
receivers. We'll see why, shortly.

Luxor's Lindy Yngvesson (he was named after 'Lucky Lindy, ' the
American aviator) rose to his present position f rom the R and D area of
the firm. Afler the '1979 Crisis' period, there was plenty of interest in
turning the company around. The key to doing that, it was felt, was to
innovate with new designs and concepts. And so, where perhaps
other firms with 'financial problems' might opt to shift to a 'financial

manager' in the top spot, Luxor would ultimately opt for an 'engineer-

ing man' in the top spot. And that tells you something about the
direct ion, and dedication of the company. ie.,  the f irm has been bui l t
upon the ideals of 'superb consumer electronics at a fair price' and if
the company was to survive'The Crisis,' it would be because the lirm
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COMPUTER MONITORS roll off the line at a rapld rate adding to
the $1.5B SK annual sales rate for 1984.

re-established those original ideals.

LUXOR'S Broad Base
P.91haps, in retrospect, 'The Crisis' of 1979 came along at the best

possible time. The firm had been increasing sales by about 15% per
year through the late 60's and 70's. So too had costs been rising, at
about l57o (or atad more) per year. The company was growingfbut
standing still (or losing ground slowly) financially. The calh reserves
did not exist to sustain any new projects and it was in 1978 that Luxor
decided to make a run at the Scandinavian home and small business
computer world. The need was there: Scandinavian businesses
needed computers and more than they needed computers, they
needed computer software created for their needs. And that meani
soflware that had been adapted to the Scandinavian ,language base'
as well as the peculiar business techniques employed there. Luxor
started off with a bang, grabbing 60% of the marketplace. Apple was
number two. Now, some six years hence, Luxor's share of the small
computer market has slid to 40% but they are batiling recent entry
giants such as IBM (35olo in 1984).

But the basic business, the segment of their production which ,paid
the freight' for all other operations and which formed the basic ;net-
work' for everything they did, was centered still around television
receivers; and other consumer electronics including video equipment,
radios, hi{i sets, and speakers. There had been a slow, gradual, but
persistent decline in their share of the consumer electronics market in
Scandinavia for many years. They needed to halt, and reverse that
trend. And with the Swedish Government taking an ,active' role in the
ownership and operation of the company, there had to be a fresh look
at exporting Swedish created product in exchange for foreign curren-
cies.

New subsidiary (sales) firms would be established in the UK,
Austria and most recently Luxor (North America) Corp. These
would augment Luxor owned subsidiaries in Finland, Denmark, and
Norway; the balance of the 'scandinavian' marketplace. The new,'lean and mean' Luxor would emerge with an entirely new approach to
both product design and export marketing. And by 1984, there would
be a few surprises as well. Hitachi, for example; a Japanese firm.

Hitachi wanted to get into the European consumer (TV set)
marketplace. But Hitachi was not ready to invest into specialized
tooling or receiver designs for European television systems. In par-
ticular, the stand-alone French SECAM system was something of an
irritant to Hitachi which wanted to try to market in France but where
SECAM stood out as the only standard not otherwise widely utilized in
Europe. So Hitachi did what any multi-national company could be
expected to do; they went to Luxor and signed a contract that has
Luxor building Hitachi-brand television sets-. For sale in Fiance.

Luxor's Bo Lindqvist smiles as he details the Hitachi agreement."We of course have great respect for the Japanese electronics
manufacturers, But there they are, on the production line; Hitachi
branded television sets rolling down the aisleways headed for

HITACHI ALA LUXOR/television sets builtfor European (French)
marketplace bear famous Japanese maker branding.
France and the rest of Europe. And inside those Hitachi boxes
are not Hitachi designed television receiver chassis but rather
Luxor designed chassis. They found our receiver design ,quite
acceptable'."

Luxor fortunes are largely paced by the flow of television sets
through the plant. And upwards of 30,000 TV sets per month do leave
the Motala facility headed for the marketing and distribution channels.

AUTOMATIC PARTS INSERT|ON/ more than 90o/o of all of the
parts to be installed on this circuit board are put in place in about
45 seconds time by this machine. That's hard to beat, even with
Far-Eastern labor rates!



Designed by TVRO Engineers, It's Superbly Craft€d,
Advanced and Even Ships U.P.S.!

lou really won't believe your eyes-or your
stopwatch. This is the brilliant new BR mesh
antenna. It could be the best 10 foot antenna
available today. And it assembles in a mere 90

accurate.

name on this outstanding
antenna.

Nationa, 1'800'421-01 48 1 -800-832-6660 BLSll"*.," *.,

"We Distribute Tiust"
35 Lumber Rd., Roslyn, NY 11576 516-484-6080 (NYC & Ll)

Hours:Mon-Fri9:30-5:30 Sat10:00-3:00 E.S,T.

Finally. It's Here. The BR Antenna!

minutes. Yes, 90 minutes.What's
more, it's U.P.S. shippable,
in just two boxes, as
compared to similar

which contributes to its increased stability. And it's
got a cast aluminum mount, not fabricated iron,

like some. It's even got bronze bushings at the

mesh antennas costing a
great deal more to ship. NoPe,
with the BR mesh antenna,
there's no more bulky, costly
shipping.

But that's not all. It's a mas-
terpiece of construction. It's made
of the finest tempered aluminum,

Ihe LllA Gover.
Everybody Tallts About the Weather, But
Wele Done Somethlng About lt.

The BR LNA cover keeps the
temperature of the LNA

stable, thus insuring
more consistent per
formance. And since it cuts down on
condensation. vou're less likelv to have

moisture problems. It's a good way to
prevent call-back!

"The BR
Ultimate One
Year Warranty."
BR is the onlv distrib-
utor in the industry who
will wananfi anry produrt
you purchnse from us for a

full year. Call BR toll free
for dztaik.

pivot points, and stainless steel hardware.
All of which helps make this antenna

thorougtrly weatherprool reliable and

The monopole feed support is ma-
chined into the central hub, making a
nice solid union and remarkably stable
focal point. And with an impressive
F to D ratio of .3, it's a high perfor-
nunce deep dish.

All in all, BR is proud to put our



BR and KLM: Partners in Innovative Leadership.
The KLM Receivers:

The Sky Eye X, The Sky Eye VIII and The SSD.
also got scan and seek capabilities,
polarity reversal, format switches,

quality which has never been com-
and fully adjustable
skew. It features an

promised. KLM has been an indus-
try pioneer from the start-it was
KLM, for instance, who invented
$e single conversion image reject
downconverter. These are three of
their most popular receivers.

fisk anyone in the industry about
the KLM name. They'll tell you
about the famous KLM quality-a

extremely reliable, it's an un-
gsgally attractive unit. It's got
built in Polarotor I interface

AFC switch, center
tune indicator, and
slide rule tuning.
It's also got
LED
metering,

THE Sl$ EYt Vilt.
The Sky Eye VIII is known for

its absolute rock solid stabilitv. It's
a remote control receiver witfu
q\Ttz synthesized tuning. That's
what keeps it from driftirig. It's

signal
strength metering, digital
transponder displays and single
tunable audio. With the Sky Eye
VIII, you're guaranteed cohsistent
picture quality for years to come.

THE SSD.
The SSD is the non-remote

version of the Skv Eve X withmanv
of the same terrific ?eatures. It his
detent tune, skew control, polarity
reversal, and sinsle tunable audio.
It, too, is quartz synthesized,
which gives it that absolutely stable

tunable audio, a
stereo processor output
and audio video output.
Add to that a built-lir e-a
modulator and video invert
switch, and you have one
of the most versatile, ad-
vanced units available to-
day.

THE SIfl EYEX.
The Sky Eye X represents the

latest achievement in 10 genera-
tions of superb KLM receivers. It
combines the best of American
technologic4 innovation with Japa-
nese manufacturing excellence.

picture
quality.

The Sky Eye X is
manufactured in
Japan by the Pio-
neer Corporation.
It's not only

"The BR Utimate One Year
Warranty.'BR is the onb dis-
trifutor in this indo^sfu wln ulill
warT anly any pro&rctyMtur-
cltqse from us for a full year. Call
BR tnll free for details.

Nationa, 1'800'421-01 48 1 -800-832-6660 BIoill"*"" u.-,
"We Distribute Trust"

35 Lumber qq., RgsJV_nL NY 11s76 516-484-6080 (NyC & LD
Hours: Mon-Fri9:30-5:30 Sat10:00-3:00'E.S.T.
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BASIC LUXOR TV receiver modules/ iust plug them all together!
Per Cederlund is the whiz behind the receiver planning.

The firm has grown, since 'The Crisis' ol 1979, to a forecast level of
$1 .58 SK in corporate year of 1984. A Swedish Crown (SK) ex-
changes at about 1 2.5 cents in the fall of 1 984 so there are roughly I of
them to the US dollar. That means they have a goal of $.1 87.5M (US) in
1984 and that may help you 'grade' the size of the Luxor operation.

The television receiver system is perhaps the most advanced in
the world today; as a consumer friendly, world-standards{riendly
product. People like Per Cederlund and Bo Lindqvist had set out with
Lindy Yngvesson's shadowing to create a television chassis system
which lends itself to use virtually anyplace in the world. There is a
single main chassis which does the sort of things which all television
sets have to do, no matterwhere they are used; theTV signal, reduced
to an 'lF' is amplified and filtered, detected and sound and video are
amplified and made ready to'display.'This main circuit board is pretty
much the same no matter where the receiver will end uo. Ahead of the
receiver there is a varactor type tuner which is selected based upon
the incoming terrestrial TV frequency range being employed. And
after the demodulator there are video de-emohasis and audio circuits
which shape the detected video and audio to match the particular
television standards in use where the receiver is sold. The entire
receiver is built around the adaptability to the now famous Luxor'hand
held' remote control.

The cunent family of television receivers is very closely aligned to
the product we all know and best understand from Luxor; the satellite
television product line. The original TVRO package was designed
and ready to roll, as an 'engineering department project,'when the
1979 'problem' hit. At that, it would have pre-dated the first US prod-
ucts in this field save for the fact that it was a 1 1/12 GHz receiver, not a
4 GHz receiver.

Luxor held the view, then as now, that ultimately the television
viewing consumer would not care or be concerned about how the
television programming reached the screen. He would look upon
satellite as simply another channel or channels and the tascination
that we all hold dear, for television from space, would pass quickly at
the consumer level.

So as the post-crisis television receivers were being designed, the
engineers at Luxor kept in mind their developed and operational 1 1/1 2
GHz satellite 'front-ends.' To them, the TVRO hardware was simply
another 'tuner' to go ahead of the master circuit board which made up
the 'heart' of the Luxor brand television sets. And as the current
master chassis circuit boards evolved, there was an ongoing concern
that any receiver going into the field, then or thereafter, be capable of
being field-retrofitted with a 4, 1 1 or 12 GHz'head' so that when the
consumer was ready, he or she could add the satellite channels to the
basic television receiver with a relatively short in-horire lield visit from
the dealer who sold the TV set originally.

This may be the only such television receiver chassis in the
world today.

ln their display room in Motala, you see off-the-line and off-the-

SATELLITE DICEST

WHILE MOST boards are now 'stutfed' wlth automatic insertlon
equipment, some parts (such as power transformers) must still be
hand mounted. Extensive assembly line has strange 'appear-

ance' since all glrls on line wear static-reducing arm supports to
protect delicate parts.

shelf Luxor television receivers with the 11112 or 4 GHz'heads'
functioning. The 'heads'are actually the downconverters which still go

- l

AUTOMATIC PARTS VERIFICATION/ Each circuit board goes on
a iig where a computer checks every part for its value. Any parts
out of tolerance are flagged and replaced betore the board is
tested tor operational characteristics. lmagine checking 200
parts in three seconds time!
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DEALER TRAINING is essential;  , , t  think! ' , .  St ig Karlsson is re-
sponsible for conducting dealer training and siaging seminars
worldwide. But he has never been to the USA. We ought to be
able to f igure something out .  .  .

at the TVRO antenna. The lF signals are routed through their
appropriate interconnecting coaxial cables to the TV-receiver-
segment which has been dedicated to recovering sound and picture
from the microwave video signals. The indoor, inside of TV receiver
portion of the (TVRO) system installs in a planned for segment of the
TV receiver; sliding into a dedicated 'slot' where it interfaces for
powering and input/output connections.

In this way the hand held remote the customer has opted for with
their television set becomes a controller for the satellite ,oortion' or'segment' of the receiver system in addition to the normal terrestrial
functions. At the most basic consumer level, the satellite channel(s)
are simply another key-entry on the hand held remote and the custom-
er gives absolutely no thought to where the pictures come from or how
they get on the screen.

Luxor does not export television receivers to North America; yet.
We think we should re-state that here since there are bound to be
dealers who think this is a pretty nifty way to do things.

By'sharing'common circuits (powering, control,  video and audio),
there are dollar savings to the producer and lower total dollar costs to
the consumer. In effect, every television receiver now being shipped
by Luxor ( including, one suspects, the 'Hitachi '  sets as well)  are'satel l i te compatible. '  Luxor makes a great deal of this in their own
promotional literature in Europe and every Luxor television set leavinq

OFF TO AMERICA/ Bo Lindqvist inspects one of several SAS
containers being loaded with Luxor TVRO receivers bound for
Chicago.

the factory proclaims in large letters 'satellite Television..
All of this has been accomplished within Europe inspite of the fact

that there is virtually no satellite television system market, nor con-
sumer level service, now available in Europe. Luxor could be accused
of over-marketing the satellite phrase were it not ior the fact that the
receivers are, indeed, ready for satellite TV if and when it does
become available.

THE Service Connection
Luxor (North America) Corporation's Hans Giner has been tellino

us, quietly, as an industry that our present ,helter-skelter' approach t5
dealer back-up and customer servicing is ,not the way we do things in
Europe.'  When Luxor went through a dif f icult  period in the United
States earlier this year (during the ;breakup, with STS as their import-
ing distributor), much was made of their 'European approach, to
dealer education and service back-up. So in particular we were In-
terested in how Luxor handled their service and warranty and dealer
training and backup programs in Europe. lf we found some indication
that.they 'did things differently' and indeed ,better' in Europe rn sup_
porting their dealers, with the established TV sets and computers and
the like, perhaps there was something here which would ultimatelv
have a bearing on the American TVRO marketplace.

Was there?
We'l l  see in the conclusion of this series in CSD for Januarv 1st.

CARG(}

1984 YEAR END
DEALER SURVEY

END OF YEAR/ Or Era?
There are numerous signs all about the TVRO industry that the

f::ii:t^1^1,p_1._.ing may turn out to be more rhan the end of a ,singte
year'; rnese stgns suggest to many that an ,end to the pioneerino_eia,

is uoon us.
TVRO has moved rapidly from a toy of electronic tinkerers to a

bi l l ion-dol lar per year consumer electronics industry. Not al l  ol  the
original 'participants' are still with us and the number of firms who
started up business during years one and two who are still ,intact' is
gett ing smaller al l  of the t ime.

..  Po yft"!  is happening? ts TVRO teaving ,the garage' behind for
all time? ls the trend to offshore production n-ow so strong that Amer-
ican control of the technology and production is but a memorv? How
will this on-rush of offshore technology impact on the retail level
dealership?

_ CSD plus CSD/2 has launched an extensive year-end study of the'State-Of-Our-lndustry.' The results of that studv will be publiihed in
a special 'expanded issue of CSD/2 dated Januarv 15. We invite vou.
as a dealer, to participate in the data base nowbeing collected fo;
summary in CSD/2 for January 15th.

Data bases can only be created from data-input. To this end CSD
and CSD/2 have distributed hundreds of survey forms directly to
OEMs, distributors, and dealers. At the recent Dallas STTI Show,
CSD conducted nearly 50 'in-depth' personal interviews with dealers

DEALER SURVEY FORMSi pages 16, 18
DEALER Text/ continues on page 19



A*6"AND *8' JOIN WINEGARD'S
Choose trom Winqard's

new trio ot
pertonted deep oishes

NEW! WINEGARD RECEIVER VINFRARED REMOTE AND
BUILT.IN ANIENNA POSITIONER!

Unlike most other units on the morket. the Winegord receiver hos o built-in
po,trer supply for the ontenno positioner, eliminoting on extro unsightly box on
your custome/s W set. Wlih our wlreless. hond-held infrored remote, your
customers con select chonnels up ond down ond control the ontenno
positioner from the comforl of their ormchoirs. Mony other feotures, too,
including outomotic switching between sotellite ond regulor TV signols
through o built-in byposs sauitch, Check it out.

You hove one customer who demonds studio-quolity
pictures on oll 10O-plus sotellite TV chonnels, ond onother
customer who might be sotisfied with fewer chonnels but
wonts his dish on the roof. How do you sotisfy both with
one size dish? You con't!
Thot's where Winegord's full line of "see-thru" oluminum
ontennos comes into your profit picture. Insteod of trying
to suit everyone with one dish, Winegord is offering three
DIFFERENT sizes to give your cusfomers o custom fit.



'"ffi-q
FANTASTIG *IO" .ffihl

Joining Winegord's populor 1O-foot dish ore two new sizes -
our 6- ond 8-foot models. All three deliver exceotionol
pictures for their respective sizes - of on offordoble price.
Unlike solid metol or fibergloss dishes our perforoted
oluminum ontennos ore lightweight ond eosy to hondle.
The '10-foot weighs 92 pounds, the 8-foot weighs 48
pounds, ond the 6-foot weighs just 17 pounds. The
exclusive Winegord construction provides for simple
instollotion. They go together quicker thon ony other
dishes in the industrylAnd, our 6-foot roof mount ollows
you to instoll the 6-foot dish on just obout ony roof - eosy
os instolling o conventionol outdoor TV ontenno,
With Winegord's line of quolity sotellite TV ontennos vou
con offer your customers feotures like:

l4*F
As Advertised in PLAYBOY.

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED, ond PEOPLE.

WRITE OR CALL FOR DETAILED LITERATURE:
Winegord Compony

3000 Kirkwood St., Burlington, tA 52601
(319) 7s3-O121

. Smoked chrome protective finish
o 125 mph wind survivol rote
. Deepdish design with F/D rotio 0.283 on oll three dishes
o Potent Pending construction

VT/INEGIAFID'
SATELLITE SYSTEMS
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CSD DECEMBER 1984'End Of-An-Era=
DEALER SURVEY

YOUR NAME

COMPANY NAME

ADDRESS

TOWN/CITY STATE

TELCO YEARS SELLING TVRO

1984 Was:
- The best year for me to date in dollar volume,

- The best year to date for net profit.
- NOT the best year to date in net profit.

- A year of tremendous retail-level pricing pressures.
- A year ol moderate pricing pressures.
- A year ol no pricing pressures.

- A year of GREAT confusion for equipment selection.
- A year of moderate confusion for equipment selection,
- A year of LESS confusion for equipment selection,

- The year when small (7 foot and down) TVRO dish systems 'took off.'
- A year when smaller dishes still are not important.

- The year when system prices dropped dramatically.
- A year when system prices dropped modestly.
- A year when system prices stabilized.
- A year when system prices increased (at retail level).

- The year when I began handling 'Otf-Shore' produced receivers.
- A year where I CONTINUED to handle 'Off-Shore' produced receivers.
- A year where I decided to NOT handle 'Off-Shore' produced receivers.

- A year where I had MORE TROUBLE in dealing with distributors.
- A year where I had LESS TROUBLE dealing with distributors.
- A year where I had about the SAME TROUBLE dealing with distributors.

- A year where I got 'STUCK' for $ - by an OEM/dislributor.
- A year where I didn't get stuck for losses by an OEM/distributor.

- A year where I noticed a definite 'upward trend' in people coming to my store already knowledgeable about TVRO.
- A year where I found people are no better informed on TVRO than in the past.

1984 SPECIFICS:
In 1984, as I end the year, my TVRO dealership:
A) ls averaging systems per month retail at an average price of $ -
B) ls selling systems priced between $ and $ (instal led).
C) - ls - ls Not offering'install-it-yourself'packaged systems to the retail trade starting at $

w i t h a - f o o t d i s h .
D) ls handling (brand name and model #):

1) Receivers:

ztP

( low end)

2) LNAs:
3) Antennas:
4) Motor DrivesiActuators:

pleased with the EQUIPMENT from (top three):E) ls
1 )
2l
3)

F) ls
1 )

pleased with the MARKETING SUPPORT from (top ONE):

-PAGE TWO SURVEY/Page 18-
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ERA SURVEY/ continued from Page 16

1984 TRENDS:
During 1984, I  saw (answers up, same, down):

A) Pricing from my sources (direction of movement) go

B) Pricing from my competitors (direction of movement) go

C) Interest in SMATV systems (direction of movement) go

D) Support from my suppliers (direction of movement) go
E) Equipment reliability (direction of movement) go

F) Warranty Repair'cycling' (direction of movement) go

G) My support of SPACE (direction of movement) go

H) Zoning problems, my area, (direction ol movement) go

1985/ What You Would Like To See:
During 1985, my dealership would be better i f  (yes or no):

A) - The industry launched a 'public awareness program' aimed at consumers,

B) - The industry consolidated on two trade shows per year.

C) - | got more training from my distributor.

D) - | got more training from the OEMs.

E) - |  had distr ibutors cal l ing ON me rather than cal l ing on telephone.

F) - There were more helplul industry TV programs sent to me via satellite.

G) - More industry suppliers advertised 'TVRO concepts' lo consumers.

1985/ What I Expect To Do:
A) | expect my business to be % (bigge| (smaller) in 1985

B) | expect to - enlarge - stay same with my retail tloor space in 1985.

C) | expect to - open new outlets - stay same in 1985.

D) | expect to - add new personnel - stay same in 1985.

E) |  expect to - keep same equipment l ines - replace some equipment l ines - add new equipment l ines, in 1985.

F) | expect BDC units to be - same sales percentage - smaller sales percentage - larger sales percentage in 1985.

Soap Box Comments:

INSTRUCTIONS:
Return these forms to CSD SURVEY, P.O. Box 100858, Fort Lauderdale, Fl. 33310 postmarked by

December 20th to insure your comments are included in January 15, 1985 CSD/2 'Profile Of An Industry.' And
HAPPY HOLIDAYS from CSD!
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and distributors. Now to add the final bit ot data required, we ask that
you spend a few minutes of your time completing the two page
'DEALER YEAR END SURVEY'form(s) here. Please remove these
two pages from CSD, or office-machine-copy (as in Xerox0o) these
two pages and return them to CSD prior to December 20 (1984).

There is no contest with this survey form; we believe you will ,profit'
from the careful analysis of the many raw data inputs we will be
utilizing when you receive your January 1sth issue of CSD/2 in the
mail. We look forward to your support in this vital ,study'!

PIONEER'S PIONEER
DAVID BROUGH

PIONEER Brough
Just. as lhe Iilgt experimental, private TVROs were being con-

structed in the USA (see CSD for October 1984) another type of
pioneering efforl was underway in Canada. The fellow behinb the
effort was David Brough.

Brough had a 'dream.' He was concerned that the handful of
Canadians living in the'far north'were being forgotten in the national,
masterplan to distribute entertainment and news via television. He
watched with some dismay as the Canadian government wrestled
with the logistics and costs associated with providing real-time televi-
sion to communities of as few as twenty people scatltered throughout
an area larger than the Unied States, and came to the conclusion that
there had to be a better way. Under the original ,ANIK' proposal,
communities of 1,000 and up people would eventually have a single
channel of 'CBC-North' television, via satellite feed ind a local low
power TV (re) transmitter. But smaller communities would never have
television, based on that plan. And even those communities sched-
uled to receive 'CBC North' television were missing out on many of the
entertainment opportunities possible with'local' television.

. Brough wanted to design a really low-cost system which would
solve this problem. His technical background, at the time, was ,thin'
butiis motivation was high. He started something using videotape.

Brough set up in the Toronto area with a stack-of Sony Betamax
tape decks. Using otf-air VHF and UHF, and Canadian cablb feeds, he
began creating his own 'broadcast day'mixing sports, entertainment,
news and public affairs programming. Because the Betamax
machines were self-limited to approximately 2 hours recording time (in
that era), he found some help and created a special machine that
would ultimately be capable of handling on a reel{o-reel fashion as
much as 12 hours of programming on a single tape. He ,mastered' the
12 hour program blocks and then duplicated them.

Throughout northern Canada, above the Arctic Circle and
wherever there were small communities, he traveled to promote his'Northern Access Network.' The people of a communitywould raise
funds, locally, to pay the costs of a 1 to 1O watt VHF transmitter. The
system would_be set up in a home; many housewives were pressed
into.service. Brough worked with Canadian CATV and low power
designers to create a package of equipment which could be easilv
transported into small communities in two-seater airplanes. In dozeni
and dozens of communities David Brough built low power television
stations. To feed those stations, he worked around the clogk making
up tape masters which were bicycled from community to community in
small bush airplanes.

It was a 'break-even' business at best. And it was, in the eves of the
Canadian broadcast otficials,'highly illegat.

Brough had tried to do it 'the right way'; he spent four years

pounding on doors and holding meetings with hundreds of Canadian
bureaucrats. He had a single objective;he simply wanted rural Cana_
oran peopte to have access to television. The bureaucrats liked
Brough's concept but disliked his approach. One study group finally
decided that Brough s plan was ,do-able' at a cost ot 6iOS,bOO pe'r
station. Brough had another number in mind; l ike $3,500. ihe
Bureaucrats reacted in horror at Brough's equipment approach.
Brough reacted in horror at the Bureaucrat,s equipment approach. An
impasse was reached since at $105,000 per ,siaiion-system, it would
Pe a ye.ry long time before communities of S0 or 100 people would
have television.

. That was when Brough decided to chance federal reprisals and set
out to use local fund raising as a means of putting in test systems.'
One of the early teft systems went into a mining cimp called ,pickle
Lake'; in Ontario. The station Brough installed was operating out of a
kitchen and a housewife was in charge. The station proveo very
successful and had complete local community support. And, CBC
North reacted by installing a satellite fed terminal wiih live program_
ming. They saw Brough as a 'competitive threat, even though-their
seryrce was non-commercial. Before it was all over, Canadian Moun-
ties would lgscend upon Pickle Lake to confiscate (thereby shutting
down) the Pickle Lake Northern Access Network station. And befor6
THAT was all over, the Mounties would reconsider their hasty action
and return the equipment to the town. The massive turn-out oi towns-
people, armed with axe handles and other threatening ,weapons,'
probably played a part in the Mounty decision.

Brough s lame grew, fueled by extensive Canadian press cover-
age. The CBC, a government corporation, provided Brouoh with
ample radio and television'forum'time to get his message ouiacross
C.gna!a,. Ultimately, nearly 50 channels o-f television w6uld be oper-
ational in the Northern Access Network. And Brough would be turning
out miles ot 1/2" reelto-reel videotape per day. 

-

___B19ugh discovered satellites early in 1979. Attending the first
SPTS industry convention in mid-1 979, he decided to begin 6witching
his Northern network stations over from videotape to satellite feeds.
,B,lUl.., he had to g-et_the pricing down on fVnb sysGms since the(1979) price of a TVRO system was far more thin the cost of amoofled Betamax tape deck. Joining forces first with antenna oioneer
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GIVE YOUR TVRO STORE A'CHRISTMAS PRESENT'!
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ALL SIX OF THE PIONEER LITHO.PRINTS AVAILABLE
TO DATE SIMPLY BY FILLING OUT THIS FORM!
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Oliver Swan, and after Swan's death with Swan-student Hayden
McCullough, David Brough perfected the creation and ultimatelv the
marketing of lhe screen-reflector 'spherical' antenna which Oliver
Swan had developed. Brough was an early, volume customerforfirms
such as SafTec because he needed low-cost receivers lor his scat_
tered northern terminals.

Brough's activities through all of this period forced the Canadian
government to re-assess their own rules and regulations. Their
$105,000 10 watt TV stations were predicated upoi those stations
meeting certain minimum'technical requirements'which in lurn came
from rules adopted in the early 1950s. Brough forced them to find new
rules and when they did so, low cost (really low cost) low_power TV
systems became legally permissible.

In fact, as a result of Brough the Canadian authorities created an
entirely new legal{amily of broadcasting operations; stations which
could be built, and licensed, by the federal authorities pretty much like
the stations Brough had been building himself for nearly hali a decade.
However, bureaucrats have long memories and whenlt came time for
these new stations to be granted, Brough's firm was repeatedly'passed over' by the licensing people in favor ol newer firms who

offered essentially the same servtces.

. So in the end, Brough pioneered a concept and by his own efforts
he created an entirely new form of low power, low-cost television
service for Canada. The les-sons he taught went ,worldwide' 

and you
will today see examples of Brough-ingenuity in low power TV staiion
operations all over the globe. But, his own fortunes in the ,TV broad_
cast world' dwindled because in the process of proving and ,forcing' a
new technology and system on 'the authorities' he was in etf-ect
removed from consideration as an operalor of such ,legalized' 

sys_
tems.

^ Today Brough operates his Commander Satellite Systems in
Ontario where he manufactures a line of spun aluminum dlsh anten_
nas. Brough is a pioneer in our field who had the guts to face down
regulations which he found unreasonable, and to risk his own savinos
and'freedom'for his belief (on more than one occasion David Brouih
was 'threatened 

with jail' if he persisted with his efforts). Historv r,iilt
record that Brough was indeed ,right' and that his own vision and
etforts made possible first-time television for tens of thousands of
viewers worldwide.

ROOTS OF TVRO
(Part 1s)

in converting, or purchasing, sets so that
UHF signals can be received. yet, if the ex-
perience of the past two years (i.e. substan-
tial numbers of UHF stations leaving the air)
is any guide, many of these people msy be
m&king a futile expenditure."

When the Senate Commerce Com-
mittee became embroiled in the in-
tense on-going study of why the Com-
mission's UHF plan was failing, the
Chairman of the Commission, deorge
p. MqConnaughey, was testifying bi-
fore the group. The Chairman- was at-
tempting to explain all of the problems
the Commission was having when Sen-
ator Pastore interrupted him saying:
- 
"These explanetions don't suggest you peo-

ple know what you ore realti doing.'We
nave got to act tast and get the allocation
p_roblem reolly straightened out, once snd for
all!"

This was in early 1gb6. More than
one ye_ar_ later, the hearings dragged
on, and the FCC was still piomising to
correct the problem. The ..curient
plan", in the early months of lgb7, was
to create zones of 'UHF 

stations and
zones of VHF stations (an earlv form of
de-intermixture). The VHF stations
whg__were being "requested" to move
to UHF (so as to create all UHF ser-
vice in their respective areas) were

About this series: The ,seeds' planted in U.S. television regula_
tion, by the Federal Communications Commission in the late 40's and
50's, created the 'need' for home satellite service in the .l9g0s. ln this
series, originally published in CATJ magazine in the 1975 time frame,
Coop traced that history to provide a better underslanding of the cable
televlsion industry growth. Now, nearly ten years later, it re-eoucates a
new generation of 'television 

entrepreneurs' about their own ,roots.'

While this investigation was moving
along, Senator Magnuson took anothei
swipe at the FCC's lack of action to
provide assistance to the UHF tele-
casters, who were by 1g5b leaving the
air faster than new stations couli re-
place the drop-outs. Magnuson told the
> t r
L/OmmrsSlOn:

"The Commission has a real and morel re-
sponsibility to inform the public as quickly as
possible as to what the FCC expeats to do
obout de-intermixture (i.e. separate areas for
VHF and UHF). Every day the Cornmission
delays such e pronorrncement, large sums of
money continue to be invested by the public
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clamoling loud and long at the time.
One FCC Commissioner, John C.
Doerfer, tired quickly of the cries of
protest from the established VHF sta-
tions who would be required to move
with the plan, and the- UHF stations
crying for help. Finally, he made a dou-
ble edged ltatement that ended up be-
ing basically in favor of the esta6nsh-
ment. Doerfer said:
-- 

"Yes, the spectnrm does belong to the pub-
lic, not the broadcasters. Nevertheless, the
prior claims oI thoee entitled to a first service
lTd &o equitable distribution of unequol focil-
itiee are now to be subrogated for the com-
petive well being of a few broadcosters.',

Doerfer was saying, "Yes, we recog-
,nize that VHF/UHF' intermixing is 

-a

b_ad program; and sure, the pu6lic is
the loser when stations come on the
air, stay o! for awhile, and then go off.
But why should we try to penaliie the
early stations just to strtighten this
mess out?" In the end, this view was to
carry four Commission votes, and the
de-intermixture program would be set
back many more years before technolo-
gy would bring UHF up to VHF.

All in all, during the period 1948-
1957, there really were very few state-
ments made about the airwaves being
public property. FCC Chairmai
Wuyng C9I,_ prior to his departure
from the FCC in 1952, eluded [he fact
that the public was entitled to serube
from the airusa?res. He would never go
so far as to come right out and pri-
claim the tenants of 

-the 
Communiea-

tions Act of 1934.
FCC Commissioner Frieda Hennock

liked to lean on the lgg4 crutch, espe-
cially when she was out selling her fiv-
orite topic, ZSlyp! all chonnels being
reserued for ETV. Basically, to Coni-

ROOTS/ continues on page 33
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DISTRIBUTORS FOR

SALES AND SERVICE

ALLSAI INC.
Shawnee, KS, (913) 541-1469

AVITEL INTERNATIONAL
Great Falls, MT, (406) 761-3283

DH SATELLITE
Prair ie DuChien, Wl, (608) 326-8406

DlGITAL SATELLITE CORP.
Pasadena, CA, (213) 681-6222

Fairf ield, lA, (515) 472-3174

Little Rock, AR, (501 ) 565-8443

Witchita, KS, (316) 942-3131

HIGH FRONTIER
Tempe, AZ, (6021 966-9824

Seattle, WA
(206) 575-0660, (800) 424-4011

Van Nuys, CA, (213) 873-2268

HOOSIER ELECTRONICS
Terre Haute, lN, (812) 238-1456

KANSAS CITY SATELLITE
Kansas City, MO, (816) 455-3991

NORTHWEST SATELLITE
ANTENNA, INC.
Spokane, WA, (509) 534-6972

Tukwila, WA, (206) 575-0472

PEGASUS SATELLITE
TECHNOLOGIES
Nashvi l le, TN, (800) 522-TVRO

QUARLES ELECTRONICS
Greenwood, SC
(800) 845-6952, SC (800) 922-9704

RECREATIONAL SPORTS
ldaho Falls, lD, (208) 523-5721

SATELLITE EARTH STATIONS
Mamou, LA, (800) 762-2110

SATELLITE SALES, INC.
Cleveland, OH, (800) 321-1188

Columbus, OH, (614) 431-1517

SATELLITE VIDEO SERV]CES
Catski l l ,  NY, (518) 678-9581

Raymond, NH, (603) 895-3182

Altoona, PA, (814) 942-5003

STAR COM
Big Springs, TX, (915) 263-7512

Arl ington, TX, (817) 640-1121

San Antonio, TX, (512) 650-3291

Oklahoma City, OK, (405) 672-9617

Jefferson City, MO, (314) 893-6666

TRANSVISION CORPORATION
Greenbrae, CA, (415) 924-6963

WARREN SUPPLY
Sioux Fal ls, SD, (605) 336-1830

IMPORTER TO CANADA
EVOLUTION TECHNOLOGY INC.
Burl ington, Ontario Canada
(416) 33s-4422

IMPORTER TO MEXICO
KLAN, S.A. (VIDEO SAT)
Monterrey, Mexico
(83) 78 90 15 or 78 97 50

A Totally lntegrated
THE LUXOR'9534
ANTEN]IA ACTUATOR
Now you can have fully automatic satellite selection at
your i;ommand by remote control. The location of 30
different satellites can be precisely defined and pro-
grammed for automatic recall at the touch of a button'
ihe unit is design coordinated to interface with the
Luxor 9550 Satellite Receiver.

THE LUXOR" 9550 REMOTE
CONTROLLED SATELLITE RECEIVER
The Luxor 9550 gives you total control over the satellite
spectrum. 24 channels can be selected, fine-tuned and
then programmed for automatic recall' Four different
audid syitems, mono or stereo, can be selected in either
wide oinarrow bandwidth for programming with any Ichannel. A built-in stereo processor for both TV audio oi
stereo sound-only eliminates the necessity for an add-on
external stereo processor. An RF modulator in the receiver
provides easy connection to qny ]V set.-The 9550..is.not
bnly a satelliie television receiver, it will feed a hi-fi stereo
sysiem with quality audio-only signals. You can also make
piofessional quality VCR recordings via the audio/video
baseband outputs. Compare these features with systems
costing much more. You'll see the extra value in investing
in a Luxor.

THE LUXOR' HAND.HELD RE]f,OTE
CO]f,MANDER
Once programmed, the Luxor Receiver and Actuator
can be cohpletely controlled from your armchair by
this compact (lR) Infrared remote control. No wires are
necessary. You have automatic recall of up to 24 televis
channels from up to 30 different satellites.

THE LUXOR' 9536 AUXILIARY
RETOTE SENSOR
Other television sets, located throughout your home,
can receive satellite television by the simple addition of
this low-cost lR sensor at each set location. A hand-held
Remote Commander can control the receiver and the
actuator through the 9536 sensor from any location. You
have complete automatic control from every TV set in
the house.

f,uroR" (North America) Corp. Bellevue, WA
A leader in radio and television technology since
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Satellite Television Reception System

Since the beginning of Satel l i te Television for
in-home enjoyment Luxor has been a leader
in the development of high-performance
technically advanced satellite products.
Only the Luxor brand brings you such
an extensive combination of electronic
features and automatic controls. Here
is the finest space-age technology
for your home, at an affordable price.

MICROWAVE AM PLIFI ERS/CONV ERTERS
The miracle of satell i te television reception is made possible by
the high performance technology of microwave amplif iers and-
low noise converters. Each finely constructed unit is thoroughly
tested to assure positive, stable, signal input to the satell i te
receiver. The Downconverter is used in conjunction with
an LNA. The optional LNC is a cost effective duar
funct ion uni t  combin ing an LNA and a Down-
converter irt a single weatherproof housing.
These Low Noise Converters are made
to the highest standards of materials,
workmanship and reliabil i ty. euality,
performance and value are assured.



DISTRIBUTORS FOR
SALES AND SERVICE

ALLSAT, INC.
Shawnee, KS, (913) 541-1469
AVITEL INTERNATIONAL
Great Falls, MT, (406) 761-328t1
DH SATELLITE
Prairie DuChien, Wl, (608) 32&8406
DIGITAL SATELLITE CORP.
Pasadena, CA, (213) ffi1-6222
Fairfief d, lA, (515) 472'317 4

Litrle Rock, AR, (501) 565-8443
Witchita, KS, (316) 942-3131
HIGH FRONTIER
Tempe, AZ, (602) 96&9824
Seattl€, WA
(206) 575-0660, (800) 424{011
Van Nuys, CA, (213) 873-2268
HOOSIER ELECTRONlCS
Terre Haute, lN, (812) 238-1456
KANSAS CITY SATELLITE
Kansas City, MO, (816) 455-3991
NORTHWEST SATELLITE
ANTENNA, II{C.
Spokane, WA, (509) 534'6972
Tukwifa, WA, (206) 57ffi472
PEGASUS SATELLITE
TECHNOLOGIES
Nashville, TN. (800) 522-TVRO
OUARLES ELECTRONICS
Greenwood, SG
(800) 845-69s2, SC (800) 922-9704
RECREATIONAL SPORTS
fdaho Falls, lD, (208) 523-5721
SATELLITE EARTH STATIONS
Mamou, LA, (800) 762'2110
SATELLTTE SALES, INC.
Cleveland, OH, (809) 321-1188
Columbus, OH, (614) 't31-1517

SATELLITE VIDEO SERVICES
Catskill, NY (518) 67&9581
Raymond, NH, (603) 895-3182
Altoona, PA, (814) 942-5003
STAR COM
Big Springs, TX, (915) 263-7512
Arlington, TX, (817) 640-1121
San Antonio, TX, (512) 650-3291
Oklahoma City, OK, (405) 672-9617

Jefferson City, MO, (314) 893-6666
TRANSVISTON CORPORATION
Greenbrae, CA, (415) 924-6963
WARREN SUPPLY
Sioux Falls, SD, (605) 336-1830
I]SPORTER TO CANADA
EVOLUTION TECHNOLOGY INC.
Burlington, Ontario Canada
(4'�t6) 3354422
I|PoRTER TO llExlco
KLAN, S.A (VIDEO SAT)
Monterrey, Mexico
(83) 78 90 15 or 78 97 50
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LUXOR GIVES YOU
ilructr iloRE
The Luxor Mark2gives you more
automatic features than systems

NoiSe' Block'Cqnvbrte r,
an LNA and a $tabilizect

Block Downconverter in
a single weatherproof '
rnicrowave unit. Each
Mark LNB is video {,,
tested to assure peak
performance.

costing much more! lndividual
remote control; Prog ram mable
memory; Four audio systems
including stereo and Dolby
noise reduction; Narrow/
Wide band audio. A built-in
modulator means easy
connection to any TV set.
Add a Luxor Actuator
Control unit and the entire
system, antenna and
can be with a hand-held remote.
yourself why Luxor is one of America's
selling brands. Luxor. A leader in radio and

f
LUXAR

(North America) Corp
Bellevue. WA

A leader in radio and television
technologt/ since 1923,television technology since 1g23.
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ARTHUR 'C '
MEETS

THE POPE

Early in 1983 TVRO pioneer designer Norman Gil laspie visi ted
with English pioneer designer Steve Birki l l  and CSD carried a three
photo set of Gil laspie'hamming i t  up'for the Birki l l  camera. The'style'
of that report was repeated with our December 1983 issue front cover
as U.S. Senator Barry Goldwater was instructed on the f ine art of
computer-control led TVRO terminals by Astronaut Gene Cernan
and Intersat 's David McClaskey.

Reader Arthur C. Clarke recently attended an off icial function at
The Vatican where he was introduced to Pope John Paul. Clarke, the
'God-Father'  of TVRO worldwide, presented a copy of his recent book
(Ascent To Orbit) to Pope John Paul. A photographer captured the
presentation 'ceremony' and Clarke himsell  provides us with the
caotions.

SENATOR GOLDWATER plus
going . .  .

SATELLITE DICEST

And Clarke With The PoPe

"How nice to meet you at last . . ."

D J

"WHAT - anolher book???"

GILLASPIE and Birki l l  started i t  al l  .  .  '

cooP 's
SATELL ITE

DIGEST  t r ' ' '

oEcE$oEF 1933

Cernan and McClaskey kept "FRANKLY - |  was hoping for Odyssey Three!"
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ROOTS/ continued from page 25

missioner Hennock, the airwaves ,were
the public's property. But she felt the
educators were a better grade of pub-
Li,c than the average guy walking down
the street, and therefore more entitled
to specinJ services.

A handful of Senators waved the
public flag during those years, but
strangely none mounted the soap box
permanently. They merely used it as a
stepping stone in their travels. Sena-
tor Johnson (Colorado) came the
closest to being an on-going supporter
of the public's rights to the airwaves,
although he stopped short of that by
standing just a little bit to the right of
Chairman Coy and contending that the
public had the ri,ght to the seruices of
the ui,ru;aues. Senator Johnson was
clearly disturbed by the possibility
that a handful of major corporations
might one day end up controlling the
airwaves. Unfortunately, he had left
the Senate to become Governor of Col-
orado by the time Senators Magnuson
and Pastore put on their questionable
shows for the press in 1954-57.

Senator Magnuson displayed most of
his concern for the public investing
money in worthless UHF receiving
equipment should the Commission
abandon UHF (it was talked about for
awhile). He was 'i,nterested in the pub-
lic interest, but he stopped far short of
believing the airwaves themselves
were public domain.

Senator Pastore just wanted to get
things straightened out. By 1956 he
was tired of being on the hot seat, and
had lost confidence in the expertise of
the Commission. His will later pre-
vailed when an ad hoc committee of
industry people (again, many large
broadcasters) was impaneled to de-

introducing .. r.

*  SATELLITE TRACKING UNIT
(  f  u l t y  p rogrammabtc  )

a BLOCK CONVERSTON RECE|VER

r totrl,Dt ,S.
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velop recommendations separate from
the Commission (see companion report
in the March issue of CATJ: The UHF
Finsco\.

There are sonle who might place the
people's sword in the hands of Senator
William Benton, who in 1951 proposed
the Citizens AduisorE Bowd on Radin
ond Telpaision. Benton was less con-
cerned about the public being served,
than he was about the public being
mis-serued. The Director of Federal
Prisons had prevailed on Benton to
"give some thought to the quality of
television programming", because in
the director's personal view "the over-
abundance of murders and muggings
on television is going to turn our socie-
ty into a police nightmare". The pri-
son's director wanted violence toned
down on television, and to Benton, that
meant that someone had to set uP an
agency to monitor station programs
(and program performance). He either
felt the 1934 Communications Act
barred the FCC from entering the pro-
gram censorship arena, or he thought
[tre world needed another federal
agency, when he drafted his bill calling
for such a committee. The bill never
got off the ground. Senator Benton
was right about one thing when he
said, "If ute miss the opportunitE (to
lay down some optimum guidelines for
the development of television now-
1951), ue rnaA m'tss it not onIE for a
generation, but for keeps. " In the en-
suing generation, television violence
has of course increased, and its permis-
siveness has expanded twenty fold.
One cannot help but wonder how Sena-
tor Benton and the Federal Director of

SATELLITE DICEST

Prisons would view the current ABC
hit "HOT L Baltimore"!

Finally, there u)Q,s the Plntkin
Memo. Young Hamy apparently
scared the pants off of some pretty
important network people in New
York. His memo, when first handed to
Senator Magnuson, created a sensa-
tion in Washington. It scored NBC and
CBS for their dominance of the air-
waves. senator Magnuson was so up-
set by the Memo's accusations, that he
ordered copies immed:iately tronsrnit'
ted to the Department of Justi,ce and
the Federal Communi,cati,ons Comm'is-
sion. The FCC was specifically asked
by Senator Magnuson to "set up a con-
tinuing investigation into this matter
and the (Plotkin) recommendations of-
fered, and to submit reports every 60
days to the Senator, with a final report
in 180 days".

Of course, the Commissinn did' noth-
ing of the sort. More than a year later,
Attorney Sidney Davis, saddled with
making sense of the Plotkin Memo rec-
ommendations, would "resign due to ill
health" when he tried to push for open
hearings of the network practices of
that time.

Today, Harry M. Plotkin is a partner
in the Washington law firm of Arent,
Fox, Kintner, Plotkin and Kahn.
Plotkin's firm, according to FCC rec-
ords, represents very feut television
broadeasters. It seems the netutorks
ho,ue a uerA lnng memorA. Maybe some
day Harry Plotkin will tell it like it
really was. It would make interesting
reading, and would perhaps make good
test,imony.
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TVRO & CSD/ OUR SIXTH YEAR!
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TURNING MOLNIYA
INTO A HOUSEHOLD

WORD

Although HBO (et al) may be the carrot to developing a large
TVRO ground segment, a quite different application of satellite televi-
sion systems has recently gotten tremendous international media
attention as, possibly, an even more important fulfillment of the prom-
ise of (this) technology.

Within the past month, much space has been given by each of the
major wire services, print dailies such as The New York Times, The
Washington Post, The Los Angeles Times, The London Daily
Mail, San Francisco Chronicle - as well as major network news
programs to the role of Ken Schaffer's New York based Orbita Tech-
nologies Corp. in bringing the USSR's Programma I network, via
Molniya, to students and scholars at major US universities.

A large part of 'the story' has been Kenny's quick insistence that
Molniya reception is nothing new to what he characterizes as 'quasi-

synchronous satellite fans.' "That this kind ol capability has not been
brought out of the hobbyists' closet years ago is unpardonable" he
says. But, he accurately points out, a developed turnkey system and
the discrete components required to deal with making Soviet domestic
programming available to interested universities - satellite laymen,'
as it were - has never, 'till the work of the Orbita Team, been refined
("ready to ship") - and made avai lable. (-)

Kenny is, as we've come to know, colorful.  His musings go far
beyond the'technology' in his conversations with the media. Well-
known to industry members and CSD readers tor his mocking - and
usually incisive - mix of technologies, sociology, good humored puns
and applications, his industry debut was chronicled in CSD for June,
1 98 1 , where his self-described 'prank' of offering "$100 Reward" for
Ghorizont reception at the Washington STT show that April turned
many display antennas to - for the first time - the Eastern Sky.

Since that time, he's accomplished such twists as turning a small
note in the back ot (July) 1982's CSD into reality; ABC-TV's legendary
"live" Mt. Everest climb. More recently, been the prime visionary, with
MPI's Peter Sutro, of the "PD" ("Personal Dish"), ' ' '  an integrated

lnterview conducted by Wes Thomas on behalf of CSD Magazine.

./  The f irst academic instal lat ion for Molniya was instal led in 1981
at Creighton University (Omaha) by Lee Lubbers (see CSD ior Octo-
ber 1 5, 1 983 and November 1 , 1 983). Lubbers challenges the Schaf-
fer installation as being 'first' while Schaffer delends the Columbia
system as being the Jirst to popularize University eavesdropping on
internal Russian television. Lubbers did it'first,' Schaffer/Columbia did
it with a big splash and history is apt to remember Columbia and not
Lubbers.
-'l Kenny's idea to apply 'companding' to FM transmission was an
honest technical breakthrough which raised the medium's maximum
signal{o-noise ratio from roughly 60 dB to past 100 dB; his first units
debuted with the rock bands Kiss and Electric Light Orchestra. Among
the next five customers were NASA. Jet Prooulsion Laboratories and
Bell Telephone Laboratories. Such companding techniques are not
'standard' on the bulk of narrow-band satellite services, as well.
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system design for Galaxy l. He has a number of interesting patents
pending on his technological visions as to what kind of system millions
of Americans might eventual ly elect for their Galaxy terminals. (See
"Future TVRO: This is DBS" in October's CSD if you're interested in
reviewing some of Kenny's 'domestic' observations.)

From very early on, Ken has been quick to point out his feeling that
Orbita's New York City venue has been crucial to effectuating virtually
all of his activities. "l eat lunch at the same hot-dog stand as HBO,"
he's quick to quip. (He's most proud that the Show-Biz dai ly Variety
recently ' ran' with a headline he ' just had to give them:' "Time Goes
Above and Biondi," for their spread on HBO's surprise decision to
terminate the chairmanship ol Frank Biondi!)

Beyond the quips, Ken's "past background" is one (as the interna-
tional attention now being given Orbita attests) of making pop trends
out of visions. For Kenny, this unique talent has been honed since the
late 1960's, when he was the public architect for many "appropriate-

at-the{ime" (his descript ion) trends - some of the biggest, ranging
from masterminding the public personas of pop superstars Jimi Hen-
drix and Alice Cooper, spanning thru to developing platforms for
Timothy Leary and the famous Comet Kohoutek (which 'made' the
cover of both Time and Newsweek but, Schaffer conJesses, was "just

a joke.")
Fol lowing Kohoutek, Kenny's l i felong love of radios (he was

licensed as an amateur radio operator at the age of 8; call N2KS) and
electronics became his livelihood. He's been a prime developer of
numerous devices that are now-standard in broadcasting and music,
ranging from digital audio devices (the digital delay l ine, harmonizer,
time compression/expansion) to the $4500 wireless guitars and mic-
rophones that bear his name and are used by virtually every major
rock band, lrom the Rolling Stones and Pink Floyd to The Who, Yes
and Van Halen (*')

Satel l i te television grabbed Ken in 1980. As he explains " l t 's just
up the band from 20 metres . . ." From early on, as his "Reward"

attests, International television (DX) possibilities were the most in-
teresting and, as he says - for reasons that become obvious in the
following conversation - "promising." Most of his "TVRO" work has,
since that time, been spent on the Eastern Arc. His thoughts about the
context oJ these developments bear telling.

GSD: Kenny, you call your Molniya system an Orbita Terminal. ls
it, then, dedicated completely to Molniya?

KS: "The prototype, at Columbia (University) is. The division of the
school that'took the chance' against 'expert advice' is called The W.
Averell Harriman Institute for the Advanced Study of the Soviet
Union, headed by a very clear-seeing Assistant Director named
Jonathan Sanders. Their interest is only in internal Soviet program-
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"The mount we must use to give good Molniya is, of course, an X/y- not something you can order from Echosphere. An AzlEl iust won,t

do for following 'Molni' because of the singularity you get at very high
look angles. So we designed and fabricated our own mil-spec Xlf aid
galvanized it three times to befit the top of a 15 storv Manhattan
university bui lding. The mount was designed and bui l t  by Bob Crean
of Roundhouse. Once we had it up, an outside structurai engineering
consultant retained by Columbia's buildings and facilities itaff wa6
obviously impressed; he put a mock sign on the base: ,,ln the event of
nuclear attack, hide under this antenna: it'll be the last thinq in New
York to blow!" Bob does good workl"Our next systems wili be split between the X/y and Bob's new
XIYIZ mounl, which will allow lhe school,s investment to be solit
between Russian Studies and other departments, ,cause it'll do anv_
where in the sky very neatly. The mount is also getting attention for
other uses; it's mentioned next month in popularbomputing, which
did an article on how to use modified TVIIO equipment _ XlylZ
mount, too - for radio astronomy, another wonderful obsession that'll
be coming out of obscurity very soon."Oh, yes: when we started getting serious with developing this
capability, we didn't have the cash to spend on graphic artistsioriogos
and stutf ; that's where "Orbita" comes from. W! just lifted the logdoff
Programma l.  Cryi l l ic and al l !"

9SD: The antenna you are using is an ECI 11'?
KS: " l t  is. On the 11'anlenna we're completely out of sparkl ies, of

course. But each of the installations we've lined up for the next round
are goang to have 5 metre reflectors, ,cause the system is no longer
experimental in any way, as it was at Columbia, and my eye can see
there are a few dB of video S/N left before l,d call it studio-quality
SECAM; the viewers don't know, they're all amazed: ,,This is better
than what lget at home off Channel 21,', and more than one TV
nelwork news crew has paled a bit, looking kind of disoriented, saying"Moscow looks better than what we get inbur control rooml!!" lt'siun]
hearing all that, but I've been in SECAM video control rooms in
France, and there's a few dB left to get. lt comes otf, of course,
paradoxical - and hasn't gone unnoticed - that we get Moscow
better than Manhattan gets cablel But we got to 16, now."

GSD:."Thetighterbeamwidth will make it harderon thecomputer?
KS: "We've got the motors running a litile ditferently than what

you'd use for going from Galaxy.to Satcom 4. In fact, another very
wonderful contributor to the terminal was Warner Electric & Brak6
Co., who custom fabricated actuators to our specifications in their
mo-del shop. Columbia's ears move through Molniya's loop about 50"
in the X axis, almost 20" in y; we've got tn6 compuier_motor_interface
stuff down to about .1 5. resolution - repeatably, so far _ all of which
is very invisible on the tube. The tracking runs ofi a combination of
directed data - it knows which way the Jatellite is moving, it knows
each bird's nominal track and relative ground-speeds, so there's no
,lilli"g thru pea.k" as you woutd hav6 with a more standard step-
tracKtng system. lt's very smooth.
. 

"We're also ryorf !!g with two other types of moving-satellite track_
Ingmethods, called "Monopulse," 

where you have four subordinate
LNAS directing the antenna to move up, down, left, right based on the
relative amplitudes each receives as the satellite m]oves. lt doesn,t
requrre a computer. lt's mililary radar stuff _ the cat's pajama's in
following moving sources.''We're also building up a Conical system, where the anlennapenodrcally does a tiny conical movement about the bird, so that it'speaked up before the AGC changes detectably to the picture. Our
stringers on this are at RCA, down in princeton (N.J.) They've been
working on this stuff since the fifties. We've just had to be paiient while
lll"yygtill"y leep wanting ro make it intoa stationary phased_array
(tor a couple of hundred thousand dollars)l These guys are very
solid-state!"

9i9:.Tt" computer display is very interesting . . . .
_ KS: 'A coup!We put up moving map displays t[at show Molniya,s
ground track in real-time - very-simiiar to Sieve Birkill,s famous
illustration - and have the activaMolniya moving around the track as
a little Hammer & Sickle. As soon as the active-Molniya ,turns off,, it
goes toreverse video, and the new Molniya that's beencoming up the
Mississippi takes its place. Down in the cbrner of tf,",.i""n, you see

ECI 11 FOOT/ Crean tracking mount/ a ,bomb shelter, that will
withstand nuclear blasts..Orblta Systems hyper-energetic Kenny
Schaffer (left) with Columbia's Jonathan Sanders 15 stories clos_
er to Molniya.

"Columbia 
University" - the dish, with its direction, is represented as

a modified parabolic - sort of a bastardized version of ihe CeS bgo
.. a biS..lgd Eye, actuallyl Then, of course, we have the graphiis
boxes with times for New york, Moscow, Novosibirsk and Vlad-ivostok.
Nexl week we'll be adding a second hi-res page with a global view _
all four Molniyas and where they're at in real_time."lt's funstuff. The kids who are using the system, who probably
don't care much about technology, geithe context, the overview,
subliminally - and come to undeistind - apppreciate _ what is
llllp"rlS. 

tt's an in:eparabte component ot idd Orotta phitosophy
that comes with the Orbita Terminal. lt,s refined. you get the whole
deal."

CSD:iren't you really consumerizing Molniya?
... . KS: "The whole point of what Orbita ii doing-here really has very
llllg 1g1g with technotogy..you know, and I kiow, that there,s very
lrnle that s been "invented" to do this. Much of what we've done is
bas_ed on published data. Obscure published data, not a litfle of it in
CSD. That's the first place I every heard of Molniya; i have a videotape
*yl_ll i .yglderfut tape. ! - rhar dares back to 1980 of Coop making
the.lirst Molniya acquisition ever in America! Sure, Ihad a biggei
budget to.do this thing right than Coop did - gee, Bob, do we ever ger
oener ptctures than you had on your tape! But you know, and I kno-w,
that th.afs throwing dollars - which I had - afproblems; not ,,inven-
Iron.' I someone wants to see wonderful, real, inventions, I have a
drawerful of patent applications I'm proud ofl
. 

"lt s a development, a refinement - an availability not an inven-
tion. The part that scares me, that made me can everything else to

) o
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concentrate on doing this, is how important I feel this is as a contribu-
tion to make the world a little nicer - and how it's been there for five
years to do, and all we've had is ole' Lee Lubbers taking trips to Paris
and al l ,  but not one other school. l think i t 's unforgivable that this kind
of application has been there for years, just waiting for the taking. That
i t 's not caught on is, to me, not a good sign of what's happening in our
country, generally.

"This is a very important capability. We've packaged a travelling
Molniya Roadshow to go to schools and give students and faculty a
couple of all-nighters of Soviet TV. To learn from - in ways the
narrations and editorials and translations we all get from Dan Rather
can't touch. The Roadshow, by the way, is called "Windows on the
World," and is being booked by the nation's biggest college lecture
booking agency - the guys who book Gordon Liddy and Timothy
Leary [the hottest show on campus!];we're packaging it just like a rock
n' rol l  tour. Just l ike Al ice Cooper.

"Cause, that's how you effect a lrend in America. That's how you
get university funding people to get ofl and actually do this, proliferate
this kind of amazing technology. You don't  do i t  thru the "Educator 's

Gazette." You do it on Johnny Carson. That's what we're doing,
and, as you know, it's getting adopted, very naturally, as one of the
most exciting educational tools ever developed. There probably aren't
more than a couple of dozen universities that can justify a dedicated
Molniya terminal tor Russian studies, and we have commitments from
quite a number; the Sovietologists just f inished their annual confab
here in New York this past weekend, and an ' invite' to Columbia was
the hottest ticket in town!

"One of the points I've been very vocal about with both potential
customers and interviewers is this: we l ive in an immediate-
gratification society. There are always the couple of well-intentioned
professors who volunteer "We can save some money if you will sell us
tapes!" They're completely missing the point. The watchwords, if you
will - the watchwords of the generation under-35 are "Who Wants
Yesterday's Papers," the old Rolling Stones song. "Who Wants
Yesterday's Papers?!"

" l t 's got to be l ive. Live is magic. Well- intentioned tapes are
static, the Dead Sea Scrolls, another medium. Within a very short
t ime, the'stat ist ics'wi l l  be coming in on how much faster the students
come to assimilate the language, the culture, the dif ferences in pers-
pective. We have a very-low cost, down-and-dirty SECAM-NTSC
conversion method for transport ing the signal through the campus.
Let the student go to his room at night and lay back in his bed and
watch the "Mil l ion Ruble Movie" with a beer; that 's how kids learn
these days. l t 's only rock n' rol l  .  .  .

"This ut i l izat ion of technology is going to make the world small .
People who l ive in glass houses don't  throw stones. There are no
secrets anymore. 11's Marshall  McLuhan's Global Vi l lage, for real.  For
more than ten years now intellectuals and academics have been
having meetings, talking about al l  these possibi l i t ies, talking al l  night
with glasses of Sherry. Meeting after meeting. All they do is talk and
exchange memos. They talk in (academic) circles and nothing gets
done! Lovely fol lows, I 'm sure, but they wouldn't  have lasted three
nights on a Roll ing Stones tour.

"This time it's just too important. I closed up my rock n' roll
electronic-nirvana company last year and retreated into my bedroom,
if  you wil l ,  and designed things l ike our d-CYBERIA (.. .)  and started
on the mount parameters with Bob Crean and the computer graphics
codes that I realized had to be part of a mature Molniya system. I know
of two other private Molniya terminals in this country. Both are, more,
examples of what perseverance and gaffer's tape can accomplish -
not professional systems. You know how I adore that stuff - half my
house is a breadboard! - and everything good comes from 'ham

operators'working for themselves at 4 in the morning with their wives
screaming "Come To Bed Already!" - but you can't expect non-
hobbyists to understand or babysit such miracles.

"Application and development - certainly not invention - of
technology is the 'story' here; an Orbita Terminal is adozen proprie-
tary technological components, developed for this very specifiable
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SCHAFFER AT THE CONTROLS/ first Orbita system installed for
Columbia uses Apple controls and advanced computer graphics
to convey to system user the exact posit ion ol the'Molni '  bird in
use as well as earth-position of the other three in the 'chain.'

Complete descript ion ol Molniya system is tound in CSD
ANTHOLOGY available from CSD. (Photo by Jeff Dodge)

application by a team that included Roundhouse, DX Communica-
tions, Warner Electric, ECl, MTI and, of course, Orbita. We've even
come up with a modif icat ion package to the Mitsubishi PU-50 Videop-
rinter to give the scholars hard copy and wonderlul VCR controls Jor
late-hour SECAM-K recording - but those kind of options are prere-
quisite: what now make it a fait accompli that US scholars have been
init iated to l ive international programming! Now that Columbia Uni-
versity has announced - and the world has looked in awe at this
amazing capabil i ty, "Look, Molly, these fel las in New York get Mos-
cow better than we get Bi l l ings!" - i t 's become ok. l t 's clear that we've
succeeded in making i t  l ike CAT Scan machines. Every'cl inic '  needs
o n e . . . "

CSD: "You're downplaying the technology, but, having seen the
system in operation, I know that you have done a very credible job of
refining things that were really breadboards, if at all, before.

KS: "Yeah, yeah, yeah, say the Beatles . .  .  our audio is clean,
with over 40 dB signal to noise . . . our video is fully restored, record-
able and al l  that. The system is no Kluge machine, I 'm happy. But
technology is just the icing here. "Let me give you what you want
. . . . so you'll come to want what I have to give you" is really what we're
do ing .  We want  k ids  to  g row up in  the  wor ld  knowing tha t
pol i t ical ly imposed domains and dominions are no longer appropriate
to a world of Comstar, Pan Am, Concorde, Molniya, ASATs and the
Beatles.

" 'People who l ive in glass houses don't  throw stones. '  THAT'S
what we're doing. We're going to spread this capability around the
world. Save the Babies . .  .  get to kids while their brains are st i l l
malliable, and demonstrate - no need to 'explain' - that we're all
products of our environments. People from diJferent environments
behave difJerently, have different priorities . . . and rightly so.

" l 'm not so stupid as to suggest lor a minute that being able to look
at people via satellite television is lhe answer to the world's problems.
But it is an element. lt's what we can do. We've got to see it
proliferate - not just domestically, but throughout the world. lt's
'people to people,' Jor real. lt's as important for Argentines to see
France as it is Moscovites to see Montreal. Like any great technology,
it will proliferate - beyond nationalist borders. You can't keep a good
amp down!

"People see differences as threats. lt's built-in, human reptillian
territoriality - was probably necessary to fight off the wolves over the
eons - but now must be disposed of! Watching the internal TV of
other people . .  .  being privy to their pi l low talk .  .  .  is a way, overt ime,
of getting access to these folk. How better to learn about people than
to watch their own TV dialogs?! Very quickly you come to see the

CIa

'*'/ The d-cyBERlA 'r (as in Siberia and de_cypher) is orbita's
Molniya/Raduga audio decoder.



Use What You Sell
To Sell You!

As a serious professional in the satellite antenna business, you
know that effective advertising is a key ingredient in your
marketing program. And, the most effeCtive advertising
medium for you to use is what you're selling now - Television-i

Professionally-produced television commercials create impact,
generate response and increase sales. And, promoting your
image through effective television messages sure can keep you
out in front of your competition.

Television advertising works!

. ENHANCE the image of your business.
o INCREASE your sales.
. IDENTIFY your firm as a leader.

we have created a series of 30-second commercials that produce
results in a professional, image building manner. They are work-
ing now and they can work for you!

we yill support only one client in each television market by
supplying top-quality, completely customized television spots.
our satellite television marketing program is ready now! If you're
ready to become the leader in your market area, we're re;dy to
help.

For complete information, video tape samples and a copy of our
booklet "Television Advertising Guide," please send $-2i to:

Management Resources Group
107 Virginia Avenue, North
Winter Park, FL 32789
Q0:) 6/5-26rr
(please specify VHS or Beta)

SERIOUS $VERTISING FOR SERIOUS PROFESSIONALS
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OPE]ITA
context ol their behavior. The next stage is to tolerate it. Soon'
forgive it, And il it's a good-idea-you-would-never-had-yourself you
might even come to appreciate or adopt what you earlier reacted to as
'thieatening differences.' That's our theory; we're fighting the NIH
('Not Invented Here') theory on a world level. These technologically
unworkable nationalist divisions don't work any better in the world
than they do in territorial industry.

The Soviet Union is not 'special ' to me, l t  could have been Rio. I
chose the USSR because, first technically its the most challenging to
do well. That's my "come." Second, it's clearly more important than
Rio, given the world right now. We've got to have a cadre of Americans
who iunderstand' the Soviet Union - or we'll never get to 12 GHz!

CSD: Columbia University's press announcement states that
they've decided to support you further in developing this kind of
technology. Now that you've gone to printed circuit boards for each
dedicated element of the system will you be making the components
- the computer interlaces, the audio decoder and taping equipment
- available to other installers?

KS: "Columbia has bankrolled something called 'The Working
Group on Soviet Television,' which will study the Soviet's use of the
medium for didactic purposes. Content analysis type stuff. They'll
be publishing their resulls; the Working Group will make possible lhe
funding for us to develop new capabilities vis a vis Molniya, but also
for other satellites. We've been given access to a tremendous pool of
talent in a number of areas and enough support to complete several of
my obscure development ideas.

"The overall olan is to make Orbita an'international one-stop'for
gadgets you need for international access, generally' We'll be doing
turnkeys for a little while, until we reach a critical mass of successful
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installations so that the success of the technology's acceptance is
ensured. One university, even one so prestigious as Columbia, does
not a trend make. With the commitments we already have, within
several months enough schools will have these capabilities. As soon
as we have a few more under the belt, we'll be making the equipment
available. There are many schools! Believe it or not, we already have
two well-endowed secondary schools committed."

CSD: What kind of things have you seen on Programma I that
illustrate that thinking?

KS: "The first day we watched Molniya they were running a TV
mini-series about the KGB vs the ClA. Beyond the political bull' the
same movie, if you ask me. My favorite was a Russian highway scene
where it started raining. Traffic stopped; everybody pulled off the road,
got out of their cars and ATTACHED THEIR WINDSHIELDS! Huh?
"Yes," explained a Sovietologist watching this amidst a room packed
with gawking graduate students: "There was a terrible rubber shor-
tage back in the mid-50's." Some guy broke his wipers and stole
another guy's. lt daisy-chained, and soon, it became appropriate
behavior lo remove your windshield wipers when your car was parked
and hide them in the glove compartment - if you didn't, someone
mightstealthem, andyou'd beoff theair-oops, off  the road-t i l l  .  .  .

"Well that made sense, I guess. I forgave them.
"As it turned out, the rubber shortage ended in the 60's' but - as

with all rituals, even ours - nobody noticed to change the habit' They
still hide their windshield wipers even though the environment has
changed. Sounds like us with 50 dB LNAsl"

"Then, I think; 'What do WE do that they might find bizane?' An
example came to mind real fast. How about my triends who have
$2000 Nakamichi stereos in their cars . . . every time they park' they
remove the Nakamichi's and carry them up in the elevator! What
would a Russian think about that?

"This kind of TV goes beyond political boundaries' Look at the
videographic map of Europe and you'll see that it's almost a solution to
the famous three color map puzzle; almost no adjoining countries use
the same video standard. That's not for technical reasons.

"l have a silly-sounding, but really quite poignant line l've probably
said to too many interviewers that l'll have to say to you: "Watching

Sovlet Television has made me come to better understand
. . . my girltrlend, Marian. (She, also, is different than me.)

"On that note. consider that this is a demonstration of the kinds of
wonderful things we could do with space technology . . . instead of
things like ASATs."

Schaffer, Orbita Technologies Corporation, 21 West 58th
Street. New York, NY. 10022;2121371-2335.

SMATV SYSTEM
DESIGN/

LOW COST BDC
TWO

UNIOUE BDC'Head End' Problems
Last month we investigated the various problems which the install-

er of a multi-receiver home TVRO system must consider. In particular,
we were concerned with maintaining adequate signal 'levels'to all ol
the BDC receivers connected to the common antenna, and the isola-

tion and powering requirements of the system. This month we shall
look at the head end or antenna site requirements.

First the ground rules. Each BDC receiver operates by sending to
it, f rom the downconverter, some minimum amount of 'lF signal'' lf the
receiver does not receive that 'minimum signal,' the receiver fails to
pertorm properly. Poor pertormance results in:

1) Signals which have noise (snow or sparklies);
2) Signals with noisy audio or ditficult to tune audio;
3) Signals which have blemishes caused by not reaching

'threshold' with the signal driving the receiver(s).
We learned last month that there is a fixed-amount ol signal

available coming out of the block downconverter and this fixed amount
ol signal diminishes as it travels (1) through cable (because of the
'resistance' of the cable), or, (2) through signal line 'splitters' designed
to connect two or more receivers to the same (common) antenna' We
also learned that if the cable losses and the splitter losses add-up to
excessive signal loss, we must re-amplify the BDC lF signal with one
or more external line amplifiers to maintain the minimum amount of
signal required to each of the individual receivers connected to the
system. This is basically'CATV' or'SMATV' technology although as
Roger Linde, president of TX Engineering wrote in CSD/2 ('Feed-
back') for November 1sth, the equipment one normally utilizes for
CATV (or SMATV) installations may well not work adequately for
TVRO BDC systems. We looked at why this is true in our last month's
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CSD segment.
To understand the full nature of the problem, we have to focus our

attention on the signal levels, and signal quality, which we provide to
the master block downconverter in the system.

Basics first. The BDC system is able to deliver multi-channels of
service to seoarate receiver/demodulators because the entire satellile
band of transponders is shitted as a (set) to a new, lower'lF' (in-
termediate frequency). This differs from the standard home (single
conversion) system because in the single (or double) conversion
system only one channel at a time leaves the downconverter. In the
block system, al l  12 transponders (orthe ful l  'polarization side'of a

satellite) leave the downconverter as a group. lt is possible lor a
quantity of receivers to share an antenna in a single conversion
system but the system is complex and complicated; and seldom
customer-friendly. The block approach makes sharing quite straight-
forward and each receiver that is connected to the'cable distribution
system' carrying the block of signals is able to tune in any of those
channels independently of the other receivers connected to the
same 'BDC cable system.' Obviously the performance of this sytem
depends upon two elements:

1) The quality of service produced by the antenna/LNfudown-
converter, and

2) The quality of service maintained between the block down-
converter (output) and the input to the individual receivers.

We have already studied the parameters of maintaining quality
service between the BDC and the receivers (GSD for November),
which leaves us looking at the 'head end' component.

HEAD End?
Like it or not, you are in 'the cable biz' with a system serving two or

more receivers from a common antenna. So we will adoot some of the
cable'terminology'to go along with our adoption of cable technology.
The antenna portion of the 'cable plant' is called a 'head end' (or
headend) in the cable industry.

Our BDC type of headend differs from the normal cable (or
SMATV) headend because we are not individually processing
each of the channels in the system. That is the only significant differ-
ence. As past reports in this multiple-part series have shown, cable/
SMATV functions by providing independent receivers for each of the
TV channels to be cable-carried, individual modulators or signal pro-
cessors for each such channel and it 'recombines' all of these chan-
nels into a single 'block' of channels or signals before sending the
channels down a cable line. The end result, in our BDC 'headend,'is

no dif ferent than the end result in a true (conventional) cable'headend': we also leave the 'headend' with ail channels combined
together for caniage on a single cable. The only real difference is
that we don't take them apart (channel by channel) for individual
channel processing before we put them all back together again (for
single cable caniage). We diagram that here for you.

The 'caveats' or engineering rules, however, which apply to one
also apply to the other.

1) The headend must have some rigidly engineered output signal
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SATELLITE DICEST
level, and

2) We must NOW what the output signal level is (i.e. how much
signal is there) since our paper-calculations forthe distribution
system will depend upon that number (see CSD for Novem_
ber), and,

3) The signals leaving our'headend' must be clean and interfer_
ence free before they go into the cable or we will not be able toproperly 'resolve'those 

signals at the individual receiving loca_
tions.

The true cable/SMATV headend takes the individual channels
through.electronic processing one-channel-at_a-time for gooo reason ;
:::^:"l99ll 

arg any. rwo channets ,identicat' in signai strength orsrgnat quatity when those channels come .off the air., The primary
purpose of the headend in a true cabte/SMATV system is to ,eiuitiij
(as in making identical in electrical quality) eacli oithe individuat TV
channels being processed for cable cariiige. Since tnis is the one
function our BDC 'headend' 

does not Oo, ile oOviousty have to be
somewhat careful that by skipping ,this step, we don't penalize the
:l"l^":]i,tfg 

proce.ss. (tf this was not considered a necessary step,caore woutct have abandoned this expensive segment long ago).

HOW To 'Equalize'?

Remember that our very simple ,headend' 
treals ail channels

received from the satellite in an identical electrical manner; they are allreceived by the same LNA, all downconverted to the block ,lF, range
with the same downconverter, and all exit that downconverter to
travel through the same cable (together) to the individual TVRO
recervers connected to the system finger_ends. How, if we treat them
11,y.,'lhlll.g,sam.e.equipment.as a,g'roup,' can we Oo anytning toInorvtoualy' treat them for whatever i t  is that may,ai l ,on'e or ' iwo
channels individual lv?

. Enter FM. Our TVRO signals, coming from the sateilite, are still in
tl "i, lY (or frequency modutation) .forriat.. fnat's gooo; in facr it is
oownnght fortunate. On the other hand, the normal.fv signal is AM(amplitude moduration) and the TV receiver at the end of the rine thatreceives. the actual picture and sound is an ,AM device., The TVRO
demodulator, or customer receiver, is (among other things) and ,inter-
face' which converts the sateilite's Ftil signits into user-compatibre
AM signals.

. FM, unlike AM, has certain operating parameters which will aid usin this situation. The first is carrier to no-ise ratio; sometimes abbrevi_
ated CNR. You have heard the term ,threshold'; 

that means the
T9!:j:l.lSTl 

reguired,by the receiver to produce pictures with onty
i:9:,::!il9ylt1,of sparkties (see CSD of Novembei 1e84, pase 16f.
In rnrs Instance, the better our CNR the more ,equal' our indi-vidual
:j^S1,11_t yil! 3ppear on the customer receivers. tdeaily, every satet_
ilIe srgnat being received and ,processed'by 

our block downconverter
would have the same CNR. There is no such ideal exampte in the real
world and we have small, or large, variations in CNR berween trans-ponclers received from the same satellite at the same location, and at
the same point in time.

Which brings us to our second FM factor that works to our advan-
tage; limitilg. This is a term used to describe a particular etfect found
in the TVRO receiver. With FM, the receiver will amplity or boost in
1,Sl-"1,.!l"nS!l the FM signats unrit they reach a certain (predeter-
mned) signat tevel. At this point, the signal ,goes into l imit ing.,What
does that mean?

. Simply that no additional amount of signal, applied to the input to
the receiver, will result in any additionat oulpui trilm the receiver. The
receiver takes more and more signal uniil the output signal level
reaches the 'limiling level' and then the output level clases to
mcrease even.though the input signal level may continue to increase.
Anotner word that means about the same thing, unique to the satellite
field, is 'saturation.' you can picture a .poige .'o"f,ing up water
t:igllll untillle sponge is fuil: then it stops accjpting "ny,o,e *"re,
(srgnat) and the capacity of the sponge self_limits at that point.

Now let's put those two words.or FM elements back together.
. Logic suggests that we would like to see the."t"flii" Ftri signalsgoing into the individual cable connected TVRO r.e"eiuers at a strongenough level that even the weakest satellite signaL in-the ,group, i6causing a limiting action in the receiver(s). WnyZ eecause if thereceiver is 'into limiting,' and the receiver is iunctidning properly, we
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can then be assured that every individual transponder (as received byevery individual cable connected receiver) will have attained the same
ldlli"ql reception quatity on the miniature ."0i" ivrr"r. And thatquality level will be, in a word. ,oertect.'

, 
Limiting. is not a phrase we hear a great deal in the TVRO worldev,en though it is a basic property of virtially "u"ry Ff,rt system. Thereare no user or technician convenient metering jacks wnere you canconnect a meter which says.,Limit ingl ' ,  or Sdernately, , tr , t6t 

euiteLimiting.' With individual rebeivers, so"me 1orrnrlf,j r.".""r.n, "nOsome skills you could fashion such a metering .y.t., which wouldgrve you this important information. lf we can'not measure limitingsimply, or convenientlv. how.can we determine thai we have ,limiting,?

. CNR, or Carrier io Noise Ratio. Now aNR i;" stighily morefamiliar phrase than ,limiting, in TVRO, but with tne llmiteO eiceition otinstructions provided with ivcOm r."..i"Lir, ir,"]vp,i"r in.t"iler doesnot have a good and reaoy reterence source where he can be in-structed on the fine art of measuring CNR in a receiving system.
There are special meters around which Jllow you to measure ifrf i ltneyare  ca l led  'Power  Meters ,  and se l l  in  the  used marke i  fo ' rupwards of $400 typically) but very few TVRO installers nave everseen one, much less own one today. Still, CNR is instructtve becauseif we know and understand how it may inr"r-r"i"i" ,iin ,timiting,,we
can at teas_t grasp the foundation required here.

Bigger CNRs are betterthan smallbr CNRs. iou cannot have tooru9lt g-Nn. you get more CNR by doing one oiOoln ot two things:1) Making the C larger,
2) Making the N smliler.
Remember that CNR stands for Canier To Noise (or more approp-riately, for the H. Paul Shuch crowd, canier plusnois'e to noise) ratio.The key word here is ratio; ihe relative lefationinip-Oetween twoseparate ingredients. Carrier is our signal, noise is thai nasty etementwhich we all spend long hours batilirig in one form or'anotner. Morecarrier in the system equates to mo6 signal to the receivers: less
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noise in the system equates to less interference to our receivers. The
ratio between the carrier, and the noise, is important.

The nearest most dealers come to CNR is the single line of type in
the receiver specification sheets, manuals or advertisements which
state things l ike:

'cNR/ 8 dB.' �
How do you make that information work for you?
First of al l  the phrase'CNR/8 dB' is total ly meaningless. l t  does

not tell you anything you need to know or can use. Why? Simply
because as stated here (and as taken from a well known receiver data
sheet) there is no definition of the phrase. What the receiver manu-
facturer is probably trying to tell you is that if you send a signal into his
receiver which has 8 dB more carrier (plus noise) than noise alone,
you will have some (not defined) level of picture service on the screen.
He would like you to believe that this is a good number and that the
picture you will see when you have an B dB CNR is a'perfect picture.'
Unfortunately, there is no such receiver in the world today if you insist
that'perfect' means no degradation from ANY noise.

To make use of the line entry'CNR/8 dB' you need to know several
additional things about the receiver and the tests conducted to arrive
at that number. For example, some of what you need to know is:

1) What was the video signal-to-noise-ratio when the receiver
was presented with a CNR oJ 8 dB? Anything less than 48 dB
video signal to noise (SNR) is degraded to the eye. And a TV
station would not accept (for re-transmission purposes) a sig-
nal any lower than 52 dB SNR.

2) Was the video signal being transmitted at the time 'static' (as in
color bars) or was i t  'moving' (as in program)?

3) Was the transponder being received being modulated to a full
36 MHz bandwidth, or was i t  somewhat'compressed'(such as
30 or 28 MHz)?

And that's just for openers! Obviously this is a complex subiect'
and while it all has a direct bearing on understanding the limitations ol
our simole BDC 'block headend,' it is a far too complex subiect for
detailed analysis here. We'll return to it, in depth, at another time.

Humm. l f  we can't  quickly and easi ly measure l imit ing or CNR, and
yet we need to have some handle on how our system is performing.to
insure that all of the cable connected receivers produce 'equal pic-
tures' on all of the transponder channels, where do we turn for help?

The answer is easy, il not highly accurate; a television set.
Let's re-state our objective here:
'We want our BDC'headend'to produce suff icient signal that
the weakest channel or transponder from the satellite chosen
looks no different to the viewer than the strongest signal or
channel from the same satellite.'
Plus,
'We now know that if we can somehow cause the weakest
channel to arrive at every cable connected receiver with sufli-
cient strength that it will cause the TVRO receiver to 'go into
limiting,'we are probably at a point where we cannot tell, with
our eyeball studying a TV screen, which signal is in lact the
weakest in the lot.'

MINIMUM Service Levels
Using the receiver's built-in metering system, or, using the tech-

niques described in CSD for May 1984 ('Tweeking:The Art of Being
Good,' page 8) you can at least develop a 'minimum' set of non-
corrected relative numbers on your own. lf the strongest signals
register an '8'on the meter and the weakest transponder registers a
'6,' and you can look at the screen and still see noise (degradation) in
the weaker transponde(s), you know that '6' is not 'into limiting.' How
do we get there, from where we are?

There is only one variable we can play with; well, two if you are very
good at what you do.

1) The antenna system, ahead of the downconverter, is our one
true variable. The combination of the TVRO retlector surface/
feed/and LNA form our 'signal catching package.' lf we have
too l i t t le signalon some channels to be' into l imit ing, 'we haveto
make our signal catching system more efficienl.

2) Or, alternately, we may find that by swapping around down-
converters and/or receivers that we can locate a downconver-
ter which performs better than the first one we began our
receotion'tests' with.
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mitmentto nationwide
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Uniden@Satellite distribu-
tor, call (317) 842-8SSS.
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Let's dig into the downconverter area briefly. Remember that in a
multiple receiver 'system,' cable inter-connected, every receiving
location in the home (apartment complex, condo, motel, etc.) is de-
pending upon the operational integrity of that downconverter for its
performance. Let's also remember that even within the same brand
and model, there is apt to be some considerable variation between the
performance of downconverters. This is especially true with the low-
price-end equipment one finds on the marketplace. As the prices go
down, the standard of quality for the low-end equipment begins to
vary abruptly unit to unit. You may lind one really superb downconver-
ter (i.e. a downconverter with exceptional low noise performance) in a
shipment of 12. All 1 2 work (more or less) but one really stands out
as a super performer. Does it not make more sense to stick that
particular one aside, to be used in an installation where multiple
receivers will be connected to the cable distribution system, than to
'waste it' on a single receiver installation in a home? Of course it does.
And that should suggest to you that lacking refined test equipment,
there is a 'culling' you can and should do belore you go into the field
to install a multiple receiver system. Go through and routinely check-
out the performance of every BDC (downconverter) you receive se!
ting aside those that perform in an extraordinary way. And save those
for multiple-set installations.

There is another possibility as well; if you are selling multiple
systems using the low-end BDC receivers (Janeil, Locom, Anderson),
you are presently buying their companion low-end BDC 'downcon-

verters'as well. Suppose you did something else; such as set out to
look for a higher grade of BDC which is frequency compatible with
the low-end receivers? Remember, there is only one BDC in a
system. There may be two or 20 or even 200 receivers. Does it not
make more sense to select a higher grade BDC here, in this instance?
Of course it does (.).

Eack to the weaker-than transponder problem. lf we cannot get all
of the signals into the 'limiting area' with a hand selected BDC, that
leaves us with only one other quick option; gel more carrier out of the
antenna plus LNA portion of the system. And within that area we have
two oossibilities:

1) Make the antenna reflector larger, to capture more signal from
the sky, and/or,

2) Lower the noise of the system (remember that we also have the
CNR element which is separate from the 'limiting' goal), by
reducing the system noise temperature (with a lower noise
LNA).

Which is the most viable?
We have a new sub-problem here. The receiver' l imit ing' assumes

that the only cause of 'degradation' in our weaker transponders is a
short{all in the signal department. Or, that il we somehow had more
signal, we would eliminate the noise because the receiver would now
be in a safe operating (or'limiting') mode. That is not always true.

The receiver will go into limiting if there is sufficient (signal) vol-
tage present. Unfortunately, the receiver cannot ditferentiate be-
tween noise and carrier in this situation;you could (in theory at least)
get close to limiting with noise alone. That tells us that we cannot
solve this problem by simply substituting a 55 dB gain LNA for a 48 dB
gain LNA in the hope that the additional 7 dB of LNA gain will increase
the receiver signals to the point where they all limit. ls that always
true? Unfortunately no.

Let's back up to CNR, lf the receiver has a certain minimum
requirement lor noise-free pictures and you have determined that
requirement is 11 dB CNR, in theory you could have noise free
pictures on every transponder on every receiver if you left the down-

*/ Within the 430-930 (420-920,450-950) MHz lF band commonly
in use for BDC packages, one BDC unit has been found to have
exceptional performance in CSD Lab tests. We suggest dealers
contact TX Engineering, Inc., P.O. Box 7007, Renton, Wa. 98057
(2061228-52461for information on their BDC unit. Recently, an LNBC
(low-noise-block-converter) package from LOCOM (Ridio Semicon-
ductor, 315 Benner Pike, State College, Pa. 16801 ;8141238-2133)
has been introduced and it should be an outstanding performer
although no unit(s) have yet been tested in the CSD Lab. As additional
high quality (but still 'relatively low cost') BDC units become available,
we will be testing them and reporting to you in CSD or CSD/2.
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converter with a minimum CNR of 1 1 dB on each and every transpon-
der. And, you were able to'maintain' that CNR in your cable distr ibu-
tion system amplifiers. CNR is independent of signal level in the
strictest sense; at least the signal level within the distribution system.

There aretwo'signal levels'at work here;one atthe headend, and
one within the distribution system. lt works this way.

1) CNR establishes whether a particular transponder is noisy or
clean. CNR is 'set '  or establ ished between the anten-
na+ LNA+downconverter. Whatever it is, it is maintained at
best (and reduced at worst) within the distribution system.
Leaving the downconverter, you can measure a particular
signal level for each transponder and that signal level will have
some direct relationship to the CNR for that transponder.

2) From the downconverter output onwards, the'signal level'is a
function of amplification (or losses) AFTER the CNR has been
established forthe distribution/cable system. You can have lots
of signal 'level' simply by placing 'line amplifiers' after the
downconverter. But il you were able to carefully analyze what is
' inside of ' that 'signal level, '  you might be surprised to f ind a
high percentage of noise mixed in with the signal. In other
words, signal may not be pure signal afterall.

This is not exclusive to the 'after downconverter' portion of the
system. lt is possible even before the downconverter to have lots of
satellite 'signal' but still have a poor (or noisy) CNR measurement.
How's that?

It comes back to the LNA selection. The LNA has two important
considerations; its noise figure or factor, and, its gain. The noise factor
is measured bl, the noise temperature of the LNA; i.e. 100 degrees
(Kelvin). The gain is measured in dB; i.e. 44 dB gain. lf you have 'weak

pictures,' there is a dual possibility of solution here:
1 ) Perhaps the pictures are noisy because the LNA is not provid-

ing enough signal 'gain' to make the downconverler work prop-
erly. The solution is an LNA with more gain (i.e. from 44 dB to
50 dB). Perhaps.

2) Or, maybe the pictures are noisy because the input signal to
the LNA is itself so weak that the noise of the system (i.e. the
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TVRO/ i TVRO/

LONG SHORT
FORM FORM

$75 $ 1 5

CSD'S ANTHOLOGy/the first 24 issues bound in
two sturdy reference volumes totaling more than
1,000 pages of TVRO dialogue!Thisls the ',scho-
lar's edition," every fact, every story, every detail
of the early growth of an industry. This is ihe stu-
dent's edition, hundreds of pages of basic text
explaining how feeds, LNAs, antennas and the
satellite system works. lf you have been confused
by the complex world of TVRO, this is the set for
you. There has never been so much information,
hard to find, detailed information explaining the
TVRO technology and world, bound togeth-er in q.
two volumes before. lf you need to know more s-

GET ME THE STORY!
-SEND ME'The Story Of TVROT Short Form (October'1984 special issue of CSD); $15 in US funds forworldwide shipment enclosed.
- SEND ME 'The sto-ry of rVRo'/ Long Form (csD Anthorogy/ Vorumes 1 and 2);$75 in US f unds for worrdwideshipment enclosed.
- SEND ME BOTH 'Short Form' and 'Long Form' STORY OF TVRO for special package price of $g5 (US funds)for worldwide shipment.

CSD's'Fifth-Birthday-TVRO' issue (October
1984) . . . telling the story of how the TVF{O indus_
tryevolved, developed, and fought its way into the
billion-dollar consumer world. Where the equip-
ment came from, where the rules and regulations
came from, how the industry leaders developed.
This is the full story of all of the major points as our
le_c_hnology and industry developed. From
$36,000 home terminals in i979 to the $995 home
terminals of 1984; from 16 foot dishes that did
NOT move to 4 foot dishes that blend into the
roofline. From 93,000 LNAs to $99 LNAs, the
trials and tribulations and the big events that
shaped and created an industry which many be-
l ieve wil l  become the-number-one consumer
electronics industry of the late 1990's and 199Osl lf
you want all of the important facts, and an easy to
us.e industry reference book, this special iSD
Fifth Birthday lssue is for you. And ihe price is
right; 180 pages, $15 shipping charges paid,
worldwide.
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surface facts, if your world is not complete
you have ALL of the detait and ALL of the

facts, CSD ANTHOLOGY/ Volumes 1 and 2 is
what you have been searching for. There is no
substitute fer in-depth reporting, carefully ex-
ql-ql lgq tec_hnology, hands on Iearning.'CSD
ANTHOLOGY has all of this and more ind the

l for this amazing 1 ,000 (plus) page reference
is surprisingly low; jusr 975 (US funds) for
dwide delivery.
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In a world of complicated and temperamental
dish drive systems, it's nice to know that some
things remain simple. And dependable. One of

these is *'lifARKSrtr?AltlO motor drive and
control system from Boman Industries.

It's easy tor you. - Plus totol satety,

The control features a lock-lamp system
designed to make programming simple. That
means you'l l  save instal lat ion t ime. And its
circuit design prevents memory loss due to
power failure. The 36 volt motor drive features
two adjustable limit switches for safety, I500 lb

lift capacity, and complete water sealing. That
means you'll save service calls.

And it's easy lor your customer.
Interchangeable, illuminated index tabs corres-
pond to sixteen programmable selector switches,
making this control extremely easy to compre-
hend, and even easier to oPerate.

So, why not make life a little Soman9nduslries
easier for yourself, with the
model  AMCl0l1460 motor
drive and control system
from Boman lndustries. It's
simple, and it 's dependable.

TOLL FREE NUMBERS:
TNSIDE CA. (800) 352-2553 OUTSIDE CA. (800) 421-2533

BOMAN INDUSTRIES
SATELLITE PRODUCTS DIVISION
93OO HALL RD., DOWNEY, CA 90241
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l 4o2 )463_3598 ; ;NEW YORK' Sat  View Dist  '  Br idgewater,  (315) 822-6532; Satel l i te Video serv ices,  Inc. ,  palenvi l le ,  (5 ls)  oza-qssr,  oHIo,  satel l i te sales,  Inc. ,  worth ington,  (8oo)527-6136 ( in OH),  (8oo) 345_5527; OKLAHOMA, St . r r_Com Distr ibut ing,  Oklahoma Ci ty,  (405) 672,9617; OREGON, I .S.S. ,  port land,  (5o3) 2s7_3713;PENNSYIVANIA'  Kelgo Internat ional '  Pi t tsburgh,  (soo) 321 oooo; TENNESSEE, Lerv is Erectr .n ics,  Humbordt ,  (qo1) 781-21ql)TEXAs, sunbert  sater i te,  Arr ington,(8 r z )661 -5561 '5a te I | i t eEa r thS ta t i on ,Aus t i n , ( 8 .oo |252 .3457 ; s t . r rCom,B igSp r i ng , � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

Lake Ci ty,  (8oo) 762-8876; WISCONSIN, Del ta S.r te l l i te C.rp. ,  Cedarburp, ,  (411) 3Ts tooo;  CANADA: BRITISH COLUMBIA, Terrco Corp,  Vancouver,  (604)877-7391; Banvi l  Ltd. .  Port  Coqui t lam, (ooq) q, t t_q+qt.  MANITOBA, Banvi l  Ltd. ,  Winnipeg,  (zo4) 633_s345; ONTARIO, B.rnvi l  Ltd. ,  (416) 8z8_sr8t ;  SigmacomConsumer Products,  Whitby,  (416) 666_7661;eUEBEC, g". r . ,LL,_, , "" ,  ; ; .  ; " , , ; . ; i  , - r ' , * , . r ,  aro, ,
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antenna noise plus the LNA noise) is too high.' Increasing the

gain of the LNA will increase the signal, and the noise' in the

iame ratio. The solution here is a lower noise LNA' Merely

increasing the 'gain' will not resolve the problem'

fnere is a tfrirO pissiOility, discovered after you have reduced

the LNA noise temperature to its reasonable limits (such as a 70

oeore_ieLNA)andincreasedtheLNAgaintoitsreasonabIeIimits(such
"."S2 OA); and, you still have noisy pictures on some transponders'

The antenna gain.
ll the antinna is simply not producing enough signal (or' is

producing too much noise; either one is possible), the ONLY way

vou can dl"an ,p the system pertormance is to increase the antenna

l"in inorot reduce the antenna noise contribution (measured as

SATELLITE DICEST

antenna noise temperature, or G/T; Gain over Temperature)'- 
Rtt ot this is pretty basic but it becomes more-than-basic with a

multiple receivei system with a dedicated dish fixed on a single

r"l.riit". ll the customer has one receiver (or one main receiver with

.r"u"i *ni.n are used simply to extend ,control capabilities' ot the

ivitem to additional rooms within the same home), and an antenna
'-;;;;r., td ;;;tomer i s apt to accept that on some transponders.on

"oln" i"t"f lit"s, there will be a less than perfect picture The multi-

ole-home svstem, sharing a common antenna, will be less {orgiving of

ih; ;;;;a;." oi the svite. ir 3 or 6 out ol 1 2 channels offered have

noiJ". ;i $tought sateliite TV reception was 'perfect' " the dealer

n""o. "V"", U-ut ' . "' is probably noi an adequate answer' Not when

Vo, n"u" ii.it"O tne customers to a relative handful of channels to

ielect from and you have removed their ability to drift around the orbit

belt with an antenna mover.
So it comes back down to the integrity of the antenna system' and

th" ;;; t;; ;;sign perfor."nce into-the 'headend' so that all receiv-

ers ioilnecteo to-the common antenna enioy the same, high quality,

receotion on all of the transponders provided'

HEADend ls The KeY-'- 
ine Oesign of the headend, the selection of an appropriate anten-

na, LNA, feei, and downconverter then becomes far more important

in I rrfiipi"-nome, shared antenna (BDC) system than it does for a

.ingi" h;;" *ith shared receivers. First ol all' rather than having 'one

"r.-tot", to satisfy' as with a single home system' you will have

r"u"i"r- Some of fhose agreeing in principal to paying a.pro-rata

inare for connection to thl system may not be as enthusiastic as

others agreeing to the system. They will be 'looking for' reasons to

compiain"(som-e people are like that, naturally!), a reason to get a

tiscbunf in the'pric'e, or a reason to 'back out' of the deal' The

intefflg;nt dealer shouid expect this to.happen, and be prepared.in

iauai"e by making sure his system is-flawless to begin with' The

;ifft;fu, i; dealeiprice, between an 8 toot dish and a high perform-

ance 10 foot dish, is relatively minor when the performance improve-

ment serves to l(eep 'naturil complainers' lrom beefing about the

quality of their service.

The same holds true for LNA selection' as well as downconverter

sefection. AnA n all boils down to both customer satisfaction' and'

something called distribution system degradation'-- 
Vi;;;If every distribution 

'system 
will. require some number of

svstem amplifieri; a point we looked at in some detail in our last

month's installment. Each amplifier is a'station' within the system

*ni.n ."n (and will) degrade the performance of the service' An

irfriti"r. amplifies oi boo=sts the signal voltage (or level) while at the

same time it is adding a measurerient amount of degradation to the

oicture oualitv (i.e. CNR). Every amplilier does this; it is an inescap-

aOte taciot'amplifier life.'This degradation increases in direct propor-

rion to tn" number of amplifiers in the system' One amplifier reduces

the CNR by'X'while two ampli f iers reduce the CNI by'2X"four

"rpfiti"o t'"Ar.e it by'3X'and eight amplifiers.reduce it (the CNR) by

zil in oin"t words, each time you double the number ol ampli-

f i e r s i n t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n s y s t e m , t h e q u a l i t y o t t h e f i n a l p i c t u r e s i s
reduced by a factor of 'one.'

That siinply tells you that even after one amplilier you have re-

duced the periormante level (or CNR) of the total system lower than

it was out of the downconverter. A picture that has 'some noise' in it at

theoutputotthedownconverter(butaheado|the|irstampIif ier)wi| |
have 'more noise' in it after the fiist amplifier; noise and other forms of

JegraOation added to the original picture quality by,the first amplifier

Giitio"i- Therefore, we have one more, additional, reason why we

must make a special effort to maintain a high quality signal coming out

of the downconverter. And that, once again, gets us back to the

selection of the antenna, feed, LNA and the downconverter proper'

As with any type of cable distribution system, the performance

level of the.y.i"ni is established by the initial performance available

at the 'headend'; your antenna plus electronics' There is more to

in.i"ffinj-" .u.cessful BDC 'shared-antenna' system than simply

tacking 6ome signal splitters and perhaps amplifiers onto an antenna'

The dialer whointends to handle this type of system must keep this in

mind if he hopes to be successful in this business area and to keep

satisfied customers in the process.
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BUILD COLLAPSING
TRANSPORTABLE

POLE MOUNT

.  I  wi l l  do almost anything to avoid digging that three_foot-plus post
hole for those single fost mounts; or, iriy t6oter hotelor rnar matter!I ve gor a bad back and the ground in our region of the country isvirtually always 30 degrees frdm horizontar and io.r,-r,"ro. Besides,mrxing 8 sacks of pre-mix in a 3 cubic loot wheelbarrow is anytninqUui
easy.

For some time we have been working with pipe structures attemp_
9g 9,,orf":: the 'dissins' 

lpounoins,"scrap,,is, ;; pryins of the
9r9rldl: or mixing, forming-up and casting conirete. An-alt6rnative
mstallation technique for several applicati6ns nas Oeen devetoping
and dealers, instal lers may wish to experiment with i i
.  Uur test ing has demonstrated that antenna mount posrs can be

19idly, 
' inexpensively'  

and more quickly braced plumb, in or on the
l?L,ll1,^i,I1$.any watkabte ground inctinarion. The atignment for
,p-rumo, even on inclined ground, can be done in as little as a0 minutesItme.

. The structure, in its least complex form, is simply a ln-pod (three
l9S,: 

*ith braces extending from the center vertical post). The numberor reg-Draces radiaring from the center which we recommend is six
lTaKr19 rra'sex-pod' l  assume). The photographs and drawings hereshow. the basic support struclure witn its tiUeteO faits.
,.,^,Il^" l"p:.1_1.:te 

tons enough to provideadlir.L r"u"r.g" ..
f-i',,?:^"^'1 -"."nter ot gravity. Six tegs and braces, for exairpte,
:""rr:,::I:.1 :!-q:r instatlation than three (of each). To beginexpeflmenralron, trv cuttino lhe leg_pipes to approximalely the lenlthof the dish diametei. For eiample, a g foot antenna woutd have g footlegpipes and 4.5 foot brace-prpes.

.-^l9n:ion bands go around the base_pipe, the leg_pipes and thebrace pipes; then they bolt together. These tension b"ands are heavyslraps.that wrap around the pipes. They have OrilteO lanO OolteO_,nro:.g_ll'ears or 'wings' that protrude away from the pipe.

^,., ,:l:1i9 T-ry,i 
the leg-pipes can help maintain rigidiry and keep rhesrrucrure lrom trt t ing or sl iding in a ,healthy wind. '  Drive l takes into the

9J9un0 al about 90 degrees to the teg-pipes and near rhe teg-pipe
outer ends. The stakes should bend-over or in some way attach
llT::|"*.,t9 the teg pipes. The tength of rhe stakls is dependent
upon the soil type. Earth augers can be substituted for staKes in somesofter soils but then the feet-may frave to Oe entarjeJ O-y'placing pads
under them to support the weight of the full structuie. fry ieplacing the
:j:kr^:r.:1r.]l ,1!sers, for eximpte, witn sanJ nijs oi otn"l. weishrs(sucn as tnose 'deadman' 

sacks of concrele that ,go off,on instal lers
9!-." 

il 
," while). Dry concrete can be poured inio a sack, molded

afound reg-pipes and rair posts and then wer down in the desiredshaoe.

In about ten minules time lwo people can bolt the devrce toqether

with 3/B" x 1-114" bolt sets. After the first setup, only the base_pipetension bands will require rebolting arornO tf," iiOrid'uat oase_pipes.Each leg and brace can remain o6tteO togetnei .nj-foro"o. Succes_
l'-"^.^^.?1_1pl 

require onty wrench righteiing of ihe teg-pipe to rheDrace-ptpe tension bands.
Now for the applications:
1) Armed with a recommended six-leg brace set, base pipe,weights or stakes (plus the dish and mount), i  p"rron .orfO "xhibit  in arocar or.regionar apprication with a minimum of fuss and with a rarbetter chance that the instal lat ion wil l  stand ,p in-"n unexpected'blow.'

2) A dealer can use this type of instal lat ion for short lerm rentals orsystem-leases el iminating the fear that i t  may be dif f  icuir ro remove thesystem (because of conc-rete-set mounts) if the renlar or rease comesto an end prematurelv.
3) The combination of the bracing system plus a common ,hole-

dug' system would altow the.deater to 
"use 

il;;;.iilryrtem to makea standard 'poured 
instal lat ion. using concrete. ThL bracing wouldsupply the support for the dish and th"e ry.iur *oriJ be operationareven though the concrete had not 'set..  Days f" i" i  fn" dealer couldcome back to retrieve his bracing system "fi"i ine'concrete hadproperty set.

The brace set cost is comparable to a few bags ol quick-set
concrete. l t  can be used and re_used hundreds oi t imes'anO Oyeliminating two separate tr ips (one to dig a note and-;et the post:the
second to do rhe actuat insiai lat ion) tne jearei oegi lJJ"uing from thefirst such instal lat ion.

' ' J _ _ ' - ' l

BIG GRABBER. With the central antenna support sysrem and theground-bracing materials, you have a systemihat slts up quickly
and safely.

by
Vince Kelly
Videosat. Inc.
P.O. Box 449
Prescott, Arizona 96302
(602/445-0383)
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A COMPTETE 6 tEG BRACE SET WITH RAITS

POLE MOUNT/ continues on page 54
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Grand Rapids
96 miLes

South Bend
62 miles

Chicago
159 miles

Milwaukee
210 mi les

Lansing
62 miLes

Goldwater,
Michigan

o
Toledo
90 miles

Indianapolis
18tl miles

Ann Arbor
80 miies

Detroit
108 miles

Ft. Wayne
62 miles

o
Gleveland,
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0hio
o

We,ve done it again! The quality distributor of TVRO products has just opened our third location.

And we'l l be welcome neighbors to the five state area of Michigan, Ohio, Indiana,

Il l inois and Wisconsin. At our newest home in Coldwater, Michigan,

we are no more than a short drive or one-day UPS delivery to anywhere in the five state region.

Our new office/warehouse facility is fully staffed with competent sales personnel.

We welcome all our neighborhood dealers in Middle America to drop by one of our homes . . .

cleveland, columbus, ohio or coldwater, Michigan. see for yourself

why Satellite Sales Inc. should be your source for quality products and expert service.

we're distributors for: KLM, Luxor, Drake, california Amplif ier,

Tracker, chaparral, Astro Antenna, M/A COM, Prodelin, Hero Antenna.

Milcage l igures are approximatc r l ist lnt t 's l ionl  ( i r ldwatt ' r  l r<l t ion'

Columbus, OH
Ohio Toll Free

1-800-521-6136
Nat'I. Toll Free

1-800-345-5527

Cleveland, OH
Ohio Toll Free

1-800-32L-1245
Nat'I. Toll Free

1-800-321-1188

688D Alpha Park
Cleveland. OH 44143

f f i%
6955 Worthington-Galena Rd.
Worthington, OH 43085

Coldwater, MI
Michigan Toll Free

1-800-647-r475
Local & Out-of-State
(5r7) 278-7574

405 N. Willowbrook Rd.
Coldwater, MI 49036
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Wntn we introduced

b/- 900 kHz). Distribution systems include
amplified splittus for zero splitting loss,
low loss clnnectlrs and duat potarity
switches for 2hchannel residential appli
cations. AII pass DC vottages for the- LNA.

E'LOWRANCE
I f* fd *.infwnain fiout irstding towarce ghck
| .ilmvemw eqatpment in d apdfrcatiDtB.
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mNCEADDS
AIIEWWORD

T0 Bl0cKco[rlEl[sl
our System 70
satellite
receivers, we
quickly gained
an industrywide
reputation for
unmatched
quality in both
video and audio. Now, Lowrance trans-
lates that sane quatity into muttiple
slltem capability with our new System
70XB and System 70SB btock clnversiln
receivers. These are full-featured receivers
that are s0 versatile they can be used for
4 or 12 GHz.

Our LBC-7IA block converters are
dielectrically stabilized for virtually no drift

multiple receiver
systems, 12 GHz.
business

networks,
and data decoding.

For more information on
installing alltypes of quatity btock
conversion systems, simpty mait
the coupon below.

The result is easy
installation and studio quatity audio
and video - yiflss so superior that
it is approved for data decoding hy
Reuterc, the international news agency.

Lowrance hlock receivers
are ideal for small private
cable systems, 12 or 24
channel residential

I Dept. i31gt24 |
- _ J
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4) Using this system, a test system can be instal led without hav-
ing to compromise the Iocation. Many trai ler-mounted r igs are parked
where there is access. Using this system, you can test (for Tl or simply
performance or clearance) in the actual spot where the f inal instal la-
t ion  is  in tended to  go .

5) Systems with temporary bases' could be sold or rented to the
more nomadic people such as those attached to the mil i tary. Many
sales are lost because people cannot get permission to maKe a
permanenl instal lat ion in the yard of a rented faci l i ty. This solves that
proDrem.

FOLD lT UP and take i t  with you. Collapsed for haul ing, the basic
'master system' less the needed ground support bracing.

6) Winter instal lat ions can be done more easi ly on frozen ground
using this approach.

7) Connect the feet of a tr i-pod brace-set with three pipes posi-
t ioned in a shal low tr iangular concrete-f i l led trench. This post support
method would require less depth of the base pipe hole and/or require
less of a concrete pad.

8) Dri l l  and bolt short pieces ol large angle iron to the three (or
more) tensions bands to adapt the base to a roof type ol mount.

I  bel ieve this 'structure' may well  become a handy ' tool '  for a
dealer 's inventory. l t  should save dealers t ime and money and be-
cause there are so many possible appl icat ions, the rather modest
costs involved are quickly returned to the dealer.

One of the best features of the system is that the materials re-
quired are found in common stock at chain-l ink-fence f irms. We have
used the Schedule 20 and 40 relat ively thick wall  pipes for our base
pipe, legs and braces. The f inal slruclure remains portable even for a
large-dish structure (one man can carry two or three pieces at a t ime or
two people in reasonable'condit ion' can l i f t  and carry the ful ly bolted-
together structure). Thin-wall  pipe can be used lor the optional ' lence

posts, 'supports and rai ls. Al lpipe diameters are dependent upon their
lengths. Common pipe sizes include 1-3i8", 1-5/8", and 1-7i8" OD.
Some of our demonstrat ion versions have rai l  ends and end caps;
that 's ' fence talk'  for a clean appearance. Note that i f  end-bands are
used in place of tension bands and without rai l  ends, 3/8" spacers
should be used.

Final ly, i f  you cannot locate the materials mentioned here at a
local fencing supply, Sears (and others) sel l  some pipe parts through
their catalog sales. VIDEOSAT, Inc. can also supply general plans or
pipe kits for experimenlal appl icat ions. Custom systems can also be
supplied engineered for speci l ic appl icat ions.

EXTENDED after transport.  Al l  materials are commonly found at
your fr iendly local chain l ink fence company.
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oF csD (with csD/2) for one vear via AlRmait to my US (zip coded) desrinarion; $75 in
_- cANADA/MEXlco: $85 enclosed in US funds; send me 24 issues of csD (with csD/2) for the next 12 months.-ourslDEus/cANADA/MExlco:$tooenclosed(inUSfunds);send 

me24issuesofcsD(withcsD/2)forthenext 12 months.

NAME

(if applicabte)COMPANY

ADDRESS

TOWN/CITY STATE -zP COUNTRY

INSTRUCTIONS:
1) Complete form if ordering by mail
z, Enctose tuil payment m"ge^ogJ to ,CSD 

Magazine, in US funds3) Mailto: CSD Maqazine. p.o. Bo; iooS#, il ffiderdate, Ft. 333104) OR: Have visa/Mistercirarge card handy with "ira iumoer'ano ""piiltion date, and telephone 305/771-0505 weekdays between g AM and 4
PM eastern time.
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TRANSPONDER
WATCH

RECENT REPORTS
oF ACTtVtw oN

DOMESTIC /  INTERNATIONAL
SATELLITES

Send your reports to CSD Transponder Watch, p.O. Box 1OOg58, Ft.
Lauderdale, FL 33310. For late news, calt (3OS) 771-O5OS.

. _ SPACE produced and paid for distribution of DEF (direct electron_
i: I"gO) nqy:_.lory reporting on presidentiat .ign"lrr" ror tegistationlegalizing TVROs late in Ociober. ,piece'featuied RicX Bror,.in, Con_gressman Rose and went to TV stations interested in story.'Tulsa(Oklahoma) station, alerted to DEF feed by nuiomation fecfiniqueibuilt iocal story around biil passage mixing interviewi with rocar cabreand broadcast interests against 

-AT 
spotisman. 

-exellent 
consumercoverage for an important document.

_ - C-PS .Evening_News 
,piece' October 17th addressed widespread

9l_oltl oj,loT" Ivlg., focusing on systems in KentuckylWeit Vir-grnra servtng typical homes where terrain makes normai terrestrialservice impossible. lt ended in upbeat manner reporting on aOopiionof legislation by Congress authorizing termin;ls 6ut Lft unansweredHBO'question; of viSwing paymenr.

^.^l?9Jg-",llgrtraighr ahead on 2 degree spacing ,threat,for Coand birds in North American domestic,aic.,ttew committee formedas 'advisory' will decide how and *h"r" in"'oiid-,J present 3 or 4degree spacing will be tightened up.
. Los Angeres (ca) city Municipat code apparentry makes instaila-
!i* gl LV. RO iltegal without advance permission in form or etectricalpermit. City has permit process closely followin! ruiCiruationat etec-trical Coge) designed to insure that ,ouidoor wiriig,'Jo-es not enoangerlives. SPACE workino on situation and instalt;r;licrng probremsshould contact SPACE for assistance (703/549-6990).
*-_l-T b py ttt9gat, u.nder U.S. taw, r. ivCo.v.iJ,i. to ,tift, interna_uonat sateilite feeds for rebroadcast lvla air oiciOfej "itnort.p".i"lpermission. 'Loop hole'was ctosed wiih senaie ratiiicaiion of Betgiumtreaty-fltopted at internationat tevel some t". V""i.lg".
_^ TWELVE Ku band channets now operating ii E;rope on combo ofECS (1) and Intelsat V birds with ttrree ao"oitionliitoeo seruicespllligo ov ]. Ja.nugry Four of totat are on rniJsai$oi oeam. coun-trres now active include Great Britain, France, Germ;.y, ttaty, Nether_lands. Four of present 1 2 are scr"roi"o, i oiiJ*'ciiln'ners oue up wittbe scrambled.

.-..?9S opgrglors., whomever they may turn out to be (at 12 GHz),nave green light to ,cooDerate,to 
esiabtisfr transmiss=ioln'ano reception'srandards.' 

DBS has had many probtems in;tu;;;;;ievious raiture of
!:L':!?!lr to 'get.to.gether'to 

adopt standards uini.n *orro r""O toequrpment compatibilitv between.competing servlces. Oepartment ofJustice has granted special permission fo;;artdp;jing firms to ,work
together'in this area.

CARIBBEAN nations getting early start on next round of WARCmeetings which wiil formu-rate poricids to. aistriouiioi-of video andother_(narrow band) services over western hemisphlre.
, FlElV.Clt operated Ariane launch system has won contracr tolaunch third Austratian (Ku band) ."t"frit"-riif,'[rn"i o"t"."t tor.August 3, 1987.

,- - -!lc ?r:t. lnsid.e. r' trade press discoverin g TVRO industry, at beitnaccurately.'Satellite Week,, not the prog rjm guiO-e,'Ostributed f or$400 plus per year to monied cti"nt. *"'"ttf, ."iriJlJiirr" on TVRo'boom' earty November,reporting' instirraii'c,n? lo]ri-iliiiontn 
termin_al recentty. Story caled srrr ir"o" ".r;;;;";,,";#" significantglors il reporting on hardware_ status and si.e ot inJustry but wasgenerally 'upbeat' regardless of errors.

HOLIDAY Inns, which pioneered ,movies in rooms,using C bandand HBO package in 197g, has new plan; a Ku band service ofapproximatery 6 channers. The preseni 3od-hoter-prus ,network' 
is

glgqth;liT19g.by C band Ttprobtems and Ku wiil attow batance ofnorers (1'20,0) in.management network to add in-room services. parti-
crpaflon wiil include Showtime and/or The Movie Channel, ESPN,
9"Il^19.,191y others ptus 'pay-per-view' cninnJ f,aruring currentrneater release movies.

SALES of C band commercial and semi-commerciat systems
lalling gff.causing some manufacturers in that field to explore sales inhome TVRO arena. Cable market has softened, broadcaster market
i:^t:ly:.:t'lS^i1lnexr growth area for big orcf6rmin"rs r"iil probabty
oe oown road one or two years in Ku field. In interim, C OanO ,nome
style' terminals offer market possibilities along witn,SfrlRtV, systems.Look for more competition in both during 1915.
_ ry.APA buying 15 terminals in 9 meter region for C band rranspon_der link-up across USA using August rg"gs-scnedired AmericanSalellite Corporation bird.

BRAZIL has enacted .legislation authorizing ,private TVROs,,apparently first south American country to do so. Hiowever, regisration
1o^i1ls_lt.f omegrown' indusrry makin! it diffic;tr fo;i;reign etectron_
1cs ol altgrrc to.be imported unless ipecial permits or.waivers,are
9^ra!99 TYTOs rhere may receive US, Russian, Soutrlf_arin Rmer-rcan stgnats tor 'private use.' Rebroadcast, through air or cable, pro_hibited.

SOVIET LOUTCH 12 GHz (11.7) satell i te signal radiating from 14west.leading to conclusion that Russians reptaieJ t+'west Gorizontsatellite with new bird around 1 September.'Stn"f app""r. to be in46147 dBw region in northern Euro'pe, ,equluifEnt tointetsat V spotbeam.' No video noticed to date; onty test dignii.. bfu"r"ge of signalalso-{flgyl_but European spot beam i$;.r;. 
"

ADVERTISTNG on HBO one ,re_inventeOt poJ.]Oif ity getting con-sideration as premiere home movie service is struggling to find waysto get dollar revenue back.up. HBO growth "t;Eh;, teveled off,causing considerable speculation abouicable,s i,tti.ate,penelration;in suburban and urban markets.
DBS planners for 12 GHz.also studying possible .marriage, ofpremium movies with between_feature_aaie,iijinj ii,necessary evit,

lo_9et.se,ry1c1ts off of ground. They, too, "r" .on"."rn"O about turn_doT_'l-l-99:are of growth during r 9e+.
. .lIElCH TDF-1 bird, their first-,DBS, effort, now pushed back lomid '86. French TWTs are at root of problem "ttl, f"if tir" ot.f apaneselhree-channel-bird TWTs earlier this year. er"n.n i^ Ouift Japanese_bird TWTs and French don,t want ,epeat ot.tapineseilirures. Cetting100 watts (or more) of reriabre (TWiA) por""i"i D e nz stirr remainselustve.

. SARSAT program, allowing exact pin-pointing via low earth orbitsatellites of downed planes orihips in'trouble. UB b'irOs cooperatingwjth Russians in program have failed f""ui"g only Rrssian birds innroqrSl-US plans to replace satellites not c]ear ionq ,"rr.BR|TA|N stiil'keen' to oer,early r.un"n; oi Engfrh" DaS progr"rn
ilto I'iqh. gear but plans ionrinue to flounder. Tentative decisiontarget-date of 1 December for latest planning .t"g". 

-

SWITZERLAND scheduted to hoid natio"naf viie on ,DBS ptan,December 2. lf voters approve concept, planning wiil proceed for
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JAPAN espousing new 'freedom' for Japanese cable entrepre-
neurs to 'innovate.' lmmediate plans seem to include satellite distribu-
tion of cable TV programming, as is done in US, with extensive home
video explosion forecast through 1990s. 'Fallout,' in regions surround-
ing Japan in Southeast Asia, is expected to be substantial although
language for early Japanese-only broadcasts will be a barrier to
widespread use elsewhere.

US SPACE weather watch program built around GOES series
satellites, in even deeper trouble. GOES 1, reactivated last fall be-
cause of failure of later series satellite, has now also failed leaving only
single GOES bird at 98 west (GOES 'Central') operational. No 'im-

mediate' help in sight.
GDL, Luxembourg 'on again' and 'off again' DBS plan to coat

Europe with up to 1 6 channels of multi-language international TV fare,
back 'on again.' Politics, largely originating in France but supported in
other Eurobean centers, battling to keep GDL trom getting off ground.
It is unlikely that GDL, if it works, will be operating much prior to 1990
under latest announcements.

AVANTEK apparently has landed 1 0,000 LNA order from Equato-
rial Communications for 2 foot size C band spread-spectrum earth
terminals.

J.C. PENNEY plans a 12 GHz'network'to al low al l  stores to view
new merchandise and promotions at same time. Private Satellite
Network, Inc. will operate the system.

KOREAN and US 'business.interests' was subject of special
international satellite teleconference exchange carried early Novem-
ber by U.S. Chamber of Commerce.

FEDERAL EXPRESS wants to extend 'Zapmail' to Europe via
Belgium and Great Britain. Zapmail is'instant'transfer of documents
via ieletext or facsimile using satellite interconnect. Fed-X has ambi-
tious 50,000 terminal plan for US market now underway'

SPACE and STTI will do planned July'85 show as'joint efJort' at
Orlando location. Original agreement had SPACE and STTI 'sharing'

Las Vegas show in 1985, SPACE doing July show on its own and STTI
doing Nashville show on its own in September. New plan is for both
groups to jointly conduct three shows in 1 985 with likelihood that 1986

Swiss DBS package ol some sort.
FRENCH Telecbm 1 bird, scheduled for operation from 8 west, still

'rumored' to be attempting to sell direct cross-Atlantic service to U'S'
International firms. French deny or put down 'story' although bro-
chures describing commercial service apparently were printed Mean-
while, Telecom i status uncertain although launch of bird was more
than four months ago. To mid-November, no 4 or 12 (1 1) GHz signals
have been noted fiom bird leading to speculation French are either
'warehousing' bird awaiting development ol commercial plan, or that
bird is being tested in orbit location other than assigned 8 west'

SCIENTIFIC-Atlanta used New York City press conference to
announce sale ol their B-MAC video standards system to Australian
Ku band service package. S-A is attempting to get B-MAC adopted as
'next generation transmission standard' although it has already been
largely turned down in Europe where it originated in English labs'-USCI 

failures being analyzed in wake oJ virtual collapse of firm'
Apparently present 'subscriber universe' is around 10'000 homes
aiter more than $40,000,000 was spent promoting service in Indiana'
Maryland, Pennsylvania. With fai lure of USCI plus fai lure of Japanese
3 channel Ku band satellite earlier this year, marketplace for 12 GHz
low cost (i.e. home) systems has all but disappeared on 'moderate to

large scale.' Firms originally tooled to provide i.ardware (mostly

Ja[anese) have turned to equipment-glutted 4 GHz (US) C band

arena to unload microwave hardware futher depressing pricing for C

band parts as well. 1985 will be 'another' year.
INTELSAT V (Fl ight 9) bird, mis-launched this past June, has

re-entered atmosphere and burned. Plans to attempt salvage of bird
never matured and insurance in excess of $100M to be paid.

M/A-Com will supply approximately 1,000 Ku band terminals to
Australia using 1.2 meter stalions to recover Ku band audio and data
transmissions. Primary users will be Australian news networks and
financial community. Systems will operate from new Australian 12
GHz Domsat birds scheduled 1985.

SKYchannel service for European cable has expanded i ts
yveekend broadcast day from 8-1 12 to 1 1 -1 /2 hours.

GoodbrcLoTI.
It's here! The TVRO filter that eliminates
terrestrial interference problems.

Today, you can install a satellite dish anywhere, without fear
of terrestrial interference.

Because even in the toughest installation areas, all you need is
the TVRO filter.

Created with advanced state-or-the-art engineering, these
PFG-series filters eliminate undesired interference induced by ter-
restrial communication systems operating in the 4GHz band.

And the TVRO filter is unlike any other filtering method cur-
rently available. Using advanced delay line filter technology, superior
interference refection is achieved over that of conventional notch
designs. All the while enhancing AFC operation and providing a typical gain of 3 dB.

Installation is easy. Simply make an in-line connection between the downconverter and receiver.

Unconditional Moneyback Guarantee.
We're so convinced this is the best filter advancement evel that we'll return your money if you're not com-

ot"'lin:1ilf3'rit,., 
t,o* Earth station Products. call Garv Friesz at 606-278-r20s 

ISESPWC.to place your order or for more information.
. Don't delay. Once you try this TVRO filter you'll wonder where it's been all along. 2532 Regency Rd. Lexingtr-rn, KY 40503
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Caribbean/Latin American'Soviet-friendly' nations. New directive
would tighten up security of voice and data transmissions via satellite
for any space related program.

CABLE television meeting December 5-7 in Anaheim, California
should hear first 'formal announcement' by HBO of their plans to
market C band home TVRO services. Initial program will concentrate
on selling C band services on Galaxy through local cable 'Wide Area
Distributors' but using home TVRO dealers for installs and mainte-
nance.

will see two shows for TVRO industry; only.
USIA senl U.S. Presidential debates 'around the world'to some 20

countries using C and Ku band satellites (see pages 60/61 , CSD for
November 01 ).
. . ̂ EAVESdropping on American Shuttle Missions, plus monitoring of
U.S. contractors working on Shuttle and other 'sensitive' high-t6ch
areas is concerning White House. Satellite transmission of teleohone
conversations within Shuttle sub-contractor groups and others in-
volved in space activities are easily tuned-in from Cuba and other

INDUSTRY
AT LARGE

CORRESPON DENCE,  NOTES,
REBUTTALS AND

CHARGES .  .  .
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IDENTIFY MATURITY
I do share your concern about the future of the TVRO industry and I

would very much like to see some indication that we are, indeed,
maturing. However, I do not feel that the'new trend'to place aggres-
sive sales/engineers on the road to call on dealers is a sign of maturity.

Having been closely associated with circuitry design-, manufactur-
ing and management of electronic companies for nearly twenty years,
I have developed some views on the competence and/or qlititica-
tions required if a company is to sustain, let alone grow in the manu-
facturing and product distribution business. The qualities I see for
long-term success are 1 ) endeavor and dedication, and, 2) manage-
ment skills and adequate monetary resources.

The supplemental qualifications which must be oresent in the
process of establishing a successful electronics company are:

1) Full appreciation by management for the necessity of thorough
technical knowledge;

2) Sufticient budgets to support the development of technical
know-how and to maintain a technical staff fullv dedicated to
product development and engineering product suppon;

3) Responsible marketing;
4) Responsible financial planning and expansion planning.
lgnoring any of the first three items will invariably result in fulure

problems. Yet we have today in our industry a large number of
receiver and antenna manufacturers who think thev cannot aftord the'luxury' of fulllime engineering statfs. I feel certajn that we cannot'cheat'the R and D budget much longer because our industry is one of
the most technically challenging and demanding industries I have
ever seen develop.

The true 'maturity'of the TVRO industry will come with the full
recognition that every day brings new technical challenges which can
only be met by a well equipped staft dedicated to solving those
technical challenges. The true 'maturity' of our industry will come
when we are technically bright enough to recognize the limitations of
physics and the proven laws of electronics. When a firm claims higher
and higher antenna gains, for example, I view those claims as a
symptom of desperation rather than a sign of technical competence.
There is no fulure in this or any other technology driven indusiry when
we measure 'business success' merely in lerms of the high sales
volume per employee. The'manufacturer'ot anlennas is not merelv
packaging and expediting parts and sub-assemblies'produced by
others (often these parts are not manulactured by firms who even
know about the TVRO industry). A 'packager of parts' will never by
able to adeguately 'support' his product in the field. However, for a
short while, he will be able to offer his product much cheaDer than the

professional competitor who must grapple with routine overhead and
lhe required R and D budget.

The other symptom of manufacturing maturity is to be able to look
ahead into the future without fear. A mature manufacturer should
have the expectation of ongoing and continuous business growth in a
growing field such as ours because he will recognize that through his
own R and D efforts he will have a steady flow of new products just as
he will service his older products with spare parts. A company that
recognizes no tangible income from the sale of spare and replace-
ment parts, for example, is missing an important ingredient in busi-
ness. Such dollar contributions should be measurable and lhey
should signal the company that there must be planning for such
product areas in their own budgeting. A firm that reaches this plateau
will be well on the way to its own maturity and will be contributing to its
own stability into the future.

This is also very closely related to the so-called 'mature design' of
a product. Such a design should be able to survive in normal use fbr no
less than 3 and hopefully 6 years without becoming obsolele. lt should
have a'service-life'of at least ten years, just as our modern satellites
expect to have. To earn this kind of product maturity, the manufacturer
has to earn his expertise; il cannot be acquired overnight. The testing
ground for new products should be in the manufacturer's laboratorv
and not a customer's backyardl

Jan Spisar
Spisar Engineering Ltd.
RR # 5, 14351 Airport Rd.
Caledon East, Ontario
Canada LON 1EO

- True to himself,  Jan Spisar's f i rm recenily accepted a
$100,000 'contribution'trom 

the Industrial and Regional Ddvelop-
ment.Program of the Department ol Regional Industrial Expan-
sion in Canada. That money is being utilized, along with funds
from Spisar, for the 'development and manufacture of a series of
new microw.ave hybrid.integrated circuits intended lor the pro-
cessing of direct broadcast satellite signals., Spisar expect's to
spend $333,350 on the project creating six new jobs in electro-
nics in Ontario as a result over a three year period.

AUSSAT Update
The Australian government recently made a pair of announce_

ments concerning the Aussat 12 GHz satellite program. The first
announcement was that the B-MAC (Multiplexed Analogue Compo-
nent) transmission system will be utilized to deliver oul ABC (non
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The Mid-Tec family has
grown with an impressive
reflector l ine ranging in slze
trom small to medium and
large. The Genesis"solid alu.
minum spun reflectors include
the red hot six, eight, nine and
commercial quallty ten foot
sy$tems. The phantomy"perforated
aluminum spun refl€ctors include
a nine foot and a commercial qual-
Ity len foot model.
The Tecorf extruded aluminum mesh
systems come in commercial grade
ten, twelve, and fifteen foot sizes.
Now you can find what you're looking
for in quality reflectors under one roof.
Call a. Mid.Tec representative today for
more intormation at 1-608.647-464i or
to place orders cafl 1-900.64g-8024.
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commercial) television and radio services via (12 GHz domestic)
satel l i te(s). The format wil l  be lor a single high quali ty video program-

me per iransponder plus up to six digital audio channels and a data

channel. They have also stated that the system will have the ability to

offer teletext services, on-screen emergency warnings, as well as

educational and other services through the 'data channel" At the

same time we are just now learning that the cost for a B-MAC compati-
ble earth station will be in the vicinity of $Al 500' plus installation and

delivery costs. This will essentially be the system which Scientilic-
Allanta has been working on in concert with Plessey in the UK. Local

Plessey Australia said they will make available their processor unit to

other iirms who wish to incorporate it into the 'Homestead and Com-
munity Broadcasting Satellite Services' (HACBSS).

Of eoual interest was an announcement by the Minister of Com-
munications approving a new 'remote area commercial television

service.' The concept is that investors, without government subsidy'
will try to create an 'outback' or rural television delivery system The
goveinment will not allow such systems to be operated on a scram-
bled basis so the subscription approach is 'out.' There are approx-
imately 650,000 residents in 'the ouLback' but they are exceedingly
soread out over a land mass equal to 3/5ths the entire United
Stateslt;. lf any of the CSD readers are interested in additional details
on these recent Australian announcements, they may contact me

directly.
Olga Sawtell
General Manager
ACESAT Satellite Receiver Corp. Pty' Ltd'
856 Princes HighwaY
Sutherland 2232 N.S.W'
Australia

Olga's lirm has supplied approximately 200 TVRO receivers
to the growing Austral ian and Pacif ic Basin TVRO infant '
industry during the Past Year.

PETER GALVERT D|ES
Old friend Peter Calvert died suddenly October 4th in Edmonton'

Alberta of a heart attack. Peter was one of the superstars of the
Canadian TVRO industry. He designed S.E.D. Systems' latest gen-

eration of 4 and 12 GHz receivers before a brief tenure at Cook
Communications. He was most recently Product Manager of Digital
Video Systems, a subsidiary oJ Scientific-Atlanta in Scarborough'
Ontario.

At trade shows, Peter had a genuis for waking up seminar audi-
ences that had been leJt half asleep by preceding speakers He had
few peers as an engineer as I discovered almost exactly one-year ago
ata12GHzsite in Vel lowknife, N.W.T. He leaves behind wile Brandy
and an infant son; Mathew Winston.

Jim Vines
611 Farmview Road
UniversitY Park, ll. 60466

We last saw Peter at the Vancouver show in February. He
liked 'his side' of the border and while he followed the U.S. satel'
lite developments closely was best known and most respected in
Canada. A sad loss indeed.

FRANCHISE Solici tat ion
Enclosed is a news clipping from the Minneapolis Star Tribune

concerning a Jirm attempting to franchise TVRO sales centers. They
had appaiently begun to sell their franchises inside ot Minnesota
when they were stopped as the clipping shows.

SATELLITE DICEST

for information on the alleged practices.

APPRECIATED
I wanted to take a moment to congratulate you lor all of your fine

eflorts in honoring (the) special satellite industry pioneers' In conjunc-

tion with the "5th Birthday Party" held at the Nashville trade show'

these individuals are indeed owed a debt by industry members; good

to see notice is at long last coming their way
Additionally, I wal pleased to read in the November issue of

Radio-Electronics that Coop now has a regular column addressing

the marvels of satellite delivered television. Such a column can only

add to educating the populace, thus furthering the growth of our

industry as a whole.
Finally, your CSD Anniversary lssue (October 1984) was an

excel leni ini idefs look at our industry from the early days (our
"roots!") up to the present growth phenomenon' The. encapsulation
witl be 6f continued value for many years to come. Well done!!

Rebecca Lang
Advertising Coordinator
Satellite TV Week
P.O. Box 308
Fortuna, Ca. 95540

Now if we can make it to ten years. . ' .

COOP/ continued from Page 5

people who wanted a dish 'instantly.' I guess he paid. his plane fare to

Washington. And having people like that owning dishes can't hurt us

as an industry either.
We coagulated into a single group and were led through the

innards of TFe White House to lhe setting for the ceremony' I resisted
the urge to shoot four rolls of lilm on that walk primarily because

Cernan and I had somehow gotten that far without the mandatory

badges and security checks. Coming in.late' we had been detained

brieiiy at the entrance and then whisked into Coyne's office The next

thing we knew the entire group was headed to'the-Lawn'and we had

nev6r gotten the appropriate badges that identified us as special
guests. That worried me of course and I didn't wish to make a specta-
6le of myself by shooting film of every inch of 'The' White House'

Having gotten this far, the last thing I needed was to get stopped and

bounced out onto the street!
We didn't know, until we walked out onto the lawn and spied the

dish, where it would end up. Bishop immediately spotted us and ran
over smiling. He told us how it had worked out and I promised never to
reveal the details in print. Suffice to say that Al Bishop has many
lr iends at 'The' White House.

Before the President came out on cue, several people including
NASA Administrator Jim Beggs and Jack Anderson spoke from the
podium. A young lady many of you have seen in the movie 'E.T.', Miss
brew Barrymoie, had the honor of reading the 'Young Astronaut's
Pledge'and the 23 or so TV cameras on the stand behind me ground
away as she got il perfect on'the firsttake.'Anderson again impressed
me by making it clear that the Young Astronaut Program was a'private
effort-'which would be funded by money lrom corporate sponsors. The
model here is the recent US participation in the Olympics. Pepsi Cola'
for example, is a sponsor. They will (or have) become 'The Official
Drink of the Young Astronaut Program.' Burger-King is another spon-
sor and later in the day I would overhear Mcolaskey getting the
Burger-King and Pepsi VPs excited with a concept he had where they
could work together in promoting the project. lt would not surprise me
to see Burger-king restaurants otfering some sort of 'contest'to lheir
customers involving 'astronaut history,' with Pepsi as a sponsor.
McClaskey strikes again.

The biggest corporate sponsor-winner I saw may well turn out to
be Commodore Computers. Their people were so excited about the
possibilities of inter-connecting tens of thousands of schools each
equipped with a Model 64 (or whatever) Commodore computer, via
satellite, that they couldn't keep still. They were fairly bubbling with
excitement about the marketing 'opportunities' opening up to them.
Let's see . . . if we had 100,000 schools equipped with TVROs plus

Commodore computers, and each school had 100 members in the

oo

Lawrence A. Flam
P.O.  Box  913
Wayzata, Mn. 55391

The clipping reports that the Minnesota Department ol Com'
merce has issued a'cease and desist order' against Rocky Moun-
tain Systems of Colorado Springs, Colorado. The firm, alleged the
State of Minnesota, was attempting to sell satellite antenna deal-
ership lranchises in the State of Minnesota and the state had
received 'numerous complaints that the company supplied de-
fective products, would not replace the equipment which did not
work, and refused to refund dealer deposits.'The state also said
the firm relused to respond to written requests, from the state,
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local YAP chapter, that would.be 1O,OO0,0OO school age students
9jp^o-.:d,-to working with (and ptaying wirh) their computers. yes
Inoeeo.; rney were going to sell lots of compulers here.

It should come as no surprise that Intersat signed up as a corpo_rate sponsor to become the ,Official gartn Statiiln Supplier, to iheprogram. Since most of the schools will at least contabi the young
Lr,,lo13rt Program otfices before tneY go ;ui io purcnase tneirI vFrus, you can rest assured that these schools will be exposed toIntersat literature at an early.s,tage. Of courselustis young astronautsmay well elect to drink ,COKE'-rather than the ofi6iat p-epsi, so toomay individual school districts elect to purcha." i Oi"t e o, " Sat_Tecreceiver over an Intersat. What they briy, "s *e "iptoi" ,n our market-ing feature December lSth (,Marketin! Voun! hltionaut fermi
nals') will depend as much on the accou-ntability'andaggresstveness
of the locat TVRO dealer as it will on " '.".or,n"nO"tion or ,official
sanction'from YAp he-adquarters. McClaskey recognLLs tnis anO tolOme he would be satisfied if Intersat ,gets 4oio of th"e business., I,d be
!9004, it I were seiling terminats, witi ,an orOei to, +O,OO0 terminats,as well.

..^ l!3jPosi1igned mysetf at the end of a row, on purpose. I wantedrne ngnr angte'for photos and by-standing up adjacent to my seat
|g:f! L:91'9 "ngte over the tops of the rowifter rotlior rios land rheiraovrsors, In tront of me with the 300MM zoom lens to close_in onPresident-Reagan. I tried a few practice,not, O"io[ the president
made his formal entrance and it went well. Withthree cameras freshlyloaded with new rolls of 36 exposure. tifm at f :2A-FM, I was readyl
.. McClaskey came running back. As an ,oficLt sponsor ne had'bought'a front row seat for hi-msetf. He had a frobleiitne camera hebrought.was acting up. Could I loan nim one'otmin"i f OiO and wasglad for the opportunity to be abre to have two different angres on thePresident.

-_:"r::l$ljleagan watked briskty from The White House, past asmar army o] guys who could nev.er fool anyone about their occupa_tion (Secret.Service guys all look like they just tinlJf,eO Marine boot-camp and the stern look on their face ii awesome; l,d hate to beresponsible for the fulltime safety of the president myself), and to the
lTiT: l!ul1"d otf a coupte ot soor\4M .nors "nO "6 nL approachedme pootum everyone rose. When. the applause died away everyonesat down. Well almost everyone.. I continired to stanO, awiy trorir my
::1r9-1!?lot blockanyone,s view rrom oenino rn"lno r"pt the sritlcameras rolling. Briefly."Please slt down.,' A very stern voice from behind me cones_pondedwith a firm hand on my shoulder. I instantiy iat oown. TheSecret Service was on the. jo6. nno t* tf," n"ii rir"nty minutes Ileaned up and to the side in my chair squeezinj oft camera shotswheneverthe President looked u-p and thai happeied to coincide witha parting of the sea-of-heads in front of me.
--^ls stljlentV as it began, it was all over. The crowd broke up and in
3l9T"r fifteen.minutes only a handful were left. Gene Cernan and Iwere among those remaining. We had a problem; without the

OFFICIAL CAP with insignia ot the young Astronaut program isput to work by presideniReagan. tntersa-t'Cni Aisr,op made thecap for the presldent.

appropriate badges we could not simply walk back to Jim Coyne,soiffice,.nor get outside. "r'm afraid we aieituct here ,niir soreodoy inauthority comes along to lead us Oacf, Oene" iaiJ t.
The man on the moon smiled. He had been in tougher spots in

lj:^ll: ̂ L"llll y,e1s ?so I used to 'un around friilain in j6ssins
snons and tennis shoes".he remembered ,,and nobody ev'eisaiO
:1t1{hills^lg_Tgr aejno an American fotk hero has iG aouantas;s; bui.rr rsa leettng advantage only good for the moment. One should savorrr wnen n happens because it might not last forever.
.. Eventually we were rescued a-nd found or, *iV to Coyne,s office.Jim, good to his word, asked if I wanted to do the:dxclusive interview,and I pulled out the cameras and tape recorder and'we went to work.You read the context of that in CSDiZ for f,lovemUei isin. Coyn",",an unknown to me early on. I had been told that he had this unusualsp^ecrar advrsor'post because he had once been an elected memberof Congress from his home district in pennsylvanii. t unOerstanO nowpolitical favors work and I had anticipated a far iifferent breed of

p,!lylc^"{: is very bright, very articutate, and he canies his posi-
uon wtrn a sense of dedication and concern which would make him acandidate for CEO in virtually any multi_billion dollar industry in thecountry. He's good; very good. I remarked to him about this andprompny received a lecture on bureaucracy and how his views coin-cided with those of the president. He runs his officerike a counrerpart
might run an aggressive corporation in private industry. lf we 

'had
several dozen people like him handling official affairs, I suspect theGovernment would be half the size an? four timei as efficient."l almost bought a TVRO several years ago" he remarked atone point. "When I was serving in Congress, m! wife wanted to beable to watch the sessions on e-SpRtt.bur home cable didn,t carryC-SPAN and the dish seemed like the answer. Unfortunately, then,
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llcClaskey with ABC's Hugh (and Mrs.) Downs.
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J,
ANDERSON (on mike) points out E.T. star Drew Barrymore who
had read the Young Astronaut's pledge for President Reagan.
Hugh Downs on left.

they cost upwards of $10,000 and I couldn't see spending that much
money so she could watch me at work! The timing was off ; if they had
cost then what they cost now, I would not have hesitated for a mo-
ment ! " .

Re-introduced to TVRO through the Young Astronaut Program, I
expecl Jim Coyne will have a TVRO shortly. Possibly before you read
this. McClaskey and his conveyor-belt business cards again.

We went from the White House in a special van to a reception
being staged by the YAP folks at the Hay-Adams Hotel. There
McOlaskey huddled with the top man at The National Geographic
and I wouldn't be surprised if we see something interesting come out
ol that one. Gene Cernan wanted to drop in briefly to visit a friend from
his Astronaut days so we stayed only a short while. Cernan has been
involved in promoting American technology overseas and he recently
wound down a multi-month exhibit-tour in Japan ol the American
space program. Gene had put together some ofthe warehouse-stored
'art i facts'  from the American space program and toured three
Japanese cities. In each city the Japanese government had erected
special buildings to display the extensive exhibit and millions of
Japanese had been given the opportunity to walk through and inspect
the space machinery. With lhe Japanese tour completed, Gene was
hooeful that before the exhibit materials were returned to the United
States, he could take the tour on to some additional Southeast Asian
countries. There were a few 'roadblocks' in his way; Washington
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JACK ANDERSON and Coop discussing the program. Anderson
has nine children and he obviously identifies with the concept of
introducing science and math to youngsters in their formulative
years.

bureaucracy kept getting involved. He hoped his visit to Washington
would clear those roadblocks. David and lwent along for the learning
exoerience.

"l can clear that for you" the man said to Gene. "But not until
after the election is over." Gene and our host had soent months on the
road many years ago touring the world with a former US Vice Presi-
dent. The host had been in the military at the time (a multi-star general)
and now, retired, he was in private industry based in Washington. He
had the'contacts' required to bulldoze bureaucracy out of the way
when the proiect was right. Gene's proiect was 'right.'

"l remember when we were visiting Saigon" started Gene. "l

was fresh off the moon and l'll never forget how you pulled a 45 out of
your coat and laid it on the seat between us everytime we got in your
car." The former General smiled. "That was when it was considered a
safe place to be; I was back there later when it wasn't so f riendly." And
he told us a story of an incident that required him to use that pistol to
get away from a plotter who had apparently been assigned the task ol
rubbing him out. Multi-star generals are always 'in-season' in some
parts of the world.

With sixty minutes to wait at Washinglon National for our flights,
Bishop, McClaskey and I commandered the television set in the
Eastern Airlines Horizon Club and with McClaskey at the controls we
switched from local channel to local channel in a hand-operated
'scan-tune' mode searching for some videotape shot that day during

CERNAN, McClaskey and Jim Coyne dialogue on the starl-up
steps for the Young Astronaut Program in Coyne's oflice after
the ceremony. Full details in CSD/2 tor November'lsth.

r#

A SEGMENT ol the 'sea of video cameras' on the rear platform
during the White House lawn ceremony. CNN (center) and C-
SPAN (behind). The C-SPAN service provided the best coverage
ol the event,
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COMMODORE already has custom programming created for
their 64 series ol machines and one display was a computer-
canned 'sales pitch' designed to get educators involved in the
program.

the Presidential events. Virtually every channel had news'up'and we
were anxious to see what the coverage had been. Bishop had already
told us that a photo of the President putting on his YAP 'hat' and
standing before the Intersat dish had been selected to move as the
'White House Selecled A-Wire Photo' for the day. Each day the White
House shoots ohotos of the President or events and selects one
'winning photo' ol the day to be given to the news wire services, This
one would turn up on page six of USA Today on October 18th and
chances are it was used in numerous other papers as well.

The much anticipated video never appeared; only a brief three
second video-only 'bite' shoved into the CBS Evening News made
the national networks for the day. That was lhe same day CBS did
their piece on TVRO, featuring installations in Kentucky and the
surrounding area. You probably remember it. Days later when I re-
turned to the islands, Marshall would run all of the day's newscasts for
me on videotape and we did find several feeds ABC sent on DEF
which covered the White House ceremony. Well, at least we had
'some video' of the event from the networks anyhow.

The TVRO industry had surely come quite a distance in five years;
almost to the day (October 18, 1979). We had gone from a handful
(fewer than 100) terminals and questionable legal status to a cere-
mony on the White House lawn where the President announced a new
program that would ultimately involve as many as 110,000 of our
'small dish' systems. Not bad lor a bunch of guys who started out
building microwave stutf in their garages. Boy, would 1985 be a 'neat

year'!

HBO's Problem(s)
When Home Box Otlice dismissed (as in terminated) their chief

man, Frank Biondi, in October most of us knew thal something very
dramatic was occurring. HBO had virtually nothing to say about the
firing of Biondi except to state that there had been 'philosophical

ditferences of ooinion' belween Biondi and the Board ol Directors.
Biondi may have been headman at HBO, but he still had to answer to
the Board of Directors at Time, Inc.; a tough group I suspect.

The movie and cable trade press was filled with predictions that up
lo 2O"h of the HBO work force would also be terminated. There has
been much speculation about how the pay TV giant was doing in
recent months and lfollowed each report with considerable interest.

Let's review what they have done or have been trying to do outside
of our limited area of interest. HBO is in the enter{ainment busi-
ness. Nothing else really matters; if they entertain enough people,
well enough, repeatedly, those people will pay HBO money. The fees
involved are relatively modest per entertained-subscriber per month
(typically under $1 0 for a household) and one would not suspect that
at that level of cash outlay very many people would demand more than
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HBO was able to deliver.
But HBO has been facing stiffer and stiffer competition; Showtime

has been growing and The Movie Channel has been growing and this
year there were a half dozen new 'regional' pay sports and pay-
entertainment services launched. And sooner or later the consumer
has to start making value-decisions.

Let's say the typical American household, in suburban or ghetto
America, can figure out how to 'budget' $30 a month for entertainment.
That's a dollar a day. lf they have cable available to the household,
there's a ten dollar bill (give or take a few bucks) for the so-called
'basic service.' That's the cable euphemism for the local TV stations,
a few satellite delivered non-premium services such as CNN, ESPN,
WIBS, USA and CBN. And that $10 is 1/3rd ol the entertainment
budget.

Now they have several premium choices. HBO is one; Show-
time is another. So are Cinemax and The Movie Channel. And then
there are services such as The Playboy Channel, Disney, and ARTS
to name three that have special appeal to certain, select groups.
Sometimes cable systems bundle or bunch or tier two or three of these
premium services together; sometimes they offer them as stand-
alones. In either case, there is a 10 dollar bill attached to virtually any
'tier decision'the customer may make, give or take a buck or two. So
the cable subscriber has that first choice ('basic') and then two more
chances in cable roulette to get to his $30 budget.

The $30 figure is not arbitrary; cable research shows that is
about the maximum amounl that the 'typical' subscribing home is
willing to'donate'to the local cable company in return for a multitude ol
programming choices.

The HBO decision was once an easy one; clearly the best of the
premium services, it was almost always the first choice for the
second $10 spent. Unfortunately for HBO, during 1 984, that became
a more and more ditficult decision for cable subscribers. The choices
mult ipl ied, and HBO fel l  from an 'automatic choice'to a'sometimes
choice.' In short, HBO was no longer the quick and dominant choice of
cable subscribers. Very few people saw that 'change' coming and
certainly very few people at HBO saw it coming.

HBO has to olan well in advance for the movies and entertainment
they select for airing; six months, twelve months, even 24 months.
They watch the movie releases, and they plan their own specials well
out in front of when these 'programs' will be available for use on the
salellite network.

About 18 months ago HBO embarked on a very aggressive and
very innovative program. They decided to get involved in the
movie-making business. Until that point in time, HBO had been
almost exclusively a buyer or renter of movies. They went into the
movie marketplace and negotiated (often with a heavy hand) the price
per-home per-movie. From those negotiations it became apparent to
HBO management that as the number of HBO homes went up, they
were starting to spend enough total, per movie, to justiify another
approach; simply making the movies themselves.

Some numbers.
Let's say you had 1 0,000,000 homes signed up and you managed

to buy a movie for 25 cents per home. That works out to $2,500,000
'rental fees' for the movie. Or, suppose you could forecast your own
growth and down the road you could see not 10,000,000, but
20,000,000 homes connected to your service, That same movie, still
costing you 25 cents per home, would be costing you $5,000,000 in
rental fees.

Some more numbers.
There was another possibility. HBO averages just over $4.00 per

subscriber home per month from their cable atfiliates. At 10,000,000
cable homes, that gives HBO $40,000,000 per month to work with.
However, suppose HBO was going 'direct' to some segment of the
homes. Let's say they reached the 10,000,000 homes at $4.00 each
but that they also reached another 1,000,000 homes at $1 9.95 each.
Now they had $40,000,000 plus $19,950,000 to work with each
month. The 1,000,000 homes contributed almost 507o as much as the
10,000,000 homes. Yet those new 1 ,000,000 homes still cost the firm
20 cents for our example movie each. lt was a very attractive set of
numoers.

COOP/ continues on page 70
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Now let's see where the number crunching gets us.
1) HBO embarked on a program to invest in movies' They de-

cided that over a several year period they would be involved in
funding $1,000,000,000 in new movies. For those who read
quickly, that's a billion; not a million.

2) Funding a billion dollars in new movies is a pretty big bite, even
for a company owned by Time, Inc. So they created an investor
scheme which allowed individual investors with as little as
$5,000 to'buy a piece'of a movie. And they raised essentially
a l l  o f  t he  money  they  needed  fo r  t he i r  amb i t i ous
$1,000,000,000 project.

3) The movies they would make would have three major sources
of revenue: (1) The theater release cycle, (2) the videocas-
sette release cycle, and, (3) the cable release cycle. Add to
this foreign sales of rights, the ultimate TV broadcast rights,
and you have the essence of their getting the $1 '000'000'000
back. Someday.

4) However, making movies always has been and probably al-
ways will be a very risky business. Poor scripts, poor produc-
tion and poor direction, improperly planned promotion all add-
up to the distinct possibility that any given film' no matter how
big the star-names, can fail.

5) Failure in the movie business has two levels; failure to make-
back their production and promotion costs, and, failure to make
back the anticipated net earnings. The latter wonies the inves-
tors who hooe to see their $5,000 investment 'chunks' come
back many fold; the former worries the actual producers who
worry where the bucks originally invested will come from if the
movies flop in the theater.

Enter the HBO twist. Since each movie was going to go through
first a theater release, then a videocassette release, and then a cable
release, HBO was in a position to at least'guarantee'the revenues
from the cable release cycle. The movie might flop in the theater; and
that would usually assl.rre that it would also flop in the videocassette
release 'cycle.' But when it got to HBo-cable, it HBO was to guaran-
tee'a certain revenue per (HBO) home, the movie would at least be
assured of getting back a sizeable percentage of its original costs.

In selling the $5,000 (minimum of course) 'investment chunks' it
was pointed out that the people investing in the movies would be
assured some type of 'safety' by the HBO cable release cycle.
Perhaps a movie that cost $12,000,000 to produce would be otfset by
1 5,000,000 HBO cable homes each paying 20 cents per home for the
'rights'to view that movie. Let's see; 15,000,000 times 20 cents is
$3,000,000. That's 25% of the original film costs.

HBO was able to in etfect'guarantee' certain minimum revenues
to each film which investors were buying a chunk of because they had
their own subscriber base to'work'. The films would be in production
during 1984, 1985 and perhaps 1986; they would be in the theater
release cycle the following year, and videocassette towards the end of
that year. And the year after that, they would be on HBO cable. The
first films would be in the theater in late 1984/1 985, and onto cable in
late 1985/1986.

Internally, within HBO, somebody was responsible for determining
the 'size of the guarantee;' i.e. projecting how many cable homes HBO
would be collecting just over $4.00 per month from by say late 1985/
1986. Let's pick a number and say it was proiected that HBO would be
into 1 6,000,000 homes by Christmas of 1985. Between the moment of
projection and lhat period of time, there were 30 months or so.

So picture this. Someplace within HBO is a chart on the wall and it
shows the actual number of 'home units' paying for HBO that month'
the number paying for HBO for the past 12 months, and, as a
projection, the number which had been forecast for each of those
months (present and past) as well as the number of homes which HBO
expected to be reaching for each month through December of 1 985.

Now picture this. The actual homes being reached are following
the projected homes to be reached pretty closely until the first part of
1984. Then there is a dip, followed by an obvious'lagging.'After
several months, the lagging becomes a trend;the projections are off!

Every business has internal proiections. Many businesses use

COOP/ continues on page 74
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their internal projections to plan equipment and raw parts and inven-
tory needs. HBO was using their internal proiections for a different
reason; they were, in effect, counting on the accuracy of those projec-
tions to tell them iust how much of a dollar guarantee they could expect
to have available in late 1985i1986 and 1987 to offset their per-film
costs for the films they had invested in.

More numbers.
Let's say that HBO expected 1 6,000,000 homes on-line when they

saw the first of their movie products reaching HBO cable That
meant somebody had allocated perhaps 20 cents per home to the cost
of that movie or $3,200,000. And that $3'200'000 was a lorm of
'guarantee' to the original movie investors that there would be at least
'that much money' returned to the movie makers (and movie inves-
tors) even if the movie was a total box office flop and nobody paid a
dime to see it. Ol course all movies make something, no matter how
bad they turn out, so the aclual gross revenues would be $3'200,000
plus $X where 'X' equals the unknown revenues from theater and
videocassette.

But  i f  HBO growth  lagged,  i f  the  HBO 'un iverse '  was  no t
16.000.000 in December of 1985 but closer to 14,000'000' there
would be a 'shortfall.' Now rather than paying the movie producers 20
cents a home for 16,000,000 homes, the $3,200,000 

'guarantee'

would cost HBO $3,200,000 divided by 14,000,000 homes; or 23
cents per home. That may seem like a very insignificant 3 cents per
home. lt is not.

Tuck all of that away in the back of your mind for a few minutes.
While one group within HBO has been wrestl ing with a decl ine in

new subscriber growth, another group has been wrestling with the
'launch' of a totally new customer base; home TVRO systems. On
the surface 'we' look like a pretty difficult market to tackle. HBO
commissioned a study earlier this year to ask existing TVRO system
owners if they would be willing to 'pay' for their premium services,
which are now 'free.' There were three categories of responses:

1) 'Yes, we would, if ALL premium services were scrambled
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(thereby eliminating a mixture of some scrambled and some
not scrambled).' About 30% gave this answer.

2) 'Maybe we would (the wait and see if it is real group).' About
30% gave that answer.

3) 'Hel l  No!. '  This group said 'what fal ls on my house is mine' or'  'We'l l  watch WGN'or'There are a hundred channels up there
and we don't like movies anyhow' or something equally illustra-
t ive.

Those survey numbers gave HBO planners some reason for deep
thought, and more planning. First they decided that if only HBO and
Cinemax were scrambled, "there is not much oJ a business there."
Some optimists within HBO suggested that perhaps the business
universe might amount to 1 to 1.5% of the total TVRO universe; that
translates lo around 10,000 homes paying for the service when there
are f inal ly 1,00O,OOO home TVROs in the ground sometime in mid-
1985 or so.

Which led them in a circle back to their original plan; somehow
they had to tatk Showtime and The Movie Channel into becoming
a pirt of the package. Those negotiations have been ongoing for
some months. They have never been close to finalization even though
HBO had gone to the Justice Department to learn how Showtime/HBO
could cooperatively sell to the home TVRO market and still remain al
"arms length" to one another. Justice gets nervous when two firms in
the same business try to get together, fearing that their real goal is to
reduce competition in the marketplace. Suttice to say' HBO's legal
staff has a plan worked out to accomplish this through a single
marketing 'goal' even if there are two, seemingly separate, marketing
'efforts.' Still, Showtime was not budging.

To get Showtime plus The Movie Channel into the'C Band Direct'
(CBD) service business requires several steps:

A) First they have to agree to adopt a scrambling technique, THE- 
scrambiing technique being planned for HBO. That's the
M/A-Com LinkAbit system. Why? Because if there is going to
be a viable marketing program using the loosely federated
'Galaxy Broadcasting Companies,'there will be no chance for
success if each of the individual Galaxy 'broadcasters' are
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each using their own scrambling system. At $
cost per descrambler, the market-ability of
questionable at best. l f  the consumer has to l€
two HBO channels, another $400 for two Show
and another $400 for say Disney and ESPN (et
the market is no longer a market at al l .  l t  siml
because i t  is priced out of reach of the typical

B) Having adopted the same scrambling techniqr
next be agreement as to the t ime table for scrar
scrambles in 1985, but Showtime won't scramb
there any way for the 'CBD' program to be ' lau

1987? The answer is no because even thos
people who said they would subscribe to a pr(
condit ioned their responses on ' lF al l  prem
were scrambled on satellite.' HBO is far dov
course, as we shal l  see short ly. Showtime has r
the scrambling trek. Some people suggest that
their system instal led and operating in a 'pr

mode, Showtime won't look seriously at scram
say these people, Showtime wants to see'pr(
l ing before they go as far as HBO has gone and
for a scrambling system.

C) Next, with the system agreed to, and the syst€
Showtime (+ The Movie Channel) as well  as at
max) the next step is to implement a nationw
plan. That says having a source (or sources) for <
a technique to distribute those descramblers an
market) the direct-to-home service. HBO has reli
plans for this, but they are HBO stand-alone pl i
that have been accepted by the other programm(
Natural ly Disney, Turner, ESPN and others wil l  I

6.. 
;

Performance . llorizon to H

/stem. At $400 consumer
tability of the system is
er has to lay out $400 for
r two Showtime channels,
j ESPN (et al), pretty soon
t al l .  l t  simply disappears
the typical buyer.

ng technique, there must
r le for scrambling. l f  HBO
rn't  scramble unti l  1987, is
n to be ' launched' orior to
even those 30% of the

'ibe to a premium service
: al l  premium services
) is far down the road, of
rtime has not even begun
Jggest that until HBO has
ng in a 'proven/fail-safe'

ly at scrambling. In short,
;  to see'proof 'of scramb-
i gone and sign a contract

d the system in place at
; well  as at HBO (+ Cine-
a nationwide marketing

lurces) for descramblers,
amblers and to sel l  (as in
IBO has relatively mature
rd-alone plans; not plans
programmers on Galaxy.
others will want to have a

orizon
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performance.

say in how al l  of this happens and there wil l  be a not inconse-
quential period of t ime during which al l  of this is being sorted
out.

Now let's jump backwards in time to the last week in October.
Frank Biondi, the top man at HBO, is gone. Replacing him is a man
named Joe Collins. And Collins comes to HBO from ATC, the Time
(l1c-) cable television operating company. Coll ins has r isen through
ATC ranks and he comes to HBO with a single mind-set; cable
television. He does not understand much about TVRO except that it
is some sort of threat to cable television. Biondi had his own (M/A-Com
brand) home TVRO system. Coll ins . .  .  wel l ,  he watches cable. Col-
lins is brought on board because HBO projections are ahead of reality
and HBO is facing some difficult dollar problems in the coming two to
three years if the present slow cable growth trend continues as all of
those 'expensive' movies come around to their 'HBO window' t ime
frame. Surrounding Coll ins is word that 20% of HBO people wil l  be let
off, that entire departments may disappear, and that many new proj-
ects will be dropped.

CBD or home TVRO service is a new proiect. perhaps CBD
would be dropped?

Friday, November 2nd is 'CBD Day. 'That 's the day that Coll ins is
to make a f inal decision concerning CBD. Should that special group
organized one year ago to study the marketing opportunit ies of 4 GHz
direct broadcasting be kept al ive, or should i t  be ki l led? Nobody was
certain late in October. Some were planning where they might go next
if their jobs disappeared.

All  week long, leading up to the 2nd, the experts in this f ield are'crunching numbers, '  working their calculators and computers over-
t ime trying to bui ld the best possible cases for continuing the CBD
project. There is one carrot out there that is especially attractive; if
somehow CBD can attract a substantial home subscriber Dase. sav
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1,000,000 homes paying perhaps $19.95 per month for a'bundle'of 6
to I transponders, there could be a very healthy shot in the f inances
department for HBO.

Their arguments are as fol lows:
1) The money spent, in that department, to date to research the

TVRO market is already spent. Canning the project won't get a
ref und.

2) Home TVRO is growing (perhaps not as fast as some claimed,
but i t  was growing far faster than cable nonetheless). And
everyone in business likes to be a part of a growth cycle; it is far
more profi table than a decl ine cycle!

3) The money committed to M/A-Com for the VC2C scrambler
and descrambler system is al l  but total ly spent. That remaining
to be spent will go for the actual hardware for the system and
getting 'out of' that contract could be messy. There was prob-
ably no good option to simply taking del ivery on the M/A-Com
equipment.

4) The equipment could be received and instal led; the VC2C
scramble(s) at the Long lsland upl ink, the VC2C descramblers
at the 10,000 cable/MDS'headend spots'where they had been
intended. At least in that way, the capacity to scramble would
be in place.

5) The system could be demonstrated, perhaps convincing
Showtime that this was a real technology and there was no
reason for Showtime to wait any longer.

6) lf the system was installed, it could be tested without inter-
rupting the regular unscrambled transmissions. How?
LinkAbit had created a method of scrambling only the Vertical
Interval Test Signals (VITS) and a technique had been de-
velooed to do this to check out each of the VC2C descramblers
in place while the regular video transmissions would pass
through the cable headends unaffected. At least in that way,
every cable/MDS headend in the country taking HBO or Cine-
max could be'proofed' in the f ield without upsett ing the normal
payrng cusromers.

7) Then, i{ everything checked out 'OK,' HBO could try one last

SATELLITE DICEST
t ime to convince Showtime and The Movie Channel to join the
party. lf they refused, and that refusal seemed cast in concrete,
that would st i l l  leave HBO with the option for start ing up the
business in a small ,  quiel,  way.

There were other possibilities of course. They are obvious.
A) The whole program could be stopped and HBO could walk

away from their own extensive scrambling research. Simply
write it all off.

B) The scrambling could be instal led, checked out, turned on and
HBO could walk away from the CBD marketplace. Simply say
"We have decided NOT to offer our cable service to non-
cable-customers" and that would be that.

By November 2nd Joe Coll ins has weighed al l  of the options and
he had a decision. HBO would proceed with their plans; the VC2C
scrambler would be instal led at the Long lsland upl ink and VC2C
scramblers would be accepted from M/A-Com for installation in cable
(and DS) headends al l  over the country.

But, once installed, what would happen next?
1) The system would be tested using the VITS scrambling tech-

ntque.
2) Showtime would be ' further romanced' and a reasol lable

period oJ t ime would pass to al low Showtime to make up their
mind about being a part of the 'Galaxy Companies' project.

By now we are at least up to mid-summer of 1985. That tel ls you
that as a TVRO dealer, you won't know what happens next unti l
perhaps that t ime. The equipment must get into the f ield, i t  must be
tested, and Showtime must be given at least one more chance to say
'no. '  At that point, HBO sti l l  has three options:

1) They can throw the scrambler switch and instantly shut off
orivate home viewers from HBO plus Cinemax service; and
not offer it to privaie system viewers.

2) They can throw the switch and simultaneously trot out a
marketing plan which their internal strategists admit would
probably attracl no more than 1 .5% of the total TVRO universe.

3) They could leave the system in, testing it with VITS every now
and again, and maintain the threat that at some future date

e lo

eo
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they would be ready to scramble by simply throwing a switch.
Maybe, given time, the TVRO marketplace would mature suffi-
ciently that Showtime would 'come around.' Maybe there would
be other, now unforeseen developments and at least the
scrambling system would be 'ready' if and when needed.

HBO does not like not being in the drivels seat. Showtime is
certainly an impediment to HBO's desire to serve individual homes.
But they recognize that if Showtime'sits it out' and does not scramble,
there is virtually no HBO TVRO business plan because very few
people are apt to pay some number of dollars per month for HBO (plus
perhaps Disney, ESPN, CNN, CMC et al) as long as Showtime sits
there with The Movie Channel cranking out 24 hour per day ' free

enlertainment. '
HBO would like to see Showtime maneuver themselves into a

posit ion which makes i t  di f i icult  lor them to continue not being in-
terested in the 'Galaxy Companies' plan. HBO would perhaps even
'help that maneuver' if they could figure out where to best strike at
Showtime's weak underbel lv.

Cable backlash is one possibi l i ty. The STC 12 GHz DBS plan is
another.

HBO has decided to formally announce their CBD plan for direct tc
home 4 GHz broadcasting at the December 5-7 Anaheim Cable
Show. That's the educated guess, anyhow. HBO will, as I have written
for more than a year now, offer the'marketing'oi CBD to their cable
affiliates f irst. How the cable afliliates will react, when it comes down to
signing a contract to become a'Wide Area Distributor' (NOT abbrevi-
ated WAD!) remainsto be seen. HBOwould l ikethe cable aff i l iatesto
be central 'clearing houses,' acting as overseers for the wide-area-
marketing and wide-area-solicitation of CBD service. HBO would
also like the cable affiliates to farm out or sub-out the actual installa-
tion of VC2E or scrambling compatible TVRO receivers to area TVRO
dealers. But HBO cannot force this issue;they cannot afford to'anger'
the cable affiliates. There is a possibility that Showtime may have
done something, recently, which will anger the cable affiliates. There
have been reports that the much-hyped.STC 12 GHz service, now

SATELLITE DICEST

OUTBOARD DESCRAMBLER 'sketch' distributed by M/A-Com
early in November shows basic routing.

perhaps scheduled for 1986 or so, wi l l  carry either or both Showtime
and The Movie Channel. This is clearly a'DBS' package and iJ there is
something which acts like a red f lag to cable operators these days, it is
DBS. There have been rumblings that lF Showtme has decided to
partner- i t  with STC on 12 GHz DBS, there might be a backlash Jor
Showtime (and The Movie Channel) in cable camps. How that might

COOP/ continues on page 82
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TVRO's sTH BIRTHDAY PARTY as televised Octo-
ber 18th on Westar V and Galaxy 1 !
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Roots of TVRO' including rare film of October 18, 1979 FCC
approval of deregulated home TVROs, rare 1978 and 1979
network newscasts dealing with early TVRO systems, and a
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COOP/ continued from Page 78

benefi t  HBO's C band DBS plans is unclear.
1) lf cable operators threaten Showtime by removing their cable

service carriage, Showtime will be hurt. Would that induce
them to pull back out ol an STC agreement?

2) lf Showtime is thus hurt, how does that convince Showtime that
they should go ahead and scramble their C band service and
thus ioin HBO in the C band CBD Plan?

There are those who suggest:
3) Showtime would have to scramble their 4 GHz service just to

make their 12 GHz service viable. Why pay for it at 12 GHz if it
is free at 4 GHz?, goes the argument.

4) And, once scrambled or scheduled for scrambling, might that
not get HBO in a position where HBO could then 'throw the
switch' and offer a CBD service perhaps without Showtime
participating?

Afterall, HBO is less interested in sharing the income for a CBD
service with another premium service heavyweight than they are in
seeing that there are no unscrambled premium service signals
available at 4 GHz. Remember their own internal projections; they
might gather up 30% of the home TVRO market if all premium
services are scrambled on 4 GHz; they might sell 1.5olo if some are
still unscrambled. That's a big difference in dollars.

Well, the more we know, the more we speculate about. And the
more uncertain we are about anythingl

lnto all ol this crazy world pops M/A-Com. As reported in some
detail in CSD/2 for November'l5th, M/A-Com managed to'put their
foot into it' back late in October. M/A-Com helped fund a direct mailing
to virtually every known TVRO dealer in the country and that mail
piece was intended to place fear into the hearts of TVRO dealers. I
won't revisit the thorough CSD/2 report here except to summarize it:

A) The mail  out piece was sent out in 'clandestine'fashion; the
source, or the firm paying tor the mailing, was not identified by
the mailing itself.

B) The piece reprinted material originally published in the June
(01) 1984 issue of CSD in which I set out al l  of the evidence I
saw which was suggesting to me, late in May, that 'un-

checked,' M/A-Com was going to be in "the driver's seat" with
home TVRO receivers because they had the contract for the
scrambling (LinkAbit) system as well as the contract for the
VC2C or cable style descramblers from HBO

C) The mailing attracted plenty of adverse reaction, especially
from receiver OEMs and distributors who felt it represenled
ooor business ethics.

As CSD/2 did report for November 1Sth, M/A-Com was responsi-
ble for the mailing and it was largely designed to help M/A-Com 'clear

warehouses' of their T1 and H 1 series receivers. lt has been, afterall, a
'slow selling season' for TVROs; there has simply been too much
product available and not sufficient 'qualitied dealers' to move it out to
the consumers.

So right in the middle of the very real and very serious internal
problems at HBO came a TVRO industry bombshell designed to scare
the crap out of dealers; in effect telling dealers that if they were not
now handling M/A-Com brand receivers, WHEN the scrambling finally
does come, those dealers might f ind themselves without ANY
scrambling-compatible receiver products to sell. Receiver OEM reac-
tion, was to say the least, 'dramatic.' HBO felt the first wave of
resentment because many of the receiver OEMs have been cooperat-
ing, behind the scenes, with representatives of both HBO and MiA-
Com to get some intelligent planning going so that ALL TVRO receiv-
ers that wanted to be scrambling-compatible could be scrambling-
compatible by the time scrambling actually comes.

Nobody knew, at the time, except perhaps M/A-Com who has
(even today) an inside track on such things, that scrambling is now
just as lar away as it has ever been; even with the news that the first
VC2C scrambler system was shipped to and scheduled for installation
at the HBO uplink site on Long lsland in November.

lf M/A-Com actually knew that HBO was going to be forced to
'slide' their scrambling debut well into the 1985 year, could not M/A-
Com be accused of instigating the infamous mailing piece merely to
helo it clear out warehoused TVRO receivers which thev claim are

3.1 .2  Mon.ura l  Aud io  Ou lpu t  l rom TVRO R.do ive t

(Oot iona l .  Fo .  
'Not  

Scrambl€d"  BYpass)
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3,1 .a  Othr r  2OOO_E Conn.c to rs  (Fo t  In lo rn . l ion  On ly )

5% p-p m6x. (10-90 APL).

50 p-p max. (10-S0 APL).

L ino  T im€ D ls lon ion :  5  IRE P-P max

Fig ld  T lmo D is tod ion :  5  lR€ P-P max

47dB min imum wt lh  d€emphas ls

Composit6 Output:

gss€b6nd Vldeo Output

Audio Output l

VHF Output:

VHF Input:

oata Outpur:

Clocl  Outpui:

RCA Phono Jack

RCA Photo  Hack

RCA Phono Jack

lype F

RCA Phono Jack

RCA Phono Jac l

THESE ARE M/A-COM specifications distributed to industry re'
ceiver OEMs early in November. Bunker called them "92o/o a'ccu'
rate to CSD printed specifications this past summer."

'scrambling compatible'? Some thought so.
M/A-Com T1 and H1 receivers are best described as 'top-end

priced.' That means that they get more for them, f rom the dealers, than
most other receivers. One of the key features they have been pushing
to distributors and dealers is the supposed M/A-Com'inside track'on
the descrambling requirements; even so far as to have field sales
people promising the dealers that if they buy M/A-Com T1 and H1
receivers, the dealers will be 'the first' to have descramblers available
for their customers. Those kinds of promises have found their way
back to the boardrooms at Winegard and Channel Master (et al) and
the M/A-Com competitors have been unhappy with this selling tactic.
Still, they had the confidence that because HBO had people on
the road talking with them about making their own TVRO receivers
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'scrambling compatible' by early in 1985, that the advantage of

M/A-Com's was at best temporary.

The mailing piece changed several minds on this lt looked to

some that HBdhad been 'double dealing;' that there was some sort of
(ugly word) conspiracy here between HBO and M/A-Com. A conspira-
cy has a certain legal implications.' 

HBO reacted instantly to assure the receiver manufacturers that

they had no knowledge of the M/A-Com mailer, and that further

there was no truth to the message the mailer contained HBO was
'wounded' in the integrity department by the mailer since it was

cleverly designed to make it appear that what the contents said
(written in Miy and published in June) was the 'present state of

scrambling. ' ihe mailer neglected lo mention that HBO and even

M/A-Com had been working, since at least September, to help receiv-

er manulacturers who wanied help with the descrambler interfacing'
This 'oversight' was labeled 'dirty, unethical marketing' by receiver

OEMs who iere forced to sit on the telephone with their own distribu-
tors and dealers straightening out the false image the mailing created'

Now let's try to tie all of this together.
1) HBO has changed management at the top. Some almost-top

positions are aGo tluid and it all gets back to HBO's failure to
grow, during 1984, at the subscriber rate proiected HBO has
5een planning on certain growth to fund elaborate 1985 and
after movie acquisitions.

2) HBO cannot seem to get Showtime/The Movie Channel to

agree to a scrambling system, nor to agree to a CBD Galaxy
O-ne marketing program. Their own internal planning tellsthem
that absent unlversal scrambling, the marketing potential for

a CBD service is just slightly larger than 'zero.'

3) HBO has accepted delivery ol their lirst VC2(C) type scrambler
but there is still, today, no production line flowing to turn out the
1 0,000 VC2C descramblers (see CSD/2 for November 1sth)'
This means that HBO needs no less than seven to eight
months from today to be operational with a full cable-level
scrambler-equiPPed market.

SATELLITE DICEST

4) ln the middle of this has come a clandestine mailer from M/A-

Com which attempted to tip the scales towards T1 and H1

receiver products, using 'the fear of instant scrambling' as a
'sales tool. '

Here is my summary of the summary' I don't believe any of us

wil l  remember that M/A-Com was implicated in this clandestine

mart eting trick in 12 months. I do believe that HBO will remember it

f'r"pp"n"i and I would not be surprised to see the relationship be-

tw!6n HgO and M/A-Com 'suffer' as a result ol the clandestine

r"iflng. I also don't expect HBO to be able to sort out the Showtime

reluctince to participaie tor at least six months; anything any sooner

than that will come as a complete surprise to me' Finally, I believe that

*" "t" no* looking at perhaps September 1,1985 belore HBO is

"nf" to fi"fO any kinl of effective CBD program and.it may well be far

later than that. Which means? That we have just bought ourselves

oerhaps another 'free year' of service to allow our system sales to

brow and our own 'seed'ing ol the CBD universe'to sprout and mature'

And welcome to 1985!

NORTH To Sweden
In 1983 some worldwide group awarded the SAS Airline' head-

quartered in Sweden, recognition as being Ihq Pgst Airline' (in the

world). ldiscovered this while boarding SAS Fl ight 912 from New

York's JFK Airport heading on the first leg of our trip to.visit the Luxor
headquarters in central Sweden. Unquestionably, Air India would not

be in t'he same class as SAS. The food was abundant and very edible'
the 'towels' hot, and the staff attentive. None of this would describe Air
lndia.

Crossing the Atlantic is a nighttime experience.. Virtually every

airline serving European destination departs American east-coast
cities around dusk and with the combination of jet speed and the time

ditference, you will invariably end up in Europe beteween 8 and 10 AM

local time. ihis can be 5 to 7 hours 'earlier' than the east coast which

simply means you anive iust as you have run out of 'steam'' 8 AM in

Code'nnagen, tbr example, is 2 AM in New York City. At best you catch
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a few winks during the f l ighl and arr ive total ly bushed. The wise
l:1: ler s: lgdules norhing for rhe f irst day in Europe save adjusring to
the t ime dif ference.

Susan and I arr ived in Copenhagen on our way into Sweden.
Copehagen is in Denmark and' i t  appaiently serves about the same
function as Dallas or Atlanta or Denver; major air l ines converge here
so you can change planes to go on to your f inal destinatton.

"The weather in Copenhagen is ,normal, for this t ime of vear' ,
announced the pi lot.  That didn't  tel l  us much unti l  we had deplined;'normal '  turned out to mean 45 degrees F, heavi ly overcast and a l ight
rain. With any luck at al l  i t  would be snowing at our Swedish destina_
tron. Now let 's see; where did I  st ick my ehergency pair of socks?
Somehow my Provo sandals did not seem l i t<elpprofr iate att ire for
my feet!

Frostbite of your toes aside, there are several dangers associated
with travel ing rapidly from the Caribbean to Sweden ir imid_fal l .  One is
your stomach's reaction to major diet changes. I  had been purposef ul_
ly avoiding red meat, dairy products and wheat bv_products for a
couple of weeks when the tr ip began. When last on provo, I  had l ived
off our new 'orchard' 

and garden; fresh oranges, watermelon, bana_
nas and olher pick-to-eat foods was my diet. Susan had been visi t ing
with the McClaskeys in St. Louis and she f lew inlo Newark to catch ui
with me for the Swedish tr ip. We were the guests of peter and Marina
Sutro for 24 hours before depart ing for Europe. They had returned
only days previously from a month in l taly (satel l i te business takes us'al l ' to.some 

distant points). Some months ago I had writ ten of dining at
the Maniaci 's home in Downey, Cali fornia-and had noted that Miry
Maniaci was one of the best ' international cooks' I  had ever Ingesred.
Peter felt  Marina was ' the best l tal ian cook' in our indusrry, pernaps
the world and he was anxious to prove that to me. Well ,  so much for mv
watermelon, orange and banana diet l

Six pounds and 24 hours later I  stumbled out of the Sutro home
with Susan and lumbered to JFK. In al l  fairness to Marv Maniaci.  I
have never eaten l tal ian tood at her home so cannot compare her
cooking to Marina's. In al l  fairness to Marina, I  have never had better

Ital ian food in my l i fe; including l taly. I  guess we wil l  have to schedule
an ' l tal ian Cook-Off '  at some suitable TVRO induslry event; perhaps
at the 'Sixth Birthday Party'  in Nashvi l le.

The Sutros obviously had a master-plan which didn,t quite work, I
am sure they meant to dul l  my senses with heaping selecl ions of
Ital ian food so they could beat Susan and lat cr ibbage. I  am pleased to
report that the Sutros are not the Cribbage Champs of TVRO; this
year. Pasta and wine may have taken their tol l ,  but Susan and I st i l l
whipped them in a four game set.

Gett ing from the Sutros to JFK should have been a , lark.,  We
allowed almost 3 hours between leaving peter,s home and our depar_
ture t ime. With check-in one hour in front of f lying, that left  about two
hours to drive 50 miles. With no minutes to spare te ran to lhe airplanejust as the doors were closing. New york area traff ic is surely the worst
in the world when i t  reai ly wants to be. our rtarian ' feast '  st i i l  soridry
lodged in our stomachs, the Swedish feast began. And i t  went on for
nearly seven hours, stopping only for hol towels, cold drinks, and the
mandatory movie. Anyone who wanled to sleep had to f ight the
environment to do so and now ten pounds ,overweight, I  walked with
heavy feet into the Copenhagen airport.  I  did a quic-k calculat ion and
determined that i f  I  ate under 250 calories per day for the seven days
remaining in the tr ip I  would probably arr ive back in New york on
November 3rd only lhree pounds heavier than I left  provo. l t  didn,t look
very promtstng.

We changed planes in Copenhagen afler a two hour wait and went
north on a ' feeder'  air l ine. Two stops later, we were on the ground in
Jonkoping and Stig Karlsson was meeting us. Jonkoping is i t i l l  some
distanceJrom Motala (125 km and that i i  where Luxoi is located).
Stig's V^olvo would get us there. , 'This is not the best t ime of year, I
think" Stig volunteered. "But I  wi l l  try to show you something., '  I
expected a two hour drive. Stig expected lunch. Susan and I had
avoided the breakfast on the f l ight to Jonkoping, l t  would be harder to
avoid lunch with Stig.

_ Luxor presently employs around 1,500 people in the [,4otala plant.
The fortunes of Luxor have not always been as good as they are
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ROOFLINE in Motala; Luxor's dish farm (a segment) is working at
both 4 and 12 GHz.

of new product and management approaches begun. And it worked'
Luxor had never really lost its Scandinavian 'market share,' even
during the 'dark days of '79' but it had lost a considerable amount oJ
prestige. Other Scandinavian producers of consumer electronics
were ilso falling and Luxor was perhaps unique because it survived
the cash crunch and emerged as a lean and mean machine.

Their 1,000,000 square foot facility echoes. A work lorce of 1'500
is hardly small but in this size facility it fairly'rattles around.' lt may' as I

was told, "cost a great deal to heat this in the winter," but the upside of
their space is that they have the luxury of planning product llow and
research requirements without trying to cram things together.

Sweden once boasted the 'highest standard of living' in the
world. I am not sure who measures such things or how they measure

LINDY YNGVESSON/ Managing Director moved into the top spot
l rom the 'R and D 'a rea .

today. The company was started in 1923. The founder was a John
Ramsey/Andy Hatlield kind of guy as best I could piece it together' lt
was privately owned in those days. Today, Luxor is owned 30% by the
Swedish government and 707" by a Finnish (as in Finland based)f irm
The recent past had been quite uncertain.

Luxor had jumped into first black and white and then color televi-
sion set production in the 50's. Their market was 'Scandinavia,' or,
Sweden, Finland, Norway and perhaps Denmark. They had done well
and by 1979 had grown to more than 3,000 employees. They had
also gone'bust. '  One day they simply ran out of money. The Swedish
government stepped in to save the,lobs and bailed the firm out. Major
suppliers received, ultimately, approximately 70 cents on the dollar.
The work force was trimmed to near the present levels and a number
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it, but I was told Switzerland is now 'first.' Common sense tells me that
there is probably an ugly relationship between'standard of living'and
'cost of living.''l can report no 'bargains' in Sweden. One usually
expects or hopes for some special shopping enticements when visit-
ing a foreign land. The Swedes have crystal, lace, wood carvings of
local manufacture. They also sell a number of Reindeer (horn) crea-
tions. Susan remarked they are very 'artsy-craftsy.'

"We have the highest taxes in the world" reported Karlsson.
"But we also have the best social services in the world." Example: you
are paid to have children. The more children you have' the more you
are paid per child. That led to the inevitable questions, by me, of
Swedish'sex life.' I had heard that the Swedes ranked high in'sexual
lreedoms.' My hosts laughed loudly. lt was not a gloating kind of laugh.

"We have that reputation" began the answer. "And one day'
perhaps many years ago, that was true. But the rest of the world has
caught up and passed us now. We are really quite old{ashioned."
Theie had been a'sexual revolution'here; once. Then it passed and
all that remained was a memory. lwould rank Sweden, today, down
someplace with Japan in that department. I saw polite, even prudish
behavior between the sexes while in Motala. I cannot ecommend
Sweden for those searching for uncontrolled and quick romps in the
hay.

Government is in everything; from the takeover and ownership in
Luxor to the exceedingly heavy taxation. Where the federal govern-
ment leaves off the local governments begin. Every worker has a good
quality place to live and plenty to eat; what he or she cannot afford
government makes up.

"lt is not possible for a person to work hard and become
wealthy In Sweden" noted two of my hosts; "taxes are impossible'" I
noted that Americans complain about taxes as well. I was given an
example of the basic tax law adopted by the government not very long
ago. As the income increased, taxes increased. At one level the taxes
became 111o/o of the increase: in other words the worker reached a
point where as he earned another dollar, he paid $1 .10 in taxes. I had

SATELLITE DICEST

NOT Ku BAND/ you lose the bet. This 3 footer is operating on
Russian Gorizoni channel iust below our channel 1 (so-called 1
minus) from 14 west signalfeeding Motala hotel (S)MATV system.
The only satellite channel available!

to agree there was not much 'incentive'to try to'do better'given that
circJmstance. But the Swedes were not complaining to me, merely
pointing out that while the 'standard' of living was ind-eed very high'
ihere w-as a 'price' being paid. The economy does not'float' as readily
as does the U.S. economy; example' Gasoline prices have recently
come down. About l 5% to be precise. That was the good news' The
bad news was that because the basic price had dropped' the govern-
ment was about to increase the gasoline taxes; 30% to be precise'
With the tax already amounting to nearly 50% ot the per-liter price' the
net etlect of the marketprice drop was about to be '0'; Swedish
motorists would be paying almost exactly what they were previously
paying (around $4.61 Swedish Crowns per lite0 prior to the price drop'-A 

fundamental grasp of the Swedish economy as well as the
history of Luxor was instructive; it helped me understand why, and
how, a European company located in a market region with no real
satellite indubtry or market might be in the TVRO business. Sweden,
unlike Japan, is hardly a world exporter of electronics. In fact virtually
everything which Luxbr manufactures ends up being sold in the four'
country'Scandinavian Market.'

"Tirere are perhaps 1,500 'private' satellite terminals in Scandi-
navia" a Luxor iource told me. lt surprised me the number was that
hfgh. The only use tor a 4 GHz TVRO terminal in Scandinavia is to
re6eive the Russian spot-beam service. With the 47 dBw'tootprint"
even a 1 meter dish is system design overkill. My hotel in Motala had a
small Luxor terminal, starting with a dish 'nailed'to the front entrance
of the building. The Russian channel was taken from SECAM to PAL
format in theluxor receiving system and placed on a'cable channel'
for re-distribution within the hotel. This is the Moskva or European
service, operating at what we Americans call channel '1 -'. That means
it is operating jusi outside of (below) the 3'7 to 4.2GHz band. I spent
some time watching the service and decided that from the American
viewooint it was about the least inspiring programming I had seen
anyplace in the world. I mentioned the uninteresting program content
to my hosts.

"Yes, but it is broadcasting some 18 hours per day and there are
SOME good programs" I was told. The 18-hours-per-day was the key
point here; local television (two Swedish 'national' channels) signs on
bt around 4 PM and goes otf around 1 1 PM. I had watched some of
that as well. lt also would not rate high for its 'entertainment value';
education, yes. Information, yes. Entertainment? No!

"There is a tremendous demand for ditterent television here in
Sweden" another noted. "We could sell many, many of the'Russian
Terminals' if only the language was not so impossible!". So why was
Luxor building and selling 4 GHz receiving equipment? There was no
real market in Scandinavia; there was no real market in Europe. And
Luxor as a company was not into exporting and they certainly were not
into exporting to North America. Curious.

I had suspected that somehow Luxor had been talked into the 4
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lT'S TEN O'CLOCK tN MOSCOW ,Do you know where your kids
are?'. Probably not watching this entidhtening play_by_play de_
scription of a chess match, featureO on tnJiuisiah-H dsWa
service beamed into Europe on TRl-minus (and into our hotel in
Motala).

GHz business by STS's Jim Rothbarth. He, afterall, had been the
man (and the firm) which had introduced Luxor to the American
market, in the fal l  of 1982.

The truth was a surorise."When we had the financial crisis of 197g, we already had a 4
G.Hz receiver designed" it began. ,,lt had been an engineering product
of the engineering department. We also had a iZ GHz-receiver
designed. lt was our belief , at the time, that the 12 GHz market would
be quite active in Europe by 1980 or so. We were readv lor it and would
have perhaps been the tirst European company to have,consumer 1 2
GHz equipment' in the marketplace."As we came out ol'the crisis' (with the Swedish government
taking over the company and paying off the creditors) we iaw that the
12 GHz market was not happening. But lhe American market was
moving very rapidly, at 4 GHz. At that point our basic recetver was
designed and it did not care whether it had a 12 ot a 4 GHz ,inout.'
Through a Los Angeles firm, we solicited interested American com_
panies to 'bid on' becoming sales agents for a proposed 4 GHz
package. Only because we lacked the development of a 4 GHz'microwave head' and the time it would take to create one, we had to
find a way to locate the required downconverter technology else_
where."

Rothbarth, or STS, had been one of ,approximately 40 firms'which
had responded to the call for 'bids.' He was one of the tew respond-
ing who had any C band marketing experience. At that point ih time
(early in 1982) STS had been 'brokering' receivers for tiims such as
National Microtech.

The initial numbers, through the first part of .1993, had been ,small'
by 1984/85 standards. The first receiver ,run,' spreao over many-
many months, had been but 6,000 receivers. But to Luxor it was a new
and very important source for revenues. And to hear Luxor people tell
it, in Sweden, theywere very impressed with Rothbarth atthat time. ,,lt
was an exciting period" remembers one; ,,Jim had a new ,idea'
every day and we had to learn how to respond tast to his sugges_
tions and requests. We were forced to learn alot about American
marketing and we most of all had to learn to move faster; far faster
than we were accustomed to 'moving' in Scandinavial"
_ The first pressures had been on increasing product production."Every day it was 'send more receiverst' on inb teletype" another

recalls. "From our vantage point the market seemed to be bottom_
less." That was before the tirst 'problems'; problems.that revolved
around the early downconverters which STS had selected in the
USA. As many dealers were learning, the downconverters did have a
stability problem. Users liked the many operating controls. The pic-
tures were acceptable if not brilliant. But there was a ,thermal drift'
problem with the downconveners.
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Includes
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5702 D Wrst 34th St.c.t r Houston, lorcs77O92
(713) 956-2984

SATELLITE DICEST

TVRO RECEIVERS/ as tar as the eye can see. A total of 5,500
recelver units were scheduled to pass down the line and to USA
during November.

"We worked very hard with the downconverter supplier on this"
recalls one engineer. "The first solution or attempt at a solution was to
turn the receiver'on' and leave it on. This eliminated the warm-up drift
which was causing the customers to find channels only partially tuned
in when they turned on the receivers. But that was not the best answer
and it caused customer resentment. Next we tried compensating lor
the dritt and that also did not work very well."

As dealers would later flnd out, the downconverter 'problem'

would ultimately figure heavily in the dissolution of the 'partnership'

between STS and Luxor. You won't find anyone at Luxor who is willing
to discuss, 'for the record,' the state of the Luxor/STS 'squabble'
today. Lawsuits continue, and you need to keep in mind that Luxor is a
partially 'state-owned' company. STS/Rothbarth is for all practical
purposes 'in court' with the Swedish government! An employee of
Luxor is an employee of 'the state,'to some extent. lt's ditficult to get a'bureaucrat' to go out on a limb, as we all know.

'Off the record' I learned a great deal. One I talked with had been
following the industry's publications and noted that STS was not a
prominent advertiser in CSD. They found that curious. I tried to explain
how Rothbarth had maneuvered himself as the 'power behind the
throne' at SPACE and how his large dollar support of SPACE was
giving him certain 'privileges' within the trade association. I didn't need
to explain my own reporting on SPACE activities earlier in 1984; I
found a sympathetic and understanding audience. lt had never occur-
red to lhem that a manufacturer might withhold advertising support for
CSD in protest of our editorial policies. "Perhaps that is all past" one
offered. I expressed a hope that it was.

So why was Luxor manufacturing satelllte TV receivers, and
how dedicated were they to the marketplace?

Luxor management, after the 1 979 'crisis' (as they refer to the dark
days of re-organization), clearly needed to make some dramatic
changes in not only the way the firm operated, but the image and
product line of the company. Some products, such as the early-
developed 12GHz TVRO receiver, were waiting in the wings. Others
covering carrier-current transmission techniques, energy control sys-
tems, micro-computers and automation for home consumer white
goods (such as dishwashers) would be developed. The TVRO accept-
ance caught them by surprise. lt also dove-tailed with their own desire
to find a new 'marketing hook' for their television receivers. As we
investigate separately here in CSD, Luxor has made much of their'salellite-compatible' TV receivers. The engineering in their current
line of home television sets is extremely fonivard thinking. Costs have
been reduced, functions increased, and international standards com-
patibility increased. lt may be the most versatile line of TV receivers in
the world today. Every cardboard container shipped (30,000 plus TV
receivers a month) from the Motala plant proudly proclaims'SATEL-
LITE TV,'

Luxor's designers have integrated the standard TV chassis to its

The Surveyor"
Everybody is tafking about it'

Home Satellite Drirrc systems
Available from

The Antenna Farm, Apopka, FL 3051886-6999
Nationat Microtech, Grenada, MS, 8OO | 647 -6144
Satellite Video Services, Catskill, NY, 518/678-9581

Carolina Satellite Systems, Wilmington, NC, 919/395- l167
Earth stations of Cbumbia, Coturioia, sc, 803/254-0535

Startech. Salem, Vr\ 8ool22l -4656
NEDCO, Toronto, Canada, 416/ 67 7 - l4l0

l(ent Research Corporation
l9O0 BurdettAve. Troy, New York l2l8O

518/272-6870



Don't Settle forl.ess than theBest!

THE 10-PFM
A mesh antenna of this quality didn't just happen. lt took
months 0f research, hard worK testing and retesting.
That's because we weren't about t0 enter the mesh market
unless we could offer you and your customers the best. lt's
with pride that we now introduce the Hastings 10-PFM.

Look at its durable construction. We've achieved surface
accuracy without a thousand bothersome steel clips. So
the 10-PFM goes together in one third the conventional
assembly time. The mesh seams and outer edges are
safely and securely covered for a smooth, attractive
appearance. And the 1o-PFM is built to resist the wear
and tear of wind, hail and ice.
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one set of common ingredients;the' lF'str ing within the TV. The front
end, which selects the input TV channels, is unitized to allow quick
installation in the factory or in the field of virtually any tuner frequency
range known to man. The 'rear-end,' or the demodulator, is also
unitized; any TV 'standard' in the world (SECAM, PAL, etc.) can be
outfitted to the system. In effect, they have a worldwide building-
block ready to be outfitted with regionalized sub-modules for use
anywhere. Satellite TV, from this starting point, is simply another set of'standards.' Luxor literature and advertising makes much of the TV
set's ready acceptance of 'satellite TV signals.'

"Our sales have certainly been helped by our 'satellite TV
readiness' " notes a marketing type. "People worldwide have heard of
satellite TV and it helps us sell our product when we can assure the
buyers their new television receiver is 'ready for satellite TV' when
they are ready."

Retrofitting a Luxor TV receiver for satellite TV is a matter of sliding
the 70 MHz input circuit plus basic demodulator into a plannedJor spot
inside of the TV cabinet. Powering and audio/video amplification are
part of the master chassis. Admittedly, not many have actually been
so equipped at this time. Luxor, for example, does not sell TV receiv-
ers in North America; not yet. And in Europe, the Russian Gorizont
transponder 1- service aside, there is no satellite TV service presently
available to consumers. When 12 GHz service does come in Europe,
the TV receiver cares not whether there is a C band or Ku band 'head'

in front of it. In fact, the TV receiver has been planned so that either
one OR both could be in front of the TV. And, through the now well
known Luxor hand-held remote, the viewer can switch lrom terrestrial
TV to satellite TV, or auxilliary inputs such as videotape or disc without
leaving his or her easy chair.

"Someday all television sets will be built this way" smiles a
Luxor engineer. "Today, Luxor is the first and to the best of our
knowledge the only firm offering this advanced feature."

lmpressive. But how does that help the North American TVRO
dealer who is still struggling with downconverters (not of Luxor manu-
facture) which retuse to be temperature stable? We talked with Bo
Lindqvist, the relatively young man in charge ol the Luxor satellite
project. Bo is comparable to Steve Birkill in England. He started with
microwaves as a young man, through his amateur radio interest. For
the 'hams' in the bunch, he once held the 'World Record' in the
amateur 23 cm band. Bo has the 'feel'for TVRO of an American
TVRO engineer; he quickly rattles off the list of American satellites, the
sub-carriers found on each, and the reception problems of the various
satellites.

Bo feels the entire industry will, one day and perhaps one day
soon, be using the block downconversion technique. The latest Luxor
receiver, the Mark Two, is Luxor's entry towards this design direction.
Bo smiles when you talk about BDC.

"We started with BDC, first" he recalls. "The 70 MHz input,
single channel processed system you see in the (original) 1982 re-
ceiver was a response to the 1 981-82 defacto American 'standard.' I
never really liked that approach. The equipment developed in the
late 70's was all BDC and had there been an adeouate block down-
converter available in the U.S. in 1982, we would have introduced that
receiving concept (the Mark 2) at that time."

Bo's engineering direction is towards further development and
refinement of the BDC technique. New receiver designs now being
created ref lect this and the Las Vegas show this spring will see the first
such units on display. Luxor is naturally sensitive about premalure
disclosure of their design intentions. As Bo says "We prefer to tell you
about it AFTER we do it, not before. There is no advantage to us to tip
our hand in advance of having the product ready for delivery."

Would Luxor fall into the same trap as other BDC line suppliers and
not properly otfer the splitters, line-amps and other'bits and pieces'
required for proper installation of a multi-receiver shared antenna
system? Bo again.

"Our present lF choice (950-1450 MHz) reflects our agreement
that this has become something of a world-standard for BDC units. I
do not like the American use of 450-950 or some slight variation of that
frequency range; I believe that ultimately the systems sold using this
frequency range will disappear from the marketplace. There are simp-
ly too many user-problems in this lF range. However, I must admitthat
signal distribution parts are more readily available here (400-450 /

Our Model 2350 features 16 programmable satellite
locations plus manual override and is easily
programmed from the front panel. Dual adjustable end
limits, motor stall protection, on-off switch, optionar
infrared remote control, 125 ft. cable, and the quietest,
smooth running 24" jack in the industry make this the
best actuator system available today.

BASIC
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TVRO EXPERT/ Bo Llndqvist is the man responsible lor the R and
D on present 4 and 1 1/12 GHz equipment llnes. Bo dreams of the
day when at least one US domestlc blrd is operational far enough'east' In the belt to be 'visable' in Sweden.
900-950 MHz). I see that as being only a short-term problem. There
will be 950/1450 or even 900-1 , 800 MHz distribution parts available."

We wondered when. and from whom."At least two firms, one from Japan and another in North America,
are presently working with us in this area" he suggests. "l believe
there will be more than adequate parts selection for the higher (BDC)
lF range before mid-year ol 1985."

Luxor, according to Llndy Yngvesson, firm President, has run
through the fall selling season averaging around 5,000 TVRO receiv-
ers per month off the production line. SAS air shipments to Chicago go
out several times per week. Lindy is pleased but bothered by his'share of market.'

"lf the total market thls fall has been only 30,000 new home
systems per month, that translates our market-share to 16.66%. I
don't think we have that klnd of share. At 35,000 per month, our
shipments equate to 14.3o/o and I don't think we are THAT good
either."

Yngvesson is one of those who believe the total market has been
larger than previously reported. He suggests that it may be as large as
50,000 new home systems per month and fixes his share at lO%.
(Note: CSD's dealer survey published in July of this year fixed the
Luxor market-share in the 8/9olo region)."Perhaps the monitoring system, used to create market totals, has
become invalid" he suggests. "Perhaps the distribution system has
changed so much during 1984 that it can no longer be measured in
traditional ways."

Yngvesson believes that the 'old system' of measuring market
activity through the major (so-called Big Ten) distributors may be at
fault here. He points out that his firm, Uniden and many others are now
using either smaller, more regional distributors or a mixture of the two.

IN STOCK IN TAMPA

Paraclipse
16 Foot Antenna
12 Foot Antenna
12 Foot Dark Green Antenna
9 Foot Antenna

Actuator Rib Mounting Bracket

GHAPARRAL
Polarotor I and Polarotor ll
Tune Feed Polarotor lfor Paraclapse

HOUSTON TRACKER SYSTEMS
All Models

RECEIVERS

R-5000 sP
R-7000

Olympiad
Sky Eye Vlll

RECEIVERS

Sky Eye X
KLM SSD

PROMAR, INC.
4912 W. LaSalle St.
Tampa, Fl. 33607

e 52 dB Gain LNAs

CALL TOLL FREE
FOR PRICES

813t876-7677
TELEX:52-825
1-800-237-2903
1-800-282-7713
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And while the industry is counting receivers and LNAs and antennas
at the'Big Ten' level the smaller distributors have come up suddenly
as major movers of specialized equipment. In short, he believes the
fall market now about over was indeed larger than many have sug-
gested. lf he is correct, it is interesting that a man sitting in an office
some 4,500 miles from the heartland of America is better able to
judge our market size than those who are squarely in the middle of it
a l l .

In this issue of CSD we begin a two-part series which looks at the
Luxor design and marketing-support philosophy. Luxor North Amer-
ica's Hans Giner has often stated that the Luxor creed for distributor
and dealer support, founded on 'European Business Principles,' dif-
fers widely from similar practices in North America. I visited Luxor in
Sweden to determine why this might be so and just how those differ-
ences appear in the marketplace. I was pleasantly surprised with what
I learned on my visit to Motala and believe you will find this series
instructive as well.

APPLAUSE Please
CSD/2 for November 15th reported that three f irms have

announced their intentions to begin promoting TVRO products in
'naiional' and 'regional' magazines and newspapers. Good show.

The same issue of CSD/2 allowed me to editorialize on the dis-
appointing sales results this tallfor newTVRO hardware and systems,
and to warn that if we conlinue to operate as 30 or 40 or 50 separate
entities in the marketplace, we will be many more years realizing our
own industry market potential. In other words, individual efforts are
fine at some levels; but to the consumer mind we need to present a
united 'conceptual picture' of what our hardware does and what we
are selling.

R.L, Drake's announcement told us that it was "launching the first
nalional advertising campaign in the history of consumer satellite
television targeted at the consumer market." Good, but not quite true.
Uniden did it first, starting with Sports lllustrated page-plus four
color layouts this past July

Drake says they are concentrating on the pre-Christmas selling
season using publications "such as" TIME, TV Guide and some
unspecified rural and farm oriented publications.

Winegard Company announced at about the same time they
would be using 'regional edit ions' ol PEOPLE (November 26, Decem-
ber 1 0 and January 7 issues) as well as November 26, December 1 0
and January 14 issues of Sports l l lustrated. They wil l  also be in
Playboy in January. Winegard will be in southern, southwestern and
southeastern editions for all of these publications.

National Satel l i te Communications, one of our major distr ibu-
tors with regional offices and warehouses in Orlando (Fl) and Clitton
Park (NJ) reports they will begin advertising directly to consumers
through programming guides and consumer magazines.

There are several good vibrations from all of this. All three, plus
Uniden who did it first, are out there trying to create more walk-in
traffic for TVRO dealers. They will accomplish this by making the
public more aware o{ TVRO, what it does, and what it otfers. Drake
talks about 100 channels of television'for under $2,000'as one
example. Drake also talks about how a family subscribing to cable
could be spending upwards of $50 per month, or $600 per year lor
cable whereas with a home TVRO, they would have their own 'per-

sonal cable system' at the end of three years with far more channels
for about the same dollars soent.

None of the f irms mentioned here have released what their
budgets are for this effort. I suspect Drake and Winegard would not
have jumped into this activity had the United States Congress not
passed legislation clearing the way for legal home TVRO use this past
fall. I suspect, and expect, many other firms to be entering the same
area of activity as a result of the recent legislation.

But far more important than 'why' they are doing it is 'how' and just
whom it will benefit. lt Drake talks price in their consumer advertising,
that pretty well freezes the dealer handling Drake to a particular
price-package. That could cause the dealer some local retailing prob-
lems. Drake, by citing price, starts off by declaring 'war on cable TV';
hitting directly at cable charges, and that asks that cable fight back. I'm
not sure we are prepared for that battle, yet.

For advertising to benefit dealers, it has to excite people to go to
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DRAKE in TIME/ for October 28th. Inspite of press releases to
industry suggesting that Drake was going to'key off of 'compari-
son between cable and private TVRO use/ownership pricing
differences, first shot largely extols virtues of TVRO for rural
residents. Dealers should note that advertisement relers readers
to'yel low pages'for l ist ing of 'nearest R.L. Drake satel l i te dealer. ' ls
it too late for dealers to change their yellow page listings?

their nearest TVRO dealer to look at hardware and systems. lf Wine-
gard advertising in Playboy gets peopie into TVRO stores, much of
the traffic will end up going to stores that don't sell Winegard equip-
ment. That is a calculated cost of any effort like this.

Somebody, certainly, had to take the lead in this and Uniden,
Drake, Winegard and National Satellite Communications are to be
commended by everyone of us for spending dollars in this fashion. We
will all benefit, directly, shortly. At the same time, it also makes
excellent sense for another ten or twenty tirms to jump into the same
activity and then for all of the firms who have adopted national
consumer advertising programs to sit down at one time in one room
and re-distribute their consumer advertising dollars so that each ends
up contributing some share to a national, all-industry, consumer
awareness program. lf everyone is going to benefit, everyone
should be paying into the same pot. That's idealistic, of course, but
certainly the majority of these firms who plan such advertising can get
together and agree to support an all-industry consumer awareness
program during 1985.

Getting 'legal' was the important first-step. Getting into the con-
sumer mind is an important second-step. Now, getting together to
get into the consumer mind is the next step. Dealers can help make
this happen, to the benefit of every dealer, by continually asking their
suppliers'when are you going to all get together and promote TVRO
as a concept?'. lf the dealers will put the pressure on the OEMs and
distributors, we'll see some amazing growth in consumer awareness
(and system sales) during 1985!
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control that's rrsel f l ientl lt irr opcmtiotr
antl irrstallation.

To gire thc ,\R-2 .1our ou,n pasonal
exaninulion, cull tts kttlu.l,at
( 800 ) 328-77 33. I n,t'l i nnesztr,
(218) 681-561(t.
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